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1 
P R 0 C E E D I N G S 
--ooOoo--
CHAIRMAN ROBFPTJ ~ The Cormni ttee will come to order. 
This morning we n rings into the confirmation of 
D ui l Lungren as Treasurer of State of California. These 
he rings and the sub ent deliberations will be fair and 
thorougll LE:cuuse I can think of few other constitutional offices 
that have more influence over the lives of us as Californians. 
Over past deca<'le 1 Treasurer's Office has become 
focal point for State and local finance. Most of the 
done by public agencies oust either be reviewed or 
approved by the State Treasurer. Both the oversight and the 
operational responsibilities touch every aspect of public 
finance. 
The world o public finance has changed dramatically in 
recent years. Now most tax exempt financing is used for 
comrr.ercial and industrial development, housing, 
for-profit health facilities, and short-term notes to meet public 
agency cash flow needs. Tl1is means the State Treasurer has 
changed from being a custodian of the State's bank vault to a 
finance broker 
During earl 
indicated that 
for both public and private projects. 
r hearings in the Assembly, Congressman 
expec to be J on his ability, 
intRqrity, exper , and c tment to financial 
"responsibilities, a we ~ake same pledge to the Congressman 
and to e people of the State of Cali ja. 
2 
These hearings also will examine, Congressman Lungren, 
your voting record to determine if it in fact is a legitimate 
3 
aspect of your duties as far as the Office of the State Treasurer 
4 is concerne~. We ntend to deviate as litt as possibJe from 
5 our usual procedures on this Comm ee. 
6 Let me nt out the stions will be asked by the I 
7 . Members of the Rules ttee. When we deal with a specific 
8 subject m?tter, we i 1te the Chair of the relevant policy 
9 committee to ask questions. Two o those Chairs have indicated a 
lO In the area of thP environment, Senator Torres 
II ' will join Corr~ittee, and in the area of health and welfare, 
12 • Senator Wats<>n will join the Committee for t.hese questions. 
13 The dais is composed of the Members of the Rules 
•, 
14 
1 Committee, dnd each Member is entitled to one staff person as 
15 well to sit at the dais. 
16 ThP names o witnesses who have notified us of thejr 
.. 
17 : C:h":sire to testi ar on agenda. may testify 
18 within the constraints of time and our ability to hear you. 
19 Please let the Sergeants know if you wish to testify, and if your 
20 name is not on the a we ll try to place it there. At the 
21 end of each day's ings, we will a period of time for 
22 'open stions and answers, testimony frorYt Loth proponents and 
23 c~_r:;pcnents. Please let the S knO'w. If you'll give him 
24 yo~r name, he will g us your narl!e as well, and we will 
25 t to accommodate s. 
26 re re ind ls are unable to appear and 
27 t sti on ir particular subject is ing discussed. 
28 ~h~~e individuals 11 testi on er day they can appear. 
3 
We vJJ..~l b:::-edk at noon and resume at 1:30 or; each day. 
2 In addition, re ll be a hre at 4:00 o'clock in the 
3 at t.err:ooP. 
4 s f Cornmi t the in tee 
5 remcinf t e ~euring. We will 
6 leave that to ren as to what his wishes are. 
7 Before we t>cd, we're happy as well to have with 
8 us l the ience 11rs. i and Ms. Kelly Lungren, 
9 ssman 
• 8 f f'~ anc 'fhank you being 
10 \vi_ th us alld we're to have you 
ll If it vlerP f er, sman he \.YOU in:::oist on 
12 being introduced, so if you dcn't mind we' L introduce your 
13 audience, too, 
14 the hack. 
15 Congressman, I turn the ings over to you to make 
16 ' an optor; i statemf!nt. 
CONGRES , Mr. Chairman. 
18 I appreciate chance to appear before this Con<Itii t tee. i 
19 I red rem a lo make, I used my staff to 
20 those, a r ]_ teni to your rem a and also after 
ing some things i newspa tod T thought maybe I 2 -'-
22 ld cleviate from se a moment ar;Cl s some things very 
23 , ci.Lr ect to to this Committee. 
24 Somet y c::;.nd I had cha ce to talk. At that 
we vwuld have an open fair and 1 
-25 ime you to me 
26 that ld not nvolved th 
27 ansh I is true. I want t.o believe that is 
28 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
!9 
20 
2 
22 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Bm,;ever, ill the interven g t , I've 
memo that appea to 
was to go ore I 
seen it wou 
's not 
J 
case. 
ine i1-ection that 
to come here. 
s ri a lit A] 
4 
camP aware of a 
is Committee 
Some vTho have 
.L hope 
not on trial here, as you know, Mr. Chairman, yet a 
rr:err,c> appeared, was referred to the r today, that 
Ola,l ir;es the way ngs are to gn, and it refers time 
and aqain to the "prosecutor Senator Torres en energy and 
environment 11 assume role of prosecutor of Congrer;sman 
ren; Senator Petr1s is to assume ~he role of prosecutor in 
th<'::o an'a of hcusing; you're to assume thl' roie of prosecutor in 
'bu~dress deve t. 
CHA,Ifu'\1AN ROBERTI: You ll :::: iml we're very poor 
secutors on this Committee ssman. 
That TtJas a memo 
se s as saw 
was given to ru::: 
s di without any 
furtlwr ew. You ll find the wernc v;as not ing to be 
llowed. It VI' a;:: an ad vi memo to me. 
I suspect., ssman, you san 
iasts wi 1n your staff that will g you advice that you 
reject, and the issue is 
I v.;culo st to 
sim1lar situat 
ther we follow it or reJect 1t. And 
t we have rejected it as we have in all 
CONGRESSMAN IVNGREN I that 1 th case, Mr. 
Chairn,a . 
2 
4 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
!5 
16 
17 
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20 
21 
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24 
25 
27 
28 
5 
I must just say, ough, I received 
disqui ting in tion, this ing one f em: \Ji tnesses who 
have erne to me to suggest that n pressured not to 
alf. 
ThP Cl :f cul wi 
i£ you go to such a witn~ss, 
that, as you well know of course, is 
've bPen pressured not to 
t s 're not going to admit thB they•ve been pressured 
because the ve:r: on d dn't want to testi_ is because 
pres sur 
CHAJF~A~ FOEFRTI: All can tPJ J 
We w 11 go out of our tu accommodate any 
\-,"ji~nE:::::,s that you 
papPr, frank 
two names tha 
don 
I EoW appear in the 
the other. The 
ere happen to k ow J met once, Mr. Hull and he is encouraged 
to come here. I tllink he!s iln excellent man, a fine man. If he 
'want t:o come e ther a character witnes of yours or a person 
who cc1n 
\WI come 
frr:nk]v; 
testi how h s worked 
it. I view his test very 
you 
righly. 
the years, I 
other gentlemen from the Firef ters of Long Beach, 
icated that he J've never met. In per l 
dldn't come here because 
federation of Labor were 
er members 0f his union or the State 
sed to your confirmation. 
oppose 
a 
r 
Well, th2t's ~ife 
confirmation, and 
r 
re not oppos 
re h re 
b ci 
can't 
, Congressn1an. People 
in because people 
because I to be here or 
, ei r. 
6 
CONGEES:.:~MJI.N r 1JNGREN: Do I have an opportur:ity to moke 
2 
ar: opening sr.atement 
Mr. Ch jrman, you know that l'''t the point i wc.s 
4 
making. 
5 
There have on rny l P vJho 
6 
behnlf who.are not testi ing Lecause of messages at hc:~ve been 
7 
't re c 1om. ,- d.nrl ' t \Alan t 
8 1ey came from this Committee, but that's disquieting 
9 
rt.icular n li rr:eirC· that c id appear. 
10 'r:c he1ppy to hear that you have d i Fccur:ted the memo. I 
II at the points 1n memo arc a so fjscounted, such as: 
12 rather than to see th an objective analys1s what ruy record is, 
13 e goal i , to quote from Fage Three of the memo: 
14 "To <"licit from ren his ilosophy 
15 of policies so as to demonstrate he is 
16 an eclogue clearly out of r2oP with 
17 all Calitornians." 
18 An her cmrrent in t memo is: 
19 "The goal of this section is to 
20 demonstrute at , despite 
all r charact 
unyielding deologue; a r lO pErson 
who hard can repn" er;~ a 
24 
25 ow, Mr. Cha 
T I used to hardball politic~;, I 
26 'underst nd ha ba J rstana ou 
27 hi c And I m lling to go anyplace, 
28 
7 
, a re to debate any r11embe on ar:y subject at comes 
2 
hE'fore you. lling to do t U"tJ-front. I'm 
I am, however, llin<;:; ·tu be subjected to a 
s i turd: ( mnp f'Ort of 
4 
5 
c:ou:ctroom. not on trial. Lere. 1 em he person who was 
6 
er his right under f Ca} 
the Corst tut.icn take place o Je!?EP Unruh because a 
vacancy occurred s =c~ult of his death. 
9 
lling o come be ore a1'd to answer 
10 r'' p rc e] 1 questions i hOWPVf:'r i I that t you told me in 
II 
t turn out to be the case: it's going to be 
12 a full, fair, thout partisanship. 
13 You rr'us t, r, that one in my pobltion, to see 
14 
a rremo like this, to h a some of things that have occurred, 
to e some questions and have to resolve that jn mv 
16 own rrind. 
17 WOl1. say th s: I'm not on trial here. 
18 cr· h:in9 is on trial here it's he It's to see whether 
19 cr ret this institution can fulfilJ. its crljoations as the 
20 Governor~ F fuJ~~lled his turning t is sorrtt~ sort of 
21 trial with prnHecutor dnd nts. 
22 en a n t in my 1 iff-: • I've never been 
11 en experience in a 
24 ·ccurtrc0m.; s I underst.ar.C. cl0 :i.t. 
25 If vou want de har, t I don't think that's 
26 h ia 
2S 
8 
So as I s , I don t want to l eve some f those 
2 at's not going to be t.he case. But there 
3 h evidenc to 8ugges se 
4 But now, after we ve scussed , Mr. Chair~~n, J
1 d 
5 l~k~ to just discuss I am, s nee people don't seem to know 
6 . \:he J am, and corrrrent s made you rs question whether 
7 or not I am c le of being able to sent alJ the people of 
8 this State of Californ a. 
9 So let me jus say at t i t , lt you want to know who 
10 I oTI! or who anybody is, I suppose you go back to the beginnings 
II and look at their parents an~ their ndparents. My mother lest 
12 .her father at a very early age. My mother worked three jobs in 
!3 th ci +:~' o:L Chicago in r to her :[ ~ :' together. My 
14 ~ether took her k brother to a county 8pital in Cook County 
15 when he was suffering from a terr illness. She did that on 
16 her own as a teenager because there was no one else to turn to. 
17 She worked cbs tc heJp famiJy t:ogether; nut her 
!8 f ' J..y, not her f ly of her children, but brother and her 
19 ::·lsters. 
20 fa r lost his r at a VC·U g a In fact, he 
21 moved to California ause of the difficult s of his own 
22 father's health. Moved to c l fornia in hopes of trying to fine_ 
23 .a cure to his 1 pr After s years he died, ar~ PI'' .-' 
i £ather in the 5.dd of h ool rooved hack from Lung Beach, s 24 
25 C lifornia to Sioux Ci , Iowa to finish his hi school years. 
26 He was refore of that t as a child, an 
27 only child, in a sing -parent s 
28 
9 
h seven children I m the second oldest. 
2 
I've got two sisters. No one ever suggested in 
3 
'ar,ily at 
4 
s were not to s tMe boys were. In 
5 
fa t, v:c >lere <:> t we'd tc it in is Jjfe, 
6 
' that we had a "'- en to make t.o sec ie we had to 
7 
assist rs as s is ourse s, and that the girls in 
8 tl e sM Jc to make h<~ir C\Hl way, to make 
9 r 
this cnger before a lot of people started 
10 talking women's r hts. 's how I grew 
I I a who's a doctor. Sc~e suggest that 
12 ~ because he was a doctor and not in he lowest economic 
13 clrcurz;ctance, I'm in e of being the Treasurer of the 
14 State of Cali 
15 Let me 11 father's an old-fa ioned doctor. 
16 the I e up when r was out making house 
17 two, 0 i the morning, going to 
st parts +: Beach to treat people because OJ.. 18 of e t 
19 needed he Raving people ask him the !lext day, "v!hy did 
20 (JO in at area of Don't it's dangerous 
2 l'€''?" Anc his response was, "I have ients who are sick. 
Patierts ~:;hc need " 22 
Yes orne like to :X' " 'If,· as aoctor of Richard 
24 Nixon. dealing th the carriage trade." Let me 
25 tell n my dad care o R a Nixon he was 
26 almost g call chard Nlxon made 
27 ~n irn. He sa d, I understand you not want to treat me. 
28 
10 
It rr2y be a eli ficult thing to do at thlE time." He was not 
someone well regArded at particu ar time 
her You're si yC'u re my ient. Of 
ccurse I' 1 treat " 
've t ke care of people who never 
5 
6 
r had I ve seen him taking care of 
7 
pe id him as well. 
8 
As a d, UEed t gc my father the 
9 
spital and make rou ta wi e and talk with the 
10 
their were I I was going to 
II 
he I wanted to do t same ngs hat my father did. 
12 
T ran into nic chemistry. Some of you may know what that 
13 means. 
14 
. ) 
15 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: t was a mistake, but I 
!6 became a la~~·er. Some would ay l er, you're not 
17 ·• CjU<Jl fi to be Treasurer f he State Cali rnia. I don't 
18 ur1oerstand that. 
19 I attended ic schools here in California. l 
20 attended public s ls in the summer to extra creait... 
21 ·\vent +:o -::he Universi of Notre Dame; I graduated cum laude. I 
22 went to USC Law School. I was re or a ye r and decided I 
23 ,,,antP.il to transfer to Un sity after I got married. 
24 orne on st ff said 've tc at_ 
25 t anscr I sa you want tc 1 at my transcript?" 
26 r s sted u t there is some 
27 untoward rea lc usc and went to " 
28 
11 
Now, I gav~ you my transcri I ss you didn't find 
2 
any untoward rPason, but I can't understand kind of a 
question~ as if somehow J could i to University 
4 
L0w School i I le t USC under some loud. And I if you've 
5 
at my transcr you've seen it 1 s okay. I was told 
6 th2t if d 't turn it r; subpoenaed. I hope that 
7 
you've taken a at the trans r and my college years, and 
8 my law school years and them all ri 
9 CHAIRMAN ROR ongressman, f rst, your transcript 
10 is a ransc 
ll CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: apprr::c ate That wasn't in 
12 t. 
13 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: No, well, it's in the report now. 
14 Number two, as you we have a cGLstitutional duty 
15 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: unciers":and that. 
16 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: to pursue record. Frankly, 
7 hav ng to l to some per ba or their 
!8 is ing I don't enjoy doing I 
19 wouldn't want somebody peruslng mine simply because I value my 
20 pr 
21 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN 'm glad to hear that. 
22 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: But 'VI'e h21se an obligation to the 
23 of California to in a way act the same way as your 
24 t would act .. 
25 Now, that~s not ause we v you as our opponent or 
26 it's we rc tak ace of an 
27 olPctoral process. In an el tor a your opponent does 
28 
12 
all tJH:: things t~hat have to be done so e public gets a good 
2 description of who you a anc t re about and what your 
3 backg roUI,d "- ::; . 
4 But we don e ess, and we are 
5 confirming, or not confirmi , a Treasurer to one of the highest 
6 o our state absent k o critical review. 
7 Therefore, we have to ew, and v.;e t~o act a devil' s 
8 ac"luoca tes because 's our ob i under the Constitution, 
9 we feel, to the e of the State of California. 
10 It may all come out ficial to you and it may not, 
11 cf the matter is we re trying to pursue our duty and 
12 trying to fern:>t out in as part of our duty. And it's 
13 1 because going into Je's private backgrounc always 
!4 is c staste 1, and po~itive things, as your 
15 ich was I'll be the first to say--
16 COt\:GRESSIV'.J\N LU1~Gf<EN T appreciate that. I looked in 
17 record of rom Senate Research Committee and I 
18 .'t find t. l appreciate looked a~ it after receiving 
19 it ana have that in the r~cord. 
20 I went to Un f Q __ Notre Dame. I went to law 
1 at etown universi 
22 In addition tc wanting to a doctor, I wanted to play 
23 football at otre Dame J arne up little short there, so T J... 
24 involved myse f some ether extracurri r activities. The 
25 s i i len than any other, even longer 
26 litica life as 
Neighbcrhco<'l S He I tutored 1nner city youths 
28 
13 
two to three years whil vJas at tbe University 
2 of Notre Dame. 
I was 1 in bOmeth g as CONE at that tine, 
Cormn.1·t tee on N ro En t to try 
mer m_norities into the Un rs o_ No~re Dame and try and 
6 that we had the innings of scree scholarships. So 
7 I was at di ferent periods f t in the Los Angeles 
area, I used to visit hi school students who were m1norit1es 
9 warn .. t.o go tc Un rsi of Notre Dame to tell them 
10 he\: uc were ing to get a larger nuwber c:: minorities there, 
II hew the c was open to thar, er Resburgh was 
12 cororritted to doing 
l3 Those were two o£ the ings I did while I was in 
14 col t::. t':l1c.r: I was in law s 1 I was married. I worked on 
15 the Hill; I for two Crited States enators. ~y wife 
16 wo for at HEW and at the ~bite house. 
17 It be i you could 
18 got to see it.l s Wash ngton worked from both ends of 
19 , Pennsy It perhaps was a tter t'ducatiorJ than law 
20 
21 
24 
25 
26 
28 
[;chool was, even law s ooJ. v:as as 1. 
I ln I worked for a year a~ the 
lican Nat al Committee. Following that I returned to 
,
1 
particu 
II 
l<Hv f 
nia. 
r 
I worked for Bob F f s months as he was 
. is a to r he wculd run for Governor 
wou SPnate. Be decided not tn ru:1 that 
year T po t to join a 
\JCtf.:: po tica identi with the Fepublican 
14 
Part~'· ! wanted to make sure t I could bE:- <.: law:;.'e:r in my own 
right, not any stion o 1 tics 1nvc ed, and I joined the 
firm of Ball, r B and Bae tz, the Bro~n bei 
4 
Pat Brown, t p forme Governor f th s t oi Cali ia. 
5 
s txi 1 a more t~hz:n ive years during 
+-h . ~ p~:.:riod ot t i dEfE:r:2E \•'crk in civil 6 
, __ 
7 
matter!"', a 1 p intiff's , 0 little bit of criminal 
8 ·work as well. 
9 
I ran for ss ln 1976 and I lost the very first 
10 time. I lost against on incumbent. I lost by somethino like 
ll 2,86 votes out of 200,000. I never th t, except I 
12 }:r;ov7 exactly every precinct that I lc,st r,Cl how much I lost it 
13 
14 I didn't complain. I d n't complain about the fact I 
15 lost. J tr to figure out what were telling me. 
16 What was it I hadn't that I needed to do to be elected? One 
17 of things it told me was J to to know the people 
18 tter. So eve for almost two years I would at lt.:ast in 
19 the last year, althoush I d some of it in the first year 
20 -- l would g a s before wcrk, go out and give 
or go to some at t \';'hen court was over i 
22 or my office hours were over, I'd on my walking shoes and I~d 
23 walk frcm c;t point ir: t until it dark, then I'd go home 
24 with my famil re for court next day. 
25 On s 1 rny fan would walk wi me. ~;y caugh tcr 
was less t an s t , so she'd be stroll 
27 long. I discovered one ng, J. 's a for all of us who are 
28 
15 
politicians: i want he door to be ed and not F1~mmed 
2 
in your face, the brochure to your (1ren and 
1.valk 
3 
to t door i well. 
Bu 
4 
a 
5 
Hawa ian Garden , can carry Hawaiian 
6 
ey were d fferent. st Democrats. 
7 
i.nor i And I aid I made sure 
8 
that my campaign walk ngl street of Hawaiian ~~rdens. 
9 
walked Hawaiian Ga e s a of f times to talk. 
!0 'wi~h ~he people, to find out their concerns were, to find 
ll to be done to represent them as well as 
12 r_-epref'ent ing r people in my district. 
!3 I won in 1978 0 rcen ints. I've 
14 e ted ever sin F e imes e t severa}_ times 
15 rcent of the vote. 
6 lld 1 t iron some crit izc me for having 
17 at's 1 an I CiS s sted in the 
!8 press, too White. 
19 I didn't cut that distr t, Mr. Chairman; you folks did. 
20 vJas told now, be you can tell me whether this is 
2l n:c: or not -- I was ld that when the draw s were brought to 
22 you vi distri t nd enn Anderson's jstrict, that your 
23 cvrnment setll sf hi currency in Wa i and 
24 that i two zels making love.,. 
25 stranges t you've ever seen. 
wa my 
t, t it s 
28 
16 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well I'll it to you. 
2 
(Laughter.) 
3 
COliGRESSiv1AN LUNGREN: pol ~s, I find i ironic 
4 
th~t somPhow I am suppo ed t lified to be 
5 
Treasurer ~ t~e S atP of Cali ia a se of the way my 
6 district is cut. I d1dn't ~Ek you to cut the district the way 
7 cut l . 
8 ~hen I was first elected, di trict was 56 percent 
9 Democratic. t held a ty in which they celebrated 
10 the fact thPy rww h ~ sa e Democratic district. I spoiled the 
11 party. 
12 But the point is, went out and I got Democratic 
13 ~upport. Ininority s I Independent support 
14 because I in particular district. 
15 I've served in the ss since period of time. 
16 I've served on the Committee every that I've been 
17 tr.c:r:e. I've en on the Immigration ttee for eight of 
18 tr0se years, the ranking lican for four of those years. I 
19 db:-'~ t t.::i th the issue of refugees and imwigrc::nts. 
20 And I'll just tell , Mr. irwnn, at least as far as 
21 e perspPct in Washington, D.C. is concerned, there is 
are ve groups have less political clout than 
arr immigrants le are complaining 
24 ~bout th€ amount of money that s used to help resettle refugees. 1 
25 They're talk about hP various strains on the soci&l services 
26 ::programs bee c v:e have ts corning to thi::: ccuntry. 
27 
28 
17 
And perh e st descr ion I can give you of what 
2 appeared Long Beach ~re~ 
3 :;!'~legram one as the result of a town ll meeting I had 
4 
discussi igration and re s, and 1 ine ~;:as: 
" H t From Le and ght." 
6 I bUppose at meant that I was do ng something right on 
7 
it pa cul issue. I was i t calve out a icy that 
8 protected interest: o __ sor:H:' of peep in our society that are 
9 little protec in a at sense in a way that was 
10 practical. That means in a way that ~ajority of the votes 
ll in the House the Senate s we woul0n't just be giving good 
12 speeches, wouldn't just talking a t sensit ty; we're 
13 ing to do sorneth about t. 
14 When went k to ss irnm on was an il::isue. 
15 I don't know why it was an issue I found wa ing in my 
16 district, tmn1 hall meetings, or coffees in district, people 
17 t up It wa fourth major issue. 
18 Peop1P are always talking about crirne. They're always 
19 talking aLout national defense. They're always talking about the 
20 economy. But \vas this th issue that just was lew the 
21 surface of the top and it was called immigration. 
22 I WA.S not an rt on ion law. I never 
23 practiced ration lavJ life but I knew something had to 
24 be done ard I dec on own to on he ration Panel 
25 and try and do ing i . 
26 I rs law I out it was 
27 and what it wasn t l trica ies of law. 
28 
18 
discovered, first of all, t the Imm ration law was being 
2 treated in a s wny for someone from California bPcausc 
3 everybody on the Pane] ~a8 not from the West; they were from ~he 
4 F:a ':. Tiley were rom N Je sey. were frorn New York. They 
5 were from Penn lvania. still ougLt n~cst immigrants were 
6 under t gaze of the Statue of 
7 
8 t we knew tremenoous s were taking place in 
9 our own state. We we where action was, but that wasn't 
lO reflected in the Congress of the Uni States. And as much as I 
I l love the ss of the Uni ed States, re does seem to be ~t 
12 Jeast one ntaj or problem: o times we're ahout 20 or 30 years 
13 behind the curve, and we were on that issue. 
14 So I set upon e) f not only learning about Imrr.igration 
15 lavJ, but:. eclucat ing others about Immigration law and the realities 
16 oi immigration. I spent ei g years doing that until 
17 we pas the ion Blll _98fi. 
18 Pnd I can tell you as I stand here, we would not have 
19 h~d, we would not have had a legalization program for the 
20 undocumented aliens if I hadn't it. I talked to many, 
21 many conservat s both on i:he Democratic and Republican side to 
22 support_ t bill. l refused to support a bill that didn't have 
23 that in it. I said, " As much as i ink WP need to close off 
24 our herders from il 1 immi , as as I think we need 
25 to have ernploytr sanctions," which was not a favorable position 
26 the business communj it was t that we had as part 
27 of it legalization." 
28 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
!5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
I for a long peri of time, ~1r. 
Chairman. 
Be I even went to the House of Representativ~s, a~ a 
I d down to Camp Pendleton and 
some courses elemental, or I call it survival trying to g 
Jm: to tht~ 
work on a 
who were at Pendleton. I did bono 
lar sis, giv free legal counseling to people 
at the corr®unity col s in my district. I attempteo to go out 
speak to e in col s and high schools about the 
, law, pro bono, because I thought it was t that lawyers do 
that of 
Mr. Chairman, in aodition to working on immigration and 
matters, I worked as rd as I could on crime matters. I 
r:ccice for instanc , g s t.he st period of 
time and attention of all issues in there to the area where I 
did most work. it:s an overs 
But to g you a better jdea of what I did, I 
m ht JUSt tell you. When I went to ss, one of the first 
19 things I was confronted with as a men~er of the Crime 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Subcommittee was a heari we had at vJhi former Senator Roman 
Rusk of N ska and former Governor Pat Brown of the State of 
red and testified on 
e drast cally the Cr inal of 
As you may recall Pat Brown 
at the st o then Pres 
the Brown Comm so purpose 
+:r:te federal Cr l Law and to 
lf of the need for us to 
federal government. 
or so before that, 
sor;, had headed up 
\vas to s 
recommendations for 
20 
change. They made r a ions in a massive wav and 
2 
suggested we actually have a recodification of the federal 
3 
Cr nul Cod , such as we ve d a recodification of criminal 
4 
codes in many states the on. And ta about the 
5 
neE::d fur the.: , 
6 
And aga I to ir: it. I had never 
7 
practiced a lot of r nal law; practicE::C: some. I'd really 
8 
never practiced cr inal law or; federal level, so I had to 
9 eaucate myself as to what we were ta i about. 
10 I worked on that Subcommittee th the Chairman of the 
11 Subcommittee at that t ssrnan Robert Dr We 
12 worked hard to t~y and create a recodification of the Criminal 
13 Code, and we were unsuccess 1 
14 As you know, Drinan le~t Congress. Others gave 
15 up on the of having a recod fication. 
16 
..,. ' 
.L a 't give up . I thought that pPrhaps instead of a 
l7 ification, we cou have a stantial change of the 
18 stance of federal Cr nal Code and rot worry about an 
19 absolute recodif ion because that was a problem with some 
20 people. And so I I dedlcated myself to doing that. 
2! You e t:o ize Mr. irrnan, you have 
22 partisansh re. He p2rtisanship in Washington, D.C. :'m 
23 cl membAr of a that sornet s a little lonely out there: 
24 licans in House of entative . We haven't 
25 contrullcd re since 1953. 
26 's a get sed to ing the minori 
27 and think you can neve re s r thing that you can 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
ilo, whi is to try fi 
brins issuE:.:s to Floor? 
out 
And I set 
you do win. How do you 
doing that o~ the 
21 
Criminal Code Reform Bill. And 1 r:cied her with a number 
attention of of other ~embers to T..O 
colleagues on both the Ri and Left, beth Democrats and 
Republicans, on a ar hasis. 
Vie: never knew 
it up. We had a meeting 
the Uni States, Ronald 
et we' have an opportunity to bring 
the Oval Office with the President of 
n both the Senate Corruni t tee and 
Subcommittee and the House Committee and Subcommittee on that 
ls.sue. The Pres t said, "'I'his i tjme for us to pass the 
12 b1ll." This was the beginning of 1983. 
13 
14 
l5 
16 
17 
18 
And r 
ReJ?ublican leadersh 
en and there, both the Democratic and the 
Senate sa , "Mr. President, we're 
going to start working on it tomorrow. We're going to have a 
meeting tomorrow cf our 
how we're goi to deal 
ttee, 
it. 
we're go1ng to figure out 
From House came the response, "Mr. President, we do 
19 things a little differently in the House of Representatives. ~e 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
brEak into constituent , send 
er t.o deal 
to the various 
th them." subcommittees, and it takes 
The President said at at meeting, "I don't care if 
that's the way you oo it as long as do it." 
? next the Senate had their 
meetings, outlined ir plan, and with ct period of time 
\'.'£·n" processi g the bill The hi 1 ss out of Senate th 
a vote of ing li 9 -1. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
22 
at a r 53 weeks n the House of 
Representatives, 53 weeks after we d the meeting with the 
Pres ent? bill had ot 
parts a sen the 
get drift at 
ittees 
sn' i 
up to its constituent 
We got -- we began 
to go anywhere. 
So we tr ed to figure out how we could work with1n the 
bounds of the islat proce 
~crked for over two years doing 
1984, J offered a motion of 
one of the e 
0 at bill up. And I 
anc fjnally in October of 
1 on a CR, a Continuing 
h spending bills that we have 
to a whole lot of other things 
offered the Comprehens Crime Contra Ac~ of 1984. 
We man to pass it. I could tell a story about 
th r, how as the vote was we first sta out because 
we had more of our people on the Floor than other side did, 
and how it closed, thPn we went ahead, and how somebody tugged at 
my s we were tied at 0 -100 nd sa , "Dan, Eavor this i 
moment. This is as close as we're ever going to get." I began 
to savor e moment. And then suddenly we began to go ahead, and 
1 
we went and we won, And a licans in the House 
of Representat s, we d d What we naturally do: we hugged one 
another and said, " do we do now?" 
t sure at we d th it se we didn't 
ct to pass it. We 
Democrats 
what has cal ed 
to work ~h the White House; we 
United States Senate to 
Strom Thurman and Ted Ke 
" he most far-reachi e l the federal Cr nal Code in the 
of the United States." 
::::3 
I'w proud of I'm of the fact that the St2te 
2 
of California s more money as a re t of that than any other 
3 
ate the Un fe provision in that CodP 
the drug dealers, oo n 
4 
5 
c rnajor cr me f States. We can attach Unit 
6 
teir assets. And ion is that those assets flow from 
7 
illegal activi And a 're to be held by the 
8 
court pendlng the outcome of trial. 
9 
sult 1 're le to go after the bad guys. We're 
10 cLJ.e to get ir boats. We're able to get their cars. We're 
ll 
able to their bank accounts. We're le to g that money 
12 to the people of United States and the State of Californi2 to 
13 after more de a s. 'V7e a ision in there which 
14 d if State and local rnrnent \vi-::h 1.he tederal 
15 govermacnt in ing them and tting these assets, they 
16 State and local jurisd tions to share in them. 
17 s s more money than any other 
18 , entity in the entire United States as a result of that provision. 
19 It doesn't cost the rs one dime. I
1 Ve been told by the 
20 Sheriff o Los les Coun of his Sherifrs, that 
21 h.::vc something in the ne of drug officers that 
are paid in part or whole amount that goes there, that 
23 they're able to pay informants from money that doesn
1 t come from 
24 taxpayers comes from o r guy . 
25 Now, I to thi t's a f sea ly responsible way 
26 of t more money t0 anti-cr e And 
27 ll would not have passed if I hadn't worked on it for two solid 
28 years, not knowing whether it would ever },c successful or not. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
!4 
!5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
Mr. Chairman, there's been some iscussion about whether 
or not: someone who has been workinCJ 2rea of the Judiciary 
Committee has an abili to deal with budgets, has an ability to 
deal [Ut:o:..o, s ar. rience. 
.rv:r. ir~an, I th nk some e fail to undcrst~nd how 
we operate in the The Judiciary Committee has the 
responsibility for the tudgbt of Justice Department of the 
United States. ~e the responsibili ~or the budget of the 
e FBI. We have the responsibility for the INS. We 
~ave the responsibility the courts of the United States and 
E: prison stem of the United States. We ~ave the 
responsibility for overseeirs line by line the budget of the 
Judiciary Commj tt-ce, 1:.1hich amounts to something in the 
neighborhood cf $5.3 billion 
tha1 now go on ten 
the area of the INS. 
Additional y, for the Jast 
been on the Permanent Select. Intell 
ly. I'Ve do that. I've done 
f responsibility in 
r, more than a year, I've 
ce Committee of the United 1 
States. To be en that Committee, you are r:ontinated or you're 
~lOUr 1 , but your Jecdership would not 
a int you if there wer~ objection by the leadership of +-he 
other side of the Aisle. We are one of a handful of Members of 
23 Congress who re allowed to see the biggest secrets the United 
24 
25 
26 
28 
States government has. we are Committee to which Oliver 
North should have given in t and CIA should have given 
term at ove Iran-Contra affair. We are the Committee 
that receives information now on a lar has i.s ::':rorrt the CIA, 
2 
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25 
frnm the DIA, the FBI, from all the intelligence 
ations of the Uni States rnment. We are the Committee 
judges eir 
I am nc als rules of thP 
House from telling ifically we l \.Ji th 1 
t progrcffis ~e deal th, we may e cut, at we may 
hcvG increased. But I am allowed to oy a couple of things. One 
is. our budget authori is in rnuit Lill1ons of dollars 
01 nual 
The second thing I can and tell you honestly is that 
more t cutting than we s t increasing. I 
~ould say most of our t is cuttina, because I've seen 
some of the s suggest I ve never met a batt ship I 
didn't like; that est I've never voted against Defense, that 
suggested that I hold hat up on an altar. 
That's not true, Mr. Chairman. I spend a good deal of 
my time looking into the national security interesLs of 
United StAtes, the top intell es apparatuses of the United 
judgments as to where we're going to cut, even 
th I can see in my given them more money would 
us more because we don't have enough money to do 
everything we want to do or can 
ThosP are not ec:t 1sions. Those are not simple 
decisions. 're not <lee s you actually enjoy doing, but 
done. And I've done t irman. 
: T 
,I ·' 
The 
rved en 
r 
Jo 
int I'd ke t for ars 
Economic ttee o~ the United States 
26 
Ccnares:=::. Th<:tt' a Joint Committee of neuse and the 
United States S ate. 
2 
3 
T had ever planned to g e a postgraduate desree in 
EccPcDics i orde to Treasurer's cb, I couldn't have 
4 
5 
gotten a better educat ton thc::..11 the ..;oint Economic Com.mi ttee. he 
6 
range all over ln terms of our scope. We are the ones 
7 
charged th the responsibili of res to President•s 
8 
Econontic Eeport. WR're the ones responsible by law for receiving 
9 
information from ~ sea] and other economic offices of the 
10 
' nn i ted States government. v'e' re ones called for by statute 
II 
~r receive the unemployment information, to see whether or not it 
12 
is being gauged properly, to see what information we can uJean 
13 
from se un statistics as to guide us in economic 
14 
policy. We're charged with re sib lity of putting out an 
15 
Economic Pepcrt on a year basis. 
16 Mr. Chairman, I d that for four years. We studied 
17 
questions o~ infrastructure. We studied stions of industrial 
18 development. We studied questions of tax policy. We studied 
19 questions cf budget. Ke studied SLlons of the relationship 
20 betw~en local, State and federal t. vJc st.ud1ed 
21 questions in terms of en eursh and capital development. 
22 ~e aid all of those th s . 
23 irman, I wou s st to , Mr. Chairman and 
24 rs, tha in s of thingr: Treasurer of the 
25 California has to re to deal with those. When 
26 ]king to the bond 
27 ews Californi . You've to have the abili to look at and 
28 
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27 
~alk about and converse: in ques ion o= infrastructure, the 
est1on cf e~u~ation, 
workforce, 
makeup of 
t! t 
c 
c;uest 1 on c..f oyrnent, the 
stion o training of your 
e mak f your lation, the 
ther your economy is r1sing or 
!::'COD 
pGpulation ratio? 
is going 
is that 
What is the employment 
tant? What is the age of 
your workforce? Those sorts o_ th 
And we d daily basis for over four years. 
Mr. irman, I would s~Y. this. It seems to me to be 
Treasurer of the State of California, one would want someone who 
is fiscal}_~, respor.sible. And I would say: look at my record. 
Dcn't take my word for it. Look at National Taxpayers' Union 
d:c:t rates single vote that has a financial impact in the 
federal government, whe 
ing. And every s1 
r it's military spending or sociaJ 
e year I've been there I have been 
rated one of ir fiscal wa I rece their 
Ta:~pc:yers' Friend Award. 
I would happen to think that one of the things you would 
want to do is have a Treasurer who is concerned about the cost of 
servicing thP debt, because we know there'~ going to be a debt 
the~ e. vvc mety fight i on the eral levPl ard the State level, 
but you're going to 
fRderal level what I at 
to service at some point. And on the 
\:ays, that we 
natjon&l debt. And I at 
Bonds, something that's done in 
to do was to look into other ways, 
reduce cost o~ sPrvicing the 
stior1 c ing Treasury 
ng that's done in land, 
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Israel, someth that.'s in a number of other countrj~s. 
Not to have us ~c it with all of them, but to have a stdlter 
P.ct, not less f t more -- no more than 50 percent 
th~ long-term bonds United St~ es government be on an 
indey basis. And I did it not only because I thought it would 
cost less to he ral government, but I wanted to see if 
we could create an instrumen 
sior funds of America. 
t was ant in terms of the 
And in the hearing that we had, Mr. Robert Monk, the 
former adrnin1strator of the Office of Pension and Welfare 
1 Benefits P=ograms, strongly supports the concept. He said it 
would do a number of things. It would provide the best 
_ipvestii~ent you could make for the pensioners of America, 
guaranteed by the federal government. Secondly, it would protect , 
them against the ravages of inflation; that is, having their 
assets and therefore their payments lost -- suffer a loss of 
purchas power. Pnd thirdly, re'd hP b market tor it as 
far as the federal qovernment was concerned. 
It: Sf~>"ms to me, f'.lr. Chairman, a Treasurer should be 
diligent on behalf ot those t represents. I've tried to 
explain to you what I d on the part of rr<m s and on the 
part of refugees. And what I did, I hope, on behalf of all 
people of California in terms of the Cr Pill. 
And I won't quote self . .:;:"11 e the publication 
year, 
29 
.. ren s won .the respect on Capital 
2 
Hill for hRinq a capable and hardworking 
islator. He ranks affiong t~en most 
4 
e fective Members of the C 1 orni 
5 
ssional Delegati011." 
6 Mr. Chairman, it seems to me a Treasurer should 
7 
ccrnm ted to follow the spiri s v7ell a.s letter of the 
8 law. Some have up s ions about whether because of my 
9 
strong pro-li s t en, that would interfere with my ability to 
10 he ahJe to facilitate bend sales for facilities. 
II I would say, Mr. Chairman, I dcn
1 ink that should be 
12 a problem, any more n having an "At General who doesn't 
13 support g re sjbi of carrying 
14 out the law of land of Ca ifornia. I've heard that crgu€d 
15 many different times, an~ J th seen that the Attorney 
16 Genero.l has sa his office can filJ that mandate even 
17 though s w it. 
18 I happened to at that issue, and I have 
19 determined that the law would not allow me in that particuJar 
20 circumstance to s e with judgment in respects. I 
21 the were different; I do I sh the Legislature 
22 vH:uJ d change law on that, but the 1~lature has not deemed 
23 it appropri~t£ to do so. 
24 I wil follow the law. ll fellow letter o£ the 
25 I will follow the irit o the Iuw. 
26 ~r. Chairman, t seems to me a li Treasurer 
27 should be e of sent lJ d rs of 
28 
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California. I mentioned the 1.mmigrat:ion issue for a couple of 
n~<t~wns. One is that even though my town of Long Beach, 
California has the largest number of Cambodians anywhere in the 
world outs of Phnom t largest number of Southeast 
Asians are not in my district. They're in other distr1cts. 
ThPy're in Oru.nge County; they're in Los Angeles County, outside 
rny eli strict. 
I did so also because I have very little agriculture in 
Til'' district. I have agriculture on top ci the Seal Beach Naval 
Vearons Station land. I've got agriculture under the high 
tension w1.res as some areas do in this state. I have agriculture r 
on slide land over on the Palos Verdes Peninsula. But by and 
large, I don't have any agriculture. 
Yet when I was deali with the irrJitigration issue, it 
became important to me to understand that California agriculture 
was impacted tremendously by immigration law and by prospective 
changes in immigration law. And I went out to try and understand , 
Cctlitornia agriculture. I went up to Fresno and went to some of 
the farms. Got down on my hands and knees to see how they 
girdle, or whatever call that, the vines, and why it was a 
labor-intensive activity. I tried to talk to people at 
canneries. I tried to talk to people to understand why they 
believed they had particular needs and why it would be impacted 
by HCilltl.gration law. Not because it was going to really benefit 
me in my distric~, because nobody lived in my district that had 
agriculture. But becaube it was important to my state. 
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Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would just say this. Every 
single day that I go to work in the United States Congress, I am 
dddressed as 
California. On 
42nd District. 
the gPn leman 
Congressmen or the leman from the State of 
Floor of Housr, T'm not called Dan 
, or the attorney, or the fellow from the 
I'm addressed as the Congressman from California, 
Cali 
We do that because it tends to create at least a veneer 
of civility in dealing with one another might otherwise be 
ripped apart with tough , but we also do it to remind 
ourselves who we sent. We don't represent ourselves so much 
as we represent the people in our district. But we represent 
rron:' than the people in our district.. We represent a·ll the 
people of State that we're pr to be elected from. 
Additionally, we represent all the people of the United 
States because we are in the United States House of 
Representatives. I unders that. I've 2ttempted to follow 
through on that. I've attempted to be very serious about that. 
Mr. Chairman, I take 
StntF>s vP , ve seriously. 
my job as Congressman of the United 
I do not easily give that position 
up, but I would like to be Treasurer of the State of California 
because I think I can be of s<mte service to the people of the 
State of Cal fornia. 
I ink it is a tremendou~ opportuni for me or anybody 
else to one of the leaders of is great state at a time '<vhen 
26 I believe we are ing t emerge to a true leadership 
27 position the entire United States. Just as the Congress often ' 
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lags 20 or 30 years behind in terms of its observation of ideas, 
or observation of reality, oftent s an emerging political 
be]ief, political movement, or even a State takes a long 
period of t be ized fur 1ts true greatness. 
I to ~hink California's on the verge of doing 
that. I think we have an opportunity to lead this country. I'd 
like to be a part of leading this country, and I would like to be 
a part of it worki w1th those of you in the State Senate as 
well as those in the united States -- as well as those in the 
State Assembly. 
I think t I have ]ea to work with Democrats as 
well as RepuLl o.ns 1 liberals as well as conservatives on some 
pretty tough i£:?sucs \fhen other le le Sometimes you take 
tuu<Jh posit 
th -~ t. • 
s because s has to do it. I've tried to do 
I'm willing to stand on my record as long as everyone is 
willina to j entire record. And I' willing to answer any 
and all questions of th1s Con~ittee at this time and the rest of 
the week. 
Thank you 1 Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you ve much, Congressman. 
Are:' any questions? 
We invi Majority Leader and Minority Leader 
to make a presenta on. Senator £erred to Congressman 
25 :r,unsrc:n. Senator Barry Keene would like tc make a presentation. 
26 ssrnan ren he wou like to handle 
27 ~is witnesses, and if I'm not correct, you'd like your witnesses 
28 2~ the end, which is fine with UP. 
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So, we will with oppos ion witnesses, and we 
will conclurle with proponents. 
Senator Keene. 
Senntcr Petris for a question. 
is the Chair's plan fer -- I know 
ycu asked for questions, but I don'L know whether it's before --
CHAIRMAN HOBERT-: After Senator Keene, we'll break it 
down by subject matter, the various duties of the Office of 
Treasure~, and also a ion of it, one of the hearings, for 
general background as well. 
SENATOR PETRIS: I'm thi ing about the Committee's 
questioning of Congressman Lungren. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Yes. 
SENATOR PETRIS: Would that be as we go along, or wait 
until there's some formation developed? 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: I :l. te frankly would prefer it. as 
the tness comes ld it to various subJect areas, 
but we've ne7cr followed a rigid rule. 
li you would like to ask the Congressman questions, 
ill E. I think we would i te matters if, as we bring matters 
up by subject, we try to zero in on questions at that point. 
SENATOR PETRIS: Thank you. 
CPA!RMAN ROBERTI: Senator Keene. 
SENATOR KEENE: Thank you, ~:r. Chairman and IViembers. 
25 I'll take about f minutes, perhaps a minute or two more than 
26 that, but not much more. 
27. 
28 
34 
I iate the opportunity to speak today because J 
2 
want you to understand my motives in beir1g so vocal 1n c~position 
3 
tu the 's confirmation. The press and local lore seem to 
4 
have categorized me as "Designa Dan Basher" pursuant to my 
5 
job 2.1: IV'.ajority Le r, and that's not the case. 
6 
My apprehensions are genul:ue and they outweigh whatever 
7 
political theater ght i 
8 However, I wish to comment on one point concerning the 
9 
Committee's ings, and that is that the Nominee's efforts 
10 tc shift the burden of persuas2on from the Nominee to this 
II Committee is tactical odious. To discuss the Nominee's 
12 partisanship is not a partisan act. It is matPrial to the 
13 Nominee's ability to discharge his duties. That's something that 
14 I would submit for cons t on to this Committee at the outset. ' 
15 Now, there are five points to my argument. lt's easily 
16 understood. It is not a partisan argument. It's centered around 
17 what I hope is a ca ical construct. It has to do with 
18 an equation that's in and of itself: the pov:er of the 
19 Treasurer's Office, the power of the Treasurer's Office, plus the 
20 record of the Nominee are equ lent to a policy risk to 
21 California. That's what I believe this hearing ought to be 
22 cbout. 
23 My first point concerns our responsibilities as Senators 
24 with respect to the intent of the California Constitution, and 
25 the firBt point is this. The Constitution clearly seeks to avoid 
26 the acement o£ an officer el e mainstream statewide 
uomeone hold narrow or extreme views. 
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N0w" thi about it for a minute. The California 
Constitution goes qu ~e far to ~ssure that an elected 
constitutiona of cer j aced someone fairly reflecting 
the mainslre~rn electorate. 
The E;ions f< fill a vacancy in a statewide 
constitut 1 .Cf'' .1. OL~lce cou have called for the Governor to 
appoint a successor, and he or she would ta 
requirement of islat-ivE· pc:rtic That's certainly 
fairl::f cal done respect at least to line position. 
~Now that is not the case, despite the Governor's usual protests, 
'I 
over any is at attempts to independent assert itself. 
The provisions coula have t the more familiar route 
u confirmation by calling upon the Senate alone to advise and 
conser;t. That's fairly cal, but that's not the case either 
here. 
Instead, these most extraordinary constitutional 
provisions selection of a successor require the 
ion or both Houses of the State Legislature. Why is 
at? Why is that? There can Le but one purpose, to assure the 
distribution of the electorate: Legislators of both Houses who 
in the aggregate most accurate reflect the mainstream of 
Cc::li ~"ornia. That's why that is is constructed as it is. 
t~ow t br point. Based on his 
voting record, colleague the Jetter that you 
received some s hi lie positions and his 
reputation, and to some extent h s own admiss e in the press, 
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the Nominee's eztrerne views reflect v Jues of a narrow 
segment of the total e torc>t.e. 
Now, Mr Chairman And Members, I certain don't 
begrudge the Governor h s r t to appoint fel conservatives 
whenever cha ce arise These who a 
Id share the 
t are 
cards. WE: 
ilosophy or 
politic 1 
t . 
that the AppollJtee 
previously elected 
It's not in the 
Nor I comment at this point on the Governor's 
propensity to discover Appointees in his own small circle of 
friends, or even Olte :tamily. Cronyism is generally a venial 
sin, all being 1. 
But I am compelled to 
just another ccnservat and not just 
His history disp s a Slngle-mindedness 
t Mr. Lungren is not 
Beach buddy. 
le to wield the 
power of his office in the interest of all Californians. 
~Jhat' s the ence of is? votes the Party line 90 
percent of the time; 20 more _ten than even his fellow 
Republicans u: the House. On those occasions when he breaks with 
the Jican 
It is to ally h 
Opportunity Soci 
s move tc.warci. the ? No. 
groups like the Conservative 
Now last year, the Congressional er Newsletter 
ratPd him one uf four most conservative rs of the House; 
one of the four most conservutive Members of the House. That's 
99th rcentile s fu 9 th rcenti 
Hard y a reflection of mainstream t. 
37 
Now, I can't he Mr. Lungren th organ chemh;try, 
2 
but I can help him with ~ mathematical calculation that puts him 
3 
in the top one percent of con~etvutive thought in the House of 
4 
HcprPsentatives. That's on the record. 
5 
It is contended, however, that his single-mindedness 
6 
really has no relevance to the chiefly clerical of the 
7 
Treasurer's Office. Let me remind tlns Comrni ttee that nothing 
8 
could be further from the truth, <:tnd tllo.t gets me to my third 
9 
point. 
10 
My third point is that the very tantial powers of 
11 
the Treasurer's Office are la discretionary. They're 
12 
lo.rgeiy discretionary they therefore require in their 
13 
exercise reference to some gu1aing princi s. 
14 
Mr. Chairman Members, we iL the past decade or 
15 
1/ ~so, creo.ted an enormously powerful office for the Treasurer. 
il 
16 This was done not response to some sophisticated management 
17 an for public a nistrat , or as a strategy for new wave 
18 .i. Jlvestment, but entirely in react ion to the overwhelming 
19 and the political acumen of Jesse Unruh. A former 
20 dusty clerical post has become u pivotal investment point in our 
21 national economy, and from that bully pulpit is 
22 concern to all Cali rnians. 
23 As ir of Fooled Money Investment Board, the 
24 Treasurer has power to influence and where Californja's 
25 surp:..u;: funds are i financial zards roosting 
26 along Ca tal Mall are not here to the Sacramento Kings 
27 play ba 11. re here because they wan a of that 
28 
38 
S21 0 billion at we invested last year and ich we invest every 
2 
3 'l'lH::> Treasurer sits on 13 r PF.RS/STRS Board and 
4 the subcomm~ttee Lhat dec s and where Lo invest sion 
5 funds 
6 The Treasurer has broad power to not only how and 
7 when, but to issue General 1 tion Bonds. Economic 
8 and political realit s are making i power more potent as 
10 
11 
9 pressure increases to authorize more bonds for more purposes. ii 
~ There's an equal important area where the Treasurer 
li 
~ wields substantial power and is ause sits as Chalr or 
12 mAmhPr of 44 boards and commissions; 44 boards and commissions. 
13 Many sh housing, education, hea and environmental policy by 
14 their decisions to c"l. rect money to some types of projects rather 
15 than others. 
16 The exercide of these enormous powers is largely 
17 discret ary, noL d tated as Mr. Lungren would have you 
18 a~sume, and therefore will necessarily reflect the values and the 
19 preferences of t.he officeholder. 
20 That brings me to my fourth point, Mr. Chairman ctnd 
21 Members. U~less the Nominee abandons his deeply-held 
22 li convictions, 
d 
we cannot reasonably expect him to do 
23 we can't ask him to do that -- the inter~&ts of the mainstream 
24 rna will be sacrif favor of the iLterests of the 
25 PXtremist few. 
26 The Trea&urer can use the red le tment power 
27 we've bestowed on the Office as Jesse Unruh d , to finance the 
28 
39 
construction of ho t, of housing for the 
2 
ai~advantaged, and to maximize returns for retirees. Or he or 
she mcy e to c:onsi the vast vault of people's 
resources as just a for e usual gang T silk 
4 
5 
st0oking 1 to run th 
6 
Now, Jesse Unruh used the power f California's 
7 
1nvestmcnt io to the lie inance market to 
8 minority-run firms ur to tho e a ss ly hiring qualified 
9 women and rn oritiPf'. HP even sent etters to the banks saying 
10 instruct State agenc s to close their accounts with 
II stitut s that discr ated. 
12 What can we t of current nee? He was one 
13 of only 32 out of 437 votes against the 1984 C 1 Righb; Act. 
14 He opposed the 1 R Arne and ral Pav Equity 
15 Study. He sed economic sanct s against South Africa in 
16 I9f6. And most not ly ed ions for Japanese 
17 Americans who suffered ievously n e seizure of their 
18 property and elation of their rights during World War II. 
19 Well now, what might that lead you to believe? I think 
20 we would be sa_ in kissing off any special concern for the 
21 l"Licipation of women and minorities the finance market, and 
22 T wnuld anticipate a cer 1 lack of COlJCern over the implication 
23 of South African investments. As a matter of fact, the Nominee's 
24 record profiles a person who would dismiss sanctions against 
25 Suuth i ~ s a kind of sent ~tanding in the way of 
26 good old American ess. 
27 
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Now, it's not ust a ques ion of reluctance to take the 
initiative, as ~~sse Crruh did. It's a failure to implement 
programs conce 
r~•Y iifth and f 
and for roainstream CH ifornia, and that's 
int. 
to place the lernenta ion of publicly 
i~portant programs in the hands of one wi an unblemished record 
o~ host1lity to those programs is tantamount to t sabotage of 
public p1 goaJs. 
Consider environ~ental issues. The Treasurer can derail 
General Obligation Bonds environmental protection. The 
Nc)nlinet: v.?a Vl.ie ot a har1dful of votes aga~inst the veto override 
of the J987 Clean Water Act. He opposed the Safe Drinking Water 
Act. He inst a 1984 rnea~ure to 1.8 million 
acn:~s of Cali ia J OE'rness. 
The Treasurer chairs a 
pr itize and distribute 1 ted 
air llution control and tox c 
of 
inve::.ur,ent. It seems to me that a Nominee 
ies that 
projects ranging from 
alternative energy 
th one of the 
poorest environmental voting records of California's entire 
Congressional Del tier; 
ffice as an obstacle to rather 
use of the powers of the 
a facilitator of, 
aggressive funding for environmental protection. 
Asking h to turn his back on his own principles to 
enly an ef ive environmental advocate is a little 
bit l inviting James Watt to join 
The Treasurer 
hous j_ng projects. He 
s tremendous 
irs or sits on 
ce. 
r over funding for 
authorities which 
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e±iec:tivc dec how bond money -- $1 hil ion last year is 
distributed among i~g for VA and FHA mortgages, senior 
citizen res tial jects and st housing. These povwrs 
rnake the Eom1nee 's record on fjsues eYtreme pertinent 
to is confirmat 
In 1984, ee voted against assistance for 
moGerate-income rs and l'Urul sing. 
!P J985, he voted to eliminatP a number of housing 
og1ams and to reduce the budget for low-income housing by some 
$4 billion. 
Agai , the is the power of the office and the 
record of the Nominee add up to major policy r1sks for 
California, and '::, 's re re. In this case, the 
s as well as elder the poor without 
housing will find the purse stri s cf bond funding drawn tightly 
shut. 
Treasurer sits on the a ity allocates bonds 
to major meGical facilities, to hospitals like St. Luke!s in San 
Francisco, that care for a disproportionate number of indigent 
and to small facilities that need operating capital 
le t wait for be Medi-Cal rei sement. 
An Appointee of a Governor who thinks Medi-Cal is well-
f~naed is not likely to favor loans to itals waiting for 
Medi-Cal re sements. 
It is 1 on r hand, that his opposition to 
abortion, which he al erl to 11 af t h he votes en 
direct money to faci ities that perform abortions. Now, he 
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compared that and contras it with an At General who is 
compelled under the law to enforce the death penalty law and may 
not like to do so but is lled unde law to so .. 
One is not ed. er aw to funds in 
llc:_:;pi t 1 A and to Hospital B. 
r of Treasurer. 
The Treasurer sits 
2lso r sents 
to maintain their 
It is a major 
whi not only invests 
s o11d teachers 
sion and health benefits. 
pension funds 
1n negotiu.t 
Kcv.: what is record of Nominee? He has consistently 
1 and t senior citizens. opposed measures to st 
He has a 5 pcrcen rat from AFL-CIO. A 5 percent rating 
from the AFL-CIO, a 3 percent rat from National 
Council of Sen r Citizens. Three 
Council of Senior C izens. 
rcent irom the National 
Well, mot 
assume that 
administrati 'Je 
benefits. 
his ict 
1 be a vote in 
s to raid pens 
tisan v , we can 
of ongoi 
s and tc cut health 
In addition to the to derail bonds favoring 
programs Treasurer jects to, is so the capacity 
t.hat should 110t 
of polit 
I 
iJcknowl 
1 goals. 
't think J' 
have long trumpet 
build our h 
revenues. 
to promote in furtheraQce 
s -s conservatives like the Nominee 
accusing him of ing; I believe he will 
s ccnservat s l the Nominee 
t the ct 
Pducate our i ren 
rity, 
increasing 
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They hc:ve unable to do so, rather than admit 
1 the fact that they're hid 
they crow a lan 
the tab fur next 
to begin, the Governor 
of bond issuP~, 
Jl. rrrea~;urer th a 
behind a veil of fiscal hypocrisy, 
t en one hand while running u~ 
bcrd jssues. We're about 
s, to f ance high~ays through the use 
to do so could be a powerful 
partisan sman for the instant relie: of bond financing. And 
ing the future. This how is that bought? It's bought 
Nominee's intense rtisanship on behalf of the ultraconservative 
cause proves that he is willing and able to be that spokesman. 
Given the power of the office, and given his true 
bel status, we might very well anticipate an era of "damn 
the torpedoes" bonding 
for our children. 
I'll C011Cl ude now. 
All these concerns 
meant to imply that the 
will leave a mass o financial rubble 
Jl ese conclusions are not 
nee is somehow mean-hearted or 
morally deficient. He's not. He is a man of integrity who is 
obviously deeply committed to his incipJes. Deeply committed 
to his principles. 
But his record indicates a concrete mindset and a lack 
·of flexibili that 1s l.n iate to the office that we're 
ccjnsider S· 
I don't demand an A intee by my Treasurer. I 
don't r2ject out of a Republjcan even 
conservat in tee 1:_ \v'ould he e Governor's Treasurer. 
44 
But I think we should be look for an Appointee that 
2 
can be our Treasurer. And t will require a kind of open-
3 
mindedness that seems to be l<1ck g in the current Nominee. 
4 
All that I see is R zea , and t ay a very angry one; 
5 
a dogmatic ultraconservative who ses to be the antithesis in 
6 
e~e~y respect of the previous Treasurer who was elected 
7 
overwhelmi the people, who healed partisan differences. 
8 
Jesse Unruh healed isan differences. He was a healer. 
9 
I can't accept so blatan~ a rejection of all that Jesse 
10 stood for, what we stand for, and what the C 
. .f ' lcornJ..a 
II 
Constitution s s to provide for all Californ.1.ans. 
12 Thank you. 
13 
CHAJID1AN ROB~HTI: Thank you. 
14 
vie ~;;ill nuw to the general witnesses. We will 
15 
continue this morning's category with those issues the Treasurer 
16 deals with concerning energy and the environnten·t.. 
17 
Senator Art Torres, tht: Chairman of s and 
18 Public Saiet.y Committee will join us for the questioning. 
19 The first witness is Mr. Gerald Meral, Executive 
20 Director c.c Planning and Conservation League. 
~I ~R. MERAL: Mr. Chairman, de you want us to use this? 
22 Clll\IRZVIAN ROBERTI: Well, now that you have a podium, 
23 wh1chever is more comfortable for vou. 
24 And if the other witnesses who wish to testify at this 
25 portion wou please come up to the front desk so we can, 
26 hopefully, leave the rPar sk ssman 
27 Yes, Sen<1tor Torres. 
28 
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SENATOR TORRES: Are we leaving t 
want to be clear. 
agenda then? I just 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: No. 
SENATOR TORRES: , I see. All ri 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Senators, feel free to ask questions 
of the witness or of Congressman Lungren at 
Mr. Meral. 
is point. 
MR. MERAL: Thank you much, Mr. Chairman. 
l'vly nante is Je Meral. I'm the Executive Director of 
the Planning and Conservation League. Our organization does not 
takP positions on partisan appointments, but we do take posit10IIS 
on the Governor's appointments. 
I'd like to remind the Committee of the eight times that 
I've appeared before you to support appointments by Governor 
Deukn,ejian, we've supported members of the Energy Commission, 
State Water Board, Regional Water Boards, the Director of the 
rtment o~ Conservation and Water Resources, the Department of 
Park~ and Recreation, and we expect to su~port the Director of 
the Department of Fish and Game. 
Only once before have we opposed a Nominee by the 
Governor during the past five years. 
However, we unfortunately are in opposition to the 
appointment of Mr. Lungren as State Treasurer. He was very 
generous in allowing us an interview with him, and we appreciated 
his frank answers. He d indicate that would sell bonds if 
they were passed by people for subjects as parks, 
wildlife, sewers, and so on. 
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Un ly at at t , and up until this point, he 
has not taken a sit on a ve ant bond act which will 
a:c en t llot the Wildlife Coastal and Parkland 
Bond Act. ~e 
that, as have rna 
he would sell 
have urged him nd h ve him to support 
cf his ss l colleagues. He did say 
e s. 
princ reason our ition is Congressman 
Lungren's record as hE:c has ained one as a Member ot Cungress. 
And unfortunate , his voting record has n rather poor in the 
are? of environmental protect He record as determined by the 
' r,eaque of Conservation Voters has been mere or less in the 20s 
anrl 30s, which is really 
'P.nd Cungr essman ren commen frequently 
Congress is 20 to 30 years behind curve en it comes to the 
positions they take on lie issues. Unfortunately we believe 
that his voting record is 20 to 30 s behind the curvE' en \·,rhat i 
An,erican peopJ e , most antly of 
CAlifornia want the w2y cf environmental protection. 
We believe th1s is an issue that is oi extreme 
importance to Californians and one in ch his voting record 
reflPct their atti s. 
!'d ] t.c comment on on one icu ar area, and 
' pe:;_'haps the Committee or Senator Torres rnay have questions, but 
th2t iP a very t and very controversial subject area 
right now: e deve f California's outer continental 
lf for offshore oil. 
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P..s , the Reagan adminis ration s taken a 
2 
Ptrong position in favor of developing vast new sections of 
3 
California's oute1 cont 1 lf offshore oil despite the 
4 
tremendous :rcnmental and c damage that could result 
5 
froni a spilli11g and r problems associ2ted with drilling. 
6 
we believe c i ia s not need its own 
7 
Secreta Don Rode , in State office, e ially if the voters 
8 have not approv~d such a person. Unfortunately, Congressman 
9 
:,ungren has n the chief Congressional cheerleader for 
10 development of California's outer cent cnta shelf. 
11 When I testified in the Assembly, Assemblyman Baker 
12 asked me ii: I recognized the fact that ill f·1r. Lungren's district, 
13 
ojJ Cleve is a major economic act , and didn't I 
14 believe that he had to represent his district. I felt that was a 
15 fair poir:t. 
16 So, we wrote to Congressman ren asking him if, as a 
l7 statewide oti i would take a broader view of the need for 
18 development of the outer continental shelf rather than just the 
19 vie\7 cf ma11y of those in Long Beach. Unfortunately, Congressrr,an 
20 Lungren has not ied to that letter, we still think it's 
2l an appropriate quest 
22 Our concern is pr rily one of fiscal nature of the 
23 Treastlrer's activity. The TreaFurer has tremendous control over 
24 bon~s, both political and, aE you've heard from Senator 
25 Keene, policy contrnJ. 
26 One of the major concerns we have wi CongresRrnan 
Lungren's position on duties of Treasurer is his support 
28 
48 
2 Highways, in our ew, should be iunded from highway-related 
r<:::venue sources, as gas Und r extreme conditions, 
4 
as you havP clre a s tram lccal sales 
5 
tc.;xe~.), but we c and do not the use of GO 
6 bends for highways 
7 Treasurer, s a da a Va~t share 
8 of Culifornia's bonded indebtedness cou be used up by the use 
9 c_,f GO Bond acts highways. 
10 For se reasons, un ate y, we are forced to 
ll se this ion. 
12 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you, Mr. Meral. 
13 Any stions? 
14 Next is Hr. 1·1 J ian, State Director of the 
15 Sierra Club. 
16 MR. PAPARIAN: l l.l k from here if that's okay. 
!7 CHAIRMAN kOBEHTI Yes. 
18 MR. PAPARIAN: I' r:1 I-1ichael Paparian, the Sierra Club 
19 California State D1rector. 
20 We have carefully reviewed of Congressman Dan 
21 Lungren, and we've investigate0 duties of office of 
22 Trtasurer, and we've concluded t Congressman Lungren should 
23 
24 
~not hold the posit 
,! 
I< 
II 
' oppose his confirmat 
of State Treasurer ana we you to 
25 To oppose an of the Governor is not an easy 
26 position for us As s knows, we have 
27 very rarely opposed nominees f Governor and have, in fact, 
28 some of his nominePs. 
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The Sierra Club's opposition to nominati011 o.: 
Congressman I"lmgren ib Lased primarily on how his consistPnt 
attitude of hostil 
hi~ voting 
He has consistent 
to environmental concerns as revealed bv 
11 nfluence his actions as State Treasurer. 
vote~ against strengthening policies and 
allocating for programs for clean wAter, parks and 
wil~erness, toxic control, 2nd program. He has done so in 
nany cases, even when his Republican cclle~gues support such 
programs. 
It lb our belief that his consistent opposition to these 
fundamental environmental policies w1ll to his use of this 
discretionary authority to undermine the environmental programs 
unaer control of the State Treasurer. 
In examining his , we found that his attitude 
towards parks and wi 1 fe is horrible. He has voted against 
excuse me, he has voted to cut funds for park acquisitions. He 
has vcted against legislation to ec sh lderness areas in 
i Cregan, Alaska, Alabama and other Southeastern States, 
Ca~iiornia, and many other locations. He s voted against 
legislation to require that threats to national parks be 
investigated and mitigated, and only two months ago he voted 
against protections for endangered species. 
Cn clean water, clean air, and taxies Congressman 
Lungren has a similar record. In 1984, he opposed legislation to 
Pstablish federal s s for nking water and to author1ze 
funds ior safe drinking water The measure was 
y supported by his colleagues and passed by a vote 
of 366-27. 
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In 1987, only 26 Members of he Eouse voted against 
cverdding a veto of the Clean Water Ac1.; 401 voted for the 
override. ssrna was one of he 6 who opposed the 
enactment o the Clear: tr-rater Act 
In 1982, Con ssmar: en voted to prevent spending 
of money to entorce ct:rt in is s of Clean Ajr laws. 
ctga_ s rtually all 
strcngt.hen the l toxics 
v1rtually all s ing 
Congressman Lun dnd his 
his vot record and stated views on 
t c:cmenaments to 
He voted against 
Clean Water Act. 
rs have argued that 
licy ssues are net 
relevant grounds for determining h s fitness to serve as State 
ause as Treasurer, Mr. n wou]d carrying out 
win1sterial func s Des te his l of ccm:nitment to 
protecting public health, consumers, and the ronment, we have 
won't be able been told, in effect, "Not to worry Mr. 
t:o do ing as Treasurer to mes the environment or affect 
public bf'al II "This isn't your t ; just some 
partisan battlE~." 
ile it s a great to low eypedient 
advjre and avoid involvement in th1s controversy, we are unable 
to stand idly by and k 
which are at stake in Mr. 
silent. on t environmental issues 
ren's nomination. In reviewing the 
~powers and dutjes of the Office of State Treasurer, we tind much 
worried ld ~r. take off 
The c a~e several areas where easurer exerts 
icant discret whi cou aifect ronment and the 
51 
lie interest. For example, as Commj tee is aware, the 
2 Tr0asurer has broad discretion over decis1ons to cancel or 
3 pos sale and ru e on e neces i y ard desirability of 
authorized issuing authorized s. 
5 
Ar:; an le, the Government Code btates cJ.early: 
" State Treasurer may can 1 or 6 
7 pos the sale to an deti ite 
8 public announcement made prior 
9 to or the ime and place fixed for 
10 the sale of bonds." 
! l Unlike the issuance and sale of bonds which have been 
12 approved by the Legislature the voters, respect to the 
revenue b0nds the Treasurer acts like a , providing tax 
!4 exempt financing to a de of lie a ivate projects. 
15 For example, we have become increasingly concerned with the use 
16 of tax exempt bonds and other types of financing to 
17 underwrite costs o ject such as to-ene facilities, 
18 tire burners and zardous waste ors. 11 r<~r. Lungren 
19 be able to no to env1ronmental le projects which 
20 have strong pol ical and corporate backi ? Based on the 
21 Pviderce on the record, we fear t answt::r s no. 
22 At the same time we believe that other types of 
for ich tax exempt financ is bad needed -- £uch 
24 cs recycling facilities, innovative ene and hazardous waste 
25 technologies, and small s BS iance environmental 
26 at s -- may we hort shrift IS 
27 Treasurer's Office ause th have never a priori of his 
28 0s demonstrated by his ssional record. 
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Will fV'r. use s and influenc~ of his 
office to foster the development of new and environmental sound 
1 ams:· a in on record, we fear 
As another , in 1987, Treasurer approved more 
$500 million in low-interest fin~nci rough the Pollution 
Contrnl Financing Authority for the S te s two largest 
utilities: Pacific Gas and Electric and f California 
Edison. Before approv ng the financing, however, Mr. Unruh 
forced the utilities and the Publ Utilities Commission to agree 
t t the ~illions of dollars in savings from the tax exempt bonds 
would he passed un to utility ratepayers ins 
stockholders. 
of utility 
Would ssman 
~ consumer interests on important ~ne 
VP fear that he would not. 
environmental voting 
and will have major impacts on 
n C ifornia, we res ul 
E:~very ef to ensure 
will not be same 
Because 
1 
his 
th rf'·f" 
as v ilant protPct.ing 
issuFs such as this one? 
iled s lar b2c 
Treasurer's Office can 
1 and environment 
Senate Rules Committee to 
in the new 
to environment, 
puLl1c health, and consumer issues as his performance in 
ss. 
lf, as we suspect, Congressman is unable to 
provide assurances, we res urge to 
reiect his nation a11d return it to the Governor. 
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I appr~ciate the opportunity to sent our views, and I 
do have a written copy of my stAtement which I will submit to 
CHAIJ'Jv'JAN ROBERTI: 
The reporter has requested a f -minute break, so we 
will break for f minutes and be back at 11:25. 
reupon a brief recess was taken.) 
CHf>.,JPl'v"}I,N ROBERTI: The meeting will con1e to order. 
I believe you had concluded, Mr. Paparian? 
MR. PAPARIAN: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: The next tness is Ms. Bea Cooley 
with Friends of the River. 
MS. COOLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am Conservation Director of Fri s of the River, 
which is an oraanization in California th approximately 8,000 
members who seek to protect what remains of our free-flowing 
r s. 
The question that could asked today of me in 
particular is: Why is it that I come repr~senting my 
organization and its s to oppose the confirmation of 
Congressman Lungre11 as Treasurer of the State of California? 
I must that I'm glad I was here in time to hear the 
Congressman's statement because it prov 
amount of information which I did not 
me with a small 
access to before. 
That specifically is that fai tc mention in any way the 
environment in his tatement. 
54 
That indicate G F.:<": -::_ __ :: ::he e:.-v i::.: :::mment does not weigh 
2 heav y on t~s ~in~. ~ut it -- a more vernacular way, I don't 
4 0-:::he::..·wise pre·.~ _s:..y, ir formation that we had 
5 on which to base our op~~~cr s the Congressman's voting recorrl, 
6 and that is, as you have he.::.rc others say, reflects not a 
7 thinking and reasoning vc~sr, but one who votes automatically and 
8 along cnly one line. 
9 In looking at the Cc~gressman's voting record, I would 
10 like to mention a couple cf instances. One is the California 
II Wilderness Act in 1984. Of significance to us in add1tion to the 
12 designation of wilderness was a very significant breakthrough in 
13 river protection, that of ~esignating the Tuolumne Fiver as a 
14 Wild and Scenic River. As you know, the Congressman voted 
15 against the Cctlifornia Wilderness Act. 
16 However, much more significant was a vote which occurred 
17 only last November. This was a vote on designation of another 
18 river, this time a Southern California River, the one nearest the 
19 Congressman's own district, the Kern River. The Reagan 
20 adwinistration proposed in 1982 that the north fork of the Kern 
21 Fiver be designated into the Kild and Scenic River system, and we 
22 considered it a very significant victory that that river was 
23 designatPd in November, all the way fro~ itc headwaters in the 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Sequoia National Park through the Golden Trollt Wilderness down to 1 
the Kern County line. 
In arlditicn to being a Republican and an administration-
~ spoDsored bill, it had a Republican sporsor in the House of 
~Representatives. It was nonpolitical. It was noncontroversial. 
II 
II 
'i 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: What was is again? 
2 MS. COOLEY: is WAS Kern des1gnation. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Yes, as a ld R r? 
4 MS. COOLEY V'Hld Seen 's right. 
5 ssman was one of on 26 Congressmen who 
6 vote no on t bill. 
7 As Treasurer and, a in of great if1oance to the 
8 issues with ch we deal, the Treasurer chairs the California 
9 Alternative Energy Source Financing Authority, which has 
10 significant discretion over what kinds of jects and indeed 
II wh ch projects received approval and thus financing through 
12 re'r<::nue bonds. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: That's Alternat Energy 
14 Financing Authori ? 
15 MS. COOLEY: That's correct. 
16 Small hydroelectric projects are of the type that would 
17 ing through is i , are current the single 
18 most destructive projects fac California's creeks, rivers and 
19 streams. With his voting record, we believe that Congressman 
20 Lungren has shown that he would not be sensit to environmental 
21 protections. Indeed, his entire vat record reveals a rigid, 
uncompromising bias against preservation, against providing 
23 drinking water, cleaning up the environment inst assuring 
24 that we leave a posit ronmental l 
25 The s of Office of Treasurer, powers that can 
26 af t ifornia's env ronment, cell awareness, for 
27 understancinq, for sensitivi person serves in that 
28 capacity. 
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The Fri s of re ly request that you 
2 deny confirmation of ssman as reasurer of the 
3 State of Cali ia. 
4 I a tuni sent our 
5 CHAIRMAN ROBBR'I'I questions? Senator Craven. 
6 SENATOR CRAVEN 
T I quest J ke to ask 
7 You said vou 8,000 ization. 
8 MS. COOLEY: Yes, r. 
9 SENATOR CRAVEN: Sta ? 
10 MS. COOLEY: Yes, sir. 
II SENATOR CRAVEN: D 0 ization -- I 
12 sume you have a Board of D rectors? 
13 MS. COOLEY: Yes, sir. 
14 SENATOR CRAVEN: D rr:eet and a posit on 
? 
15 
16 l''C: 'j,t..,.J. COOLEY: d 
17 SENATOR CRAVEN: 1 ? 
18 MS. COOLEY: This was short the Assembly 
19 hearings beac?n. 
20 SENATOR CRAVEN: see, have a fear that, 
21 as you say, the environment s not weigh heavily upon the 
22 Congressman's m ? 
23 MS. COOLEY: G the vot_ record and given the kinds 
24 of assaults F 2nd treams in 
25 California, it was sentation o:: 
26 in format that con wou be 
27 dPstruct to river environment in ali ia 
28 
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SENATOR CRAVEN: Did you use word "assault"? 
2 MS. COOLEY: Yes. 
3 
SENATOR CRAVEN: re d assault come from? 
4 
rAC 
""'"' 
COOLEY lt come jects which dam 
5 rivers, wh d i:!:ical hydroelectric 
6 jects I'm of, and in stances 
7 projects of cannot stand on ir own and require 
8 funding sources. And this is where we bel the Treasurer 
9 have an effect on kinds of jects. 
10 SENATOR CRAVFN Would te me end result of the 
II Kern projec ? on Kern ject? 
12 MS. COOLEY: It was designated as a Wild and Scenic 
13 River. 
14 SENATOR CRAVEN: S his one of 26 real didn't have 
15 much mE=ani ? 
16 MS. COOLEY: No, I t d 't have much 
!7 meaning. 
18 Wh t I it does is far from, as others 
19 have used the term, mainstream voter he actually is. 
20 SENATOR CRAVEN: Do 1 ssrnan is in 
21 same it as Treasurer t he is as a Congressman? 
22 MS. COOLEY: No, sir, I don't. 
23 SENATOR CRAVEN: I words, is not a Legislator 
24 when he's a Treasurer? 
25 11S • COOLEY: 's correc . 
26 SENATOR t s dif rent 
27 that a islator react to h s consti and his 
28 
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own ideas may have a little different fee ing than a person 
serving in 8 capacity really, all due respect, is not 
really orda to look after Wild R s, wou have a little 
different ss and concern? 
MS. COOLEY: What I th has 
th~rc is a very general and, I th 
demonstrated is that 
beated lack of 
considerution for preservation kinds of issues, and that being a 
position that the Congressman would take in other kinds 
of arenas. I believe that it would override whatever other 
concerns he would have at t 
SENATOH CR.i'WE'N: Of course, a 
based on a presumption; isn't it? 
t deal of that is 
~/:S. COOLEY: 
,, is available. 
I can on sume from the evidence that 
SENATOR CRAVEN: You're ng, , on a 
rent set of circumstances You're i at Treasurer in 
th s pro 
action 
sense, you'r at a legislat 
r. 
MS. COOLEY: That's correct. 
SENATOR CRAVEN: thought would be they are not 
necessar tical, one to 
MS. COOLEY: Well, I suppose wed all be much happier if 
we cculd pred the ture, but I what we to use is the 
evid~nce is available and upon that --
SENATOR CRAVEN: Oh, I no quarrel vour 
attitude 
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0'7 r nor have 
a Inatter of fact, I 
d dn't know ere was a r Kern Coun that had that much 
t,;atE::r in it, to f 
. ) 
MS COOLEY We re glad that it stil does. 
SENATOR CRAVEN But it's ice to Par that that is the 
case. 
But, you , I 
week, when these hearings 
to be responsible for just 
a ee 
eve 
t 
consummated, 
, inc 
the end of this 
he's going 
ing fast food. 
And everybody, through some degree o what I choose to call 
truncat logic, is goi to e themselves to this great 
position of being Treasurer. 
th all due res to the ior Treasurer, who was a 
friend of all u us who all of us had a tendency certain 
areas to revere, he ran for o f I i a s ever 
asked him about the _ld R s or else. 
Now, there was a certain, I suppose, pervasive goodness 
h ; that you don't find an aura a Dan 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: "Pervas ss" around Jesse 
Un ? 
. ) 
SENA'l'OR CRAVEN: You got int, Mr Chairman. That's 
sayi 
2 
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In other words, I just don t l o see people, and I 
know we've only heard the first three shots 
at eve 's goi come i tee off on 
at Fort Sumpter, 
Congressman. 
And I think t' re rather un 
understand 
it. 
r concern, and I certa 
But by same I I i 
I 
't mean to minimize 
are attributing to 
him in a prospective, 
should not necessari be doing 
sense, someth g that you 
f rst place. And 
SPC:Ond , I think it's ra d s to 
I ink :xou have to judged 
in that role, and frankly, I really feel 
sume anything. 
on your performance 
strongly. 
But it's nice to have 
regard ss. 
come in and s your piece 
MS. COOLEY: Thank you. 
SENA'lOI\ CPJ\VEN: And I 
CHAIRMAN ROBERT 
you. 
lean 
witnesses are saying, and maybe I'll ask 
t 
ssman if he 
would like to respond, and that is that there is a concern that 
some of the discretion pm:ers at the Treasurer has in the 
field cf ene 
c;:ecuted 
en\ ironment. 
For 
Chairman of 
1. 
tho e 
and in the issuance of m be tempered or 
an area or in a way t is hostile to the 
, as I und rs and t f Treasurer is 
e a Alternat Source F ancing 
can ects including 
on some r rs or in ronmental 
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' sensitive areas 1 rece tax exempt ing. That is one power 
2 
1 that the Treasurer has lCh Treasurer's record on 
3 
er:vircnmen a questions would be 
4 
u is a r, one of 
5 
three and, I believe, Chair as well, of the California Debt 
6 
Limit Alloc t on tt.ee, wh sets it es for various 
7 
kinds of i And also would be as to 
8 whether environmentally sensit oi be placed 
9 as a cilsadvan t e are not, or where bonds that 
10 would produce projects that create a t deal of to the 
ll exclusion of ticn of the environment given 
12 ferred status. 
13 s t of i is Sen2tor, I do th the 
14 Ccngressmc..n's on ronrnenta bt ens i 
15 because he h s discret f st, f setting 
16 s on the others. 
17 
. i Jects al o, i'lS I unde 
18 will get funded t e California Alternat Energy Source 
19 Financing Authority. So I would say that his record in this area 
20 is relevant, and there one which I ieve witnesses, you 
21 know, within their r s or wi in the purview of our hearing to 
22 make statements vn. 
23 SENATOR CRAVEN: Vf' no que ion their making 
24 statements. 
25 I would 1 to a of s those 
26 committees or re s on to 
27 ich jus al , pre re r members 
28 on that? 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: 
three. For example, the one wh 
hath of them are 
ties, which is the 
Debt L t llocat ~~~n.~sed o Treasurer, 
the Director of Finance Controller. The Treasurer 
serves as Chair of Committee 
And California Alternat ve Energy Source Financing 
Authori is composed of the Treasurer, Controller, the 
Director of Finance, Chairman of the California Energy 
f"ornmission and President of 
That's five, two in addition to 
committee. 
Public Utilities Commission. 
membership of the other 
seem to be roles in which the Treasurer can 
priori ze and dec what projects are ficial. And I think 
his positions on and ronmen are 
SENATOR CRAVEN: But in e 
pick up one or more votes to prevail 
CHAIRMAN ROBERT re ab 
di~ferent --
instance he would have to 
r , but no 
SENATOR CRAVEN: My point I guess Mr. Chairman, is, we 
made a comment hospital and so 
see 
For an example, and in an 
President Pro Tern i 
Treasurer of the State of California 
ant 
life posit 
CRAIFMAN FOBERTI 
Kcer:e on point. 
ho itals 
Well d 
s 
is, I would hate to 
to serve as 
se of his presumed, 
on his strong 
t agree th Senator 
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SENATOR CRAVEN: I s i to that. I didn't agree 
2 
with him either. A lot of I d , but at 
at t 
3 
4 
I But I t day as 
5 
wears on. Sc, so 
6 
CHAIRMAN I : 
7 
Sen a 
8 
SENATOR ELLI s. Coo to give me some 
9 
perspc;ctive on organizat 'd ke ~- to think of 
10 se st 
side + s 
ll 
to g me an credibiJ i ty of 
12 
r organizat sit is on Pamo Dam in 
13 
Southern Cal fornia? 
14 MS. COOLEY: 
p s ce:t·tain one has some ' 
15 environmen cons s It has a en endangered 
16 species Bell's reo, ich is the moment lding up 
17 tt 
18 ~,le have not t a a specific i on the Pamo Darn as 1 
19 of this moment. 
20 SENATOR ELLIS: So ling s pe s, t you 
2l it? You ink ly support it? 
22 ~S. COOLEY: I 's would 
23 SENP..TOR F.LLIS: ? 
24 ~:s. It is unl 
25 SENATOR ELLIS: l you ? 
26 Pamo 
27 
28 
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SENA_TOR ELLIS Well, are re at. the people of 
the coun voted for it? 
MS. COOLEY: I wa not aware. 
SENATOR ELLIS: Well, then it seems to me that would 
ng that the 
reason and 
that'H water. S California, cular San Die<;,o County 
being at the end of water 1 , is in a , very serious 
position for water and ize that. 
Now I'rr assum ssman can sort of 
be not look at the broad picture, nd he' in on 
certain things s s of sort, but then 
I should ink anization also not approach 
and s some of e in 
addition to the environment. 
MS. COOLEY~ area, if I use example, 
area is a project 
very liar to 1 e in the Sacramento 
area, and that's the A Dam project. 
There was recently a poll i Sacramento and 
Placer Counties, and one of the st s a was: Would you 
support an Dam that \J<lter and supply for 
flood con Sacramento, even if t cost most than a dam i 
that prov on J control? 
Not s 1 und te 1 not isingly 
in just a moment, 68 or said: Sure, 
wou it even i ; clear 
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s not 
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lt 
is at s not been demonstrated a for the 
and 
all dam 
ra 
we 
jects 
SENATOR 
MS. 
SENATOR 
a 
CHlUPJ.J.AN 
Senator 
ENATOR 
CONGRES 
t 
to 
eterm 
IS: Well, 
It 
ELLIS: I th 
, Mr irman 
ROBERT 
Torres. 
TORRES: Mr. 
if I cou , Mr. Chairman. 
Cou on 
CHAIRMAN ROBERT s, 
ssman ren. 
some wcu 
Frid 
st 
have us 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGR 
I r 
t 
ea 
rce f 
' s 
you 
ion 
s 
sect 
at positions on 
re s a true 
re. 
e v int? 
sti 
Senators you 
rmat ? 
i all of 
excuse me, 
e promotion, 
met staff 
s 
we not 
t 
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ENATOR TORRES: I 1 ct \vhat's 
ha}:Jpening, Mr. I ieve tnesses have 
let ir test i I m 
CHAIFMAN ROBERTI: Ye not a 
misunders i 
s s concluded, s , and I on't 
Committee knc•w of any 
!~~::mLers, not 
tnesse F: area. And 
're not free to ask auestions, have 
cor>cJuded th their st s, and I'vt: it over, 
therefore, to Senator Torres. 
CO~GRESSMAN LUNGREN: f ne. 
That memo you told me were not following said 
t a l meetings, sitting at the 
tnesses' t e and into a runni dia 
CHAIR1v1P~N ROBERTI: No, I 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: T 
CHAIRMAN ROBERT ,, 
t.o R if you don't want to. 
CONGRESSt1AN LUNGREN: No, 
finished? 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Yes, 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: 
I'll be ·to meet w th 
s 
my 
i 
we're not going to do that. 
ea 1 t don't have 
be read the memo. 
is, are the witnesses 
are. 
1 Senators and Assemblymen 
le ha been rather and women, but as you knuw 1 
difficult over the last le f months I ve been --
SENATOR TORRES Am I on 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN I've here more often 
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SENATOR TORRES Am I on 
iori 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN 
l t. 
c 
w m 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN. 
re t my 
E::te a j ever 
to hear 
SENATOR. TOR.R.ES 
to complete any job ~r. 
r 
11, ay that I ve a 
i ist? 
1 , ~J- when someone s a 
s li to 
scussed it wi me 
s any in ility 
Al I sa was reminaed 
me, t_he i remi me, of and then I kept 
quiet --
CONGR.ES jective statement. 
SENATOR TORR.ES: very t so J 
would do and find out exact you are. 
I just want to if re ing to call me and 
set an i tment di als and v s 
California? If you're not, '11 this opportunity to 
do that. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN one of 19? 
SENATOR TORRES: I d to -- no, I'm 41 s old. 
SENATOR TORRES ly, 
and I th hat s extreme iate 
sa irg and I lf of the Senate 
your fami who a use 's 
be 0 s that 
68 
told you f o:L 
1- h 1 s Commit. tee s 
2 
s 
3 
mos of us 
4 
families t a s 
5 
CaU forn 
6 
But I sa i real 
7 
and correct me if I m wrong - all of • I 1.a s s and 
8 
s So As I reca artie , and 
9 
s don direct , as But you 
10 said: 
ll 
12 is ref ted in i 0 ssed 
13 Governor and Rona 
14 and main-
15 
stream not on of l an but in 
16 the rna stream of iforn a voters at 
1 
18 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN s. 
19 SF.NATOR TORRES: Fie Poll -- and 
.,.. 
't know .L 
20 the:r stand ls don' lieve all the 
2 a more 
f time, real the 
22 Poll in 1988 is re 
1 . and ... l 
23 must s to er was I told what 
24 contents of memo 1 te l r now t my 
s to ask s s i t's ust way I 
26 
28 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Senator t any way 
2 
suggest you not to answer s 
3 
SENATOR TORRES: Great 
CONGRESSMF.N rent between acti 
4 
as a prosecutor and a in s , as you well know. 
5 
And I'm sur·e 's Senator t remove t 
6 
7 
pC1rticular se se ~ tha were the 
8 
or inal intent --
9 
SENATOR see a memo, Mr. Lungren, so 
10 I don 't knovJ memo 
All I've seen i a used to 
12 raise funds with name in i a age c 
13 
whatever guy rai 
14 
!5 SENATOR TORRES: Fourteen I i all? 's a 
16 am~:~. 
17 
18 SEt~!"-TOR TORRES: I want to t out is ' Mr. 
19 Lungren, F is a very fr cf wine, too, and I know 
20 he is of rs. Pat Brown's a iend of f as I 
21 know you stab=>d earl s. 
And T don't t st ss environmental issues here .J_ 22 
23 partisan sis. I want to tre them Cali ians 
24 
Now, among regi in i '88 1 f 76 
26 nt of Californi s ronmental 
27 on even i mean s c California. 
28 
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all registe r , too. 
But wha s was t 70 rcent of 
servat s as con ervat s a so 
r ~;,'anted a s en vi t t s ec 
h. 
Now Merv ld you an with him or not agree 
m sure other lste 
But 
not a partisan issue, 
all dr the 
And sometime we i 
ocean 
and if 
Are 
And 
iate 
agencies 1 and 
can r 
Let s take 
l ar 
CONGRESSMAN 
SENATOR 
CONGRESSMAN 
ting bond 
s 
ause we all bre 
a l 1 
wanted r 
1 is Senator 
's what I just want 
Alternat Ene 
s. 
1 
the environmen 
the same air, 
the arne land. 
arne 
ck , because I 
I 
rti ta 
concentrate on, 
Fin nc i 
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s ili 
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CONGRESS~AN LUNGREN: Means exac I said it does. 
SENATOR TORRES: 
What I a 
respuns il ty 
I'm 
? 
wa 
to 
se 
nd 
i 
at's too 
s i 
statutP around The statute 
s ia 
ects to rece 
t anc a as istance from the ity 
ice sistent w 1 
l deve on criteria." 
And ta k the crite ia n statute wh deals wi 
o~~e l sue 
environmentu 
Now, accord to 
is i is 
25 ll i 
Now, I'm not a l 
because I cou It remember 
That's not I'm 
But you're 
voted yes to a bil 
to --
asking 
CONGRESSNAN LUNGREN 
SENATOR TORRES 
il on in f seal ' for 
of wind ene s terns 
re rea to avo 
voting ' s 
to to ize 
r. 
to voted 
when I voted ands uf bills. 
a use a later vote, you 
ssman , I believe, from F ida 
t 
s 
i 
ize 10 
administrat 
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Now, I when wind 
P-11 (j I don't recall s in the Congress, 
e ia 1 can g of 
Brown espec l t came to 
So 's dif solar energy and wind 
CrJE. in in on? 
CONGRESSMJI.N 1 I if re a me 
question the context of se votes, I'll happy to respond 
to them. 
Are ~'OU asking erally spe I gauge 
ojects is ? I'm ing to 
understand question d ] me to answer. 
SENATOR TORRES: I 't want to be ative 
beceuse t would be unfa p<:<rt to ask to do 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: All ri 
SENATOH TORRES Al I'm 
c i 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN i 
SENATOR TORRES: You sit 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: 
SENATOR TORRES 
'1-l ~· other person 
CONGRESSMAN 
Director o 
ssion, si t f 
we l. 
i s, is the 
on lt. 
1 control of 
is the ler, I 
Treasurer, Control 
es Commi sion as 
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SENATOR TORRES: ght, 're al George's appointees. 
So, what you se 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Cont 1 r? 
SI:.NATOR TORRES 
CONGRESS!-1AN LUNGREN: Let' s not t him. 
SENATOR TORRES I don 
choose for solar ene versus wind 
energy? Why down on solar and not on down on wind? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I th respect it vias a 
quf.::st of we continue to s a icular 
energy resource, wh I It at the t had sufficient 
fund g as far as what was available over all. 
Let me g 
ca.r; remember spec 
th re 
first came to 
merit. it was a 
We've had a nuclear 
years. 
It a red 
ev:::..dence that it 
t is, we were on 
s to me and 
Two 
vote came 
on it btecause 
techn not 
you a 
cal 
instance in 
to the nuclear 
ss, I was conv 
r area that I 
reactor, when I 
ogy had 
controversial vote came 
in Tennessee for some 
at that point in t I based on the best 
ts for a real development phase. 
verge, or at east that's what was 
I was need. 
er came and en a 
I a chi:l nd on I changed my 
s th t in fact the 
f d 
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associated the technology were ater than any prospective 
2 fit, and t the scale of projec~ that would have been 
3 continued was behind internat 1 standards and 
4 internat 1 that in fact we would be putting good 
5 money after so in I changed my mind on it. 
6 You'll f in some circumstances I have supported at a 
7 pcint in t I it was iate some alternative 
8 sources, and when d 't n out, I didn't -- I 
9 didn'~ it important for us to continue to support it. 
iO At t al carne up, it looked 1 
one of a totc;l of alternat sourcet.> were 
12 available to us, and I thought it made sense at that particular 
13 t to do H-.. 
!4 What I'm s to you is, I judge projects on ir 
merit, on a case is. I've done that whether it deals 
16 publ works ects or ther it deals th vvhat I 
7 r to be ronrnental jects or energy projects. 
18 SENATOR TORRES: You're saying to me all of your 
19 vc,tes wh have been against solar energy are based 
20 ividual jects that were put fore the Congress? I 
2 to bel because revi most of 
23 be ss in terms of their techn1cal 
25 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I'm i t.o you, at time of 
a i ious ects cular is ion 
27 that cont fund was not iate --
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CONG~ESS~AN LUNGREN: -- either 
75 
ause of the specific 
proiect or b0cause I 
program at thl" t 
we had put suificient money into the 
SENA'l'OR TORRES: I've got it. 
Let's deal with thP Pol ion Financing Authority, which 
is a second agency v:e ve t.a 
Roberti raised as wel . 
does. 
You 
t's 
the "iust to save t 
oDe of the most la 
I beliPve Senator 
, I'll tell you what it 
st and active 
<JUthorities, and it was lin1ited by the vote of the Tax Reform Act 
on the federal level. But you have al ocat s in '87 of close 
to 600 million that you, a Chairman of Authori , can issue 
taxaLle on fi ance a of arf'c . 
And when 
iat 1 . 
iv 1 projects, this comes into 
mind I ifornia, we a severe air pel ion 
lem. 
CONGRESS!,lAN LUNGREN: know it. I was and raised 
Southern Cali ia. 
SENATOR TORRES: I know all And t's why I 
n't figure out your s on air luticn, because knowing 
that you up in Southern CaJi 1a as I d1d, and we probably 
grew up in the same -- no the arne areas certainly, but the same 1 
ambience. 
CONGRES -one. 
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SENATOR TORRES: I'm 41, too, so we're basically from 
the sam,, time perlod, and I still can't fi out, c;iven that, 
at happened 
CONGRESSHAK Well, I shou rea<:'l 
SENATOR TORRES on the air pollution stuff. 
Let me read one 
CONGFESSMAN LUNGREN I should read to you a 
December, 1987 letter I received from the Sierra Club --
SENATOR TORRES: I'm not interested --
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN~ "Dear Congressman Lungrer, 
"On lf of the Sierra Club's II 
SENATOR TORRES: No, excuse me --
CONGRESSMAN LUNGH.EH; 
SENATOR TORRES: Mr. 
COl\GIZESSMJI N J.UNGREN: II 
243,000 rrerrbers --" 
rr;r. Lungren 
it is my pleasure to 
sincerely thank you vot inst the 21-month Clean 
r 1\ct clt.'adl ine II 
SENATOR TORRES Ivl r . , I'm not interested in 
rs that have been sent to you. I'm terested in 
's we re ta ing about 
COl\JGhESSt:lJI ... N LUNGREN: This refers to a vote, a recent 
Clean r. 
SENATOR TORRFS: No, no, I'm talk 
we have to jud total 
CONG:RESSMAN UNGHEN: Do 
vnted for C ean A ? 
cture. 
want to 
, as you said, 
about what I 
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, I know where you voted, t-ir. 
fer nine s now. 
77 
you voted on thos~ issues. 
, and I've read your record 
't ard lettPr. CONGRFS8r~Arl 
SENATOR TORRES: I voted -- of course I didn't read that 
lt~tter. 
Ali I' on is 
UJat's what I'm re ing on, and 
ana on bills, because you chall 
ssional Record, and 
voti ~ecord on amendments 
Mr. Lungren, chaJJ this 
is Committee earlier, 
ttee ear ier to jDdgc you 
on your overall record. 
CONGRESSI"'..AN LUI~GH.E!J ';hut's ri 
SENATOR TORRES: Not on personal lifP, not on your 
p<e:: sor:cl traits, aracteri S Oil rec And that's 
what r·ru try to assess because in one year you vote one way, 
in previous years vote a 
forth, fli ing and fl 
whPrc you eal stand on r 
Let me give you an 
CONGRESSI'1At'1 LUt>:GREN: 
r You're 
'm to 
ion. 
le. 
Senator Keene wou 
to hear that 1 fl f op. If you listen o h 
SENATOE TORRES: ~ ~ rot interested in 
Keene has to say Mr ren. 
CO!'~GRFS LUNGREN: t sound 1 
SENATOR t' 
ng back and 
figure out just 
be happy 
Senator 
I'm one lane all 
It s you and i 
78 
All I'm terestec1 in s would you have voted for 
2 
Conqrei';sman D c:me:yer's amendment, and t.l1a_ \,'as in 1981 -- and I 
3 
c<r't you to r the i.lics - but I up the 
4 cebate on and s it ronmental 
5 
Protection ::... money to require States to 
6 implement for s ion control 
7 jrsr:f:ction nd mai ce. 
8 Now, my God I was I.os les this weekend and I 
9 couldn't ever s e of the 
10 And I r d te in House with 
II Dannerneyer, and I couldn t find statement. I guess ·you 
12 didn' talk on t te or on that issue But it ceerns to me, 
13 in is aturc I couldn't understand 
14 him, and now e C s 1 ve a r time 
15 understanding what 
16 ld voted for t amendment? 
17 CONC::PESSrllA.N ~vel wou it 
18 because I th i was the 1 thing to do at the time 
19 heC'ause 
20 SFNATOR TORRES: I s you thought it was 
21 ri t to not g th FPA i 
22 CONGRE:SSMAN Chairman, I a chance 
23 to re to questi s, or -
24 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI Let 
25 ~ or are we gci to be en 
26 this 
CHAI a 
28 
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CONGP.FS LUNGREN: -- kind of debate, one over the 
2 
other the entire ~ 
I told wa g ing to he 
4 
a t was y. 
5 RMAN ROBERTI: Let irn ont Ule. 
6 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN 
! s dif renee betweer 
7 rsis and 
8 SENATOR 11ct~ being rude, sir. Please 
cent 
10 CCNGRES t:lwt re to 
ll ld red $2 
12 . ~1llion to be pa the na motorists at a t that that 
13 ecuated tc r s remuv 
14 There was 1: 
15 l ie d cost about $1,000 
16 ton, and i one ga t: I lt 
(' 
~' !7 s it made more sense 
18 L(J to r at, were avai le than ]t 
19 was to ace that on nat motorists at time. 
20 I beli air;ed of over 30 
21 rvlelttber s Democ cans and one f 
22 he overail aiiect 
23 I (' f T h i s WO U beer. a 0 certa 
24 J isdicL on le :Lt. 
25 So we , a legislative 
26 
27 s s 
28 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN; d fference between the twn. 
And in that regard, h to for e r 
s , if I 
s rejected i Hot:se -
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: 
ENATCR 
CO!\"'GRESSMAN 
SEN.hTOR TORRES: 
yes, and s 
a 
r e 
lican. We often lose. 
lose, too, on more case 
unders 
han 
But of the 
debate, T don't see a ng 
l do e concerned 
And 
irrpact t 
Authori 
pollut ? 
Le 
let's 
as TreasurE~ g 
believe 
ironment a 
I'rr a Democrat and I 
ze. 
after 
ssucs 
l 
to do. 
ing over the 
you raise. 
States do 
cic ss and the 
our s ie 
il you vote on air 
-f=ore a Treasurer and 
s th c l , and I 
nanci 
e , is what 
the cost. 
1 and 
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LUNGREN: Senator I factor that in on all 
2 
nr;r;ac; ions. l mean, it s an easy on, a easy thing to do 
3 
to look a someone s and have budget 
4 
con erns 
5 
djrnens " 
6 
SENATOR I a 
7 i had an unl ited 
8 n D. • I re are a ot of other things I 
9 
would vote for. 
lO s I r sa 
ll LUNGREN: reason I at to bring to 
12 mind, to servat the le r I sh to is 
13 i mos concerns most recent vote 
14 House o respe 0 Clean l\ir 
15 I know you want r me to complete my 
16 lanation of I Cl r Act. 
!7 s sh to r 
18 tter !vir. n, a use rticular 
19 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: v\Je hear le ter, and then we 
20 will rece s f s s o read it. 
21 i , am I not only ing 
22 to be asked t an be to exa.ct how to answer 
23 the quest 
24 CHA t to read it. 
25 a read is 
letter, we what we 1 
27 shPuld do bee l n S California 
28 
82 
and jurisdict ons l JlFl annat meet the Clean Air 
Act standards under the d line. 
2 
And the ti we deadlines 
3 
4 
for a 21 0 s by Democrat 
5 
Congressman ohn the assi~tant whips 
6 
SENATOR is is lette 're referring to, 
7 
t.l1en on the letter This is 're re rring to? 
8 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I l be t.o answer your 
9 
sUon if wou stion. 
10 
ENATOR TORRES: just want re shed. The vote 
ll 
were esc ing now --
12 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN I th 're t 
13 
re 
14 
SENATOR TORRES: 
15 s Let me just explain to you what 
16 I'm sayi 
17 
SENATOR r i re to t vote 
18 in 1987; is at correct? 
19 CONGHESSL'Il\N LUNGREN: For t s. 
20 SENATOR TORRES: 1 r t nk 
21 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I cant nue ow? 
22 SENATOR TORRES: 
23 COl\iGRESSMAN s offered an 
24 amendment was in large 
25 part people who are 
26 rna acturer les, 
27 California 
28 
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a ternat e was one 
an 8-month extensi 
a if we 
to 
tho e jur sd t 
and 
substanti 
st;ult:! would cont 
State to work 
jurisdict 
cons red 
s 
for 
out. 
wou 
r 
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s Conte, which was for 
8 extension as 
g some roorr 
~he standards to try 
effect in showi 
those standards, but at the 
E:::ec:u t 
leash, so that the 
Branch and on the 
pressure on both 
out. It was 
s red major 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: This is my year in the 
and t 
45 
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vot s out of 
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then up to 
CONGRES 
s 
Dlinking Water n 
it. 
s 
u 
I 
an :informed 
ike to tel 
TORRES: I cou 
want me 
I 
D 
? 
t. 
t 
reso on is 
more and I have 
down on air 
84 
Al is his , and 
11ot true 
not true at all. 
vote for P ition 65, the 
t 
t 
t it or 
it? 
t 
se it? 
lie stance on 
I d 
some of the 
until 
't 
over word word 
t 
to, 
65, 
r 
it. I to be 
if you d 
would be 
t with 
now. 
and 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: He'll rece s 
back at 1:45. 
(Thereupon t Reces 
85 
lunch. We will be 
s taken.) 
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AFTERNOON 
--ooOoo-~ 
2 
3 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: ttee 11 come to order. 
We i hear deal vii th the 
4 
5 
Treasurer's powers in energy and ronment, and I lieve 
6 
Senator Torres was asking ouest ons. 
7 
El:ATOf TORHES : you, . Chairman and Members, 
8 
a a n for your I will not more t in 
9 
his area, and I want make s as comfortable a process for 
10 ss le and d rec re ate the issues ing 
ll ro as to we 1 we move. 
12 D refre :r over lunch as to whether you 
13 r 
you voted for most controversial 
14 initiat on llot, Drinking ater jniti ive, 
15 Mr. ? 
16 
17 
18 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: No. 
19 SENATOR TOHPES: In , do se entities 
20 ich C.i carci tetragen ic materials 
2 s i ater into our State's water 
22 do you i on to form consumers? 
23 And I 1 que then I' 11 
24 answer - t shou form 
25 sumers Shou r : d pay for the 
J n up? 
27 
28 
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CONGRFSS~AR LUNGREN , I to est i a 
me l l ion is available to consumers of a 
reas al f at which s to the 
W6t8rs t at we all rei 
And thi t, th re towards cleanup, that 
se who 
unc"l st 
l be requ reo o clean up; although I 
t rms of the of: lean up at we're 
on i is coun we re going to to eml::.:u k 
have ic ion oca , tate and federal government. 
In te s of the 
over two 
e cannot recall at 
have va 
rfund, or 
polluters. 
added 
r 
i 
the 
actua 
Sl 
stance, we a debate 
r amendment t an 
s to we 
ing the 
attach more d rectly 
I a cJose decis on and it wa l a 2 5-L04 vote, 
i 
is instance, 
inat 
sed 
I 
us we 
wasn 
er . 
number of if rent 
contr ing 
tax. 
t 
ed to 
ttee I was of the mind that in 
of a tax was not 
, which 
the s of 
not a ea inc::r to do 
we it our society from 
le a sense 
the overal 
a seems to me, 
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us seemed 
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circumstances at this 
ther i more 
an re is a direct 
trouhl s me I look 
water the 
sn t there in 74 
S~NATOR TORRES: - 984, and n 986, again in 
in one 
I it was 
reason for your no vote on 
ilo ica d fference Wl 
l d 
the 
in bills? 
ts? Or was 
as you 
amendments are 
s 
s ing Water 
89 
Act. You s age f b to set deadlines 
2 for es l t ants in drinking 
3 
wateJ:· awl LO enforcemen a ities 
4 to es l it 
5 have a 2 fiscal '86 to '89 
6 fer federa Safe nd groundwater 
7 
8 was ssman n ... 
9 CONGRESSMAN You re ta the Safe 
10 Dr ing Water 
ll SENA 
12 CONGRES s 
13 
14 's 
15 r b re ill was on the 
16 pens 
11 
18 itself? 
19 SENATOR bi l rized 216 
20 
2 I sion 
22 e of 
23 f s. 
24 to have 
25 amendment to 20 
27 
28 
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other h 
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regular 
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ented. 
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i tration ~nd 
i t 
t was a 3 
istration. 
te 
we were 
us being 
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was, and ought 
recent ears is ing 
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t b i on any 
I if 
t one re I 
st t a Pcond 
bee se it's to keep 
vvte ot-.her, and 
in front o me 
respons iJities 
on i 1 and it was 
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f 986. 
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SENATOR TORRES 
Kow, an tal 
One 0 
ifically 
werP very 
lead from 
ly 1 
sjtes in 
nj 
a i 
re s State 
s~nse ior u to reate a 
ccFrt, no. 
State 
federal 
c r 
OI 
ems 
92 
ies 
re. 
t 
si 
ildren 
ct 
I had in my di ct 
c prob And we 
who may have been i sting 
ect. I thi were 
some of these toxic 
1 ren or children were 
i t ld 
era ? I if 
t doesn't a deal oi 
in federal catjve 
I in the 
jus cases on the 
s se It 
s ca t care 
? 
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I le and 
2 tur rms court. If you give 
3 ion l tate t and federal court 
4 many 
5 s ? 
6 that? 
7 or 
8 is i io waste site and I 
9 V<'· to le a have the right to 
10 file whatevE:o irst 
II 
] e or 
12 not or t to be 
i3 a 
14 li 
15 is 
16 te 
17 to 
18 court to 
19 CONGRESSMAN I thi a majority 
20 of the House st on one cocas 
2l on the S referr Dg to. 
22 40 
st al 
24 victims o court 
25 
ff ient at evidence 
28 was s 
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State Senator 
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is 
tate 
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1 area g 
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t sure 
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record. 
toxic waste viet 
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Nere creati a i cderal court does not 
2 y necessa the r i ar 
3 case resvl ear er or at a aper cost. 
4 I the House of 
5 United States 
c: att: se davs is of not '-' 
6 ' creating more acti :::; federa court, actual 
7 reat ss. s, ich have over the 
8 yeu.r ' 
sc t at t in fact can do far rrtore t.hey did in the 
9 pa:::;t. t.erms of g ng e justice rem a sense of Superior 
10 Court al Court to Court: of 
II State f l a. 
12 SENATOR TORRES You sa earlier pub has a 
13 r t when 're be to toxic carci ens and 
14 
15 
6 d you aga st an awendment 
17 i c f t eir 
18 emission f to cau e or of 
19 causing cancE;r S I other ronic d seases on 
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SENATOR 'l'ORRES Would con e ? The consumers 
because 
ccnfuse 
t i 
that 
don' 
CONGRES 
SENATOR 
oi 
CONGRES 
!' You are misch ac 
'm e 
12 ng 
? Is a who you 't want to 
s that the c Sfc. 
So think t if 
whether or not 
or t least I'm aware 
No no. I i 't s that at all. 
tes 
SENATOR 
CONGRES 
Thai:' ou re Tell me why. 
LUNGREN: 
to. 
s 
SMAN LUNGREN: 
bEljeve you were ng a 
almo any z 
nor n wn. 
I wou a 
If you 11 allcw me to, I'll be 
J v Mr. 
part t 
rts ssions of 
t well drafted 
irement Wl re to small 
ld be inc le f 
avalanche of cost 
any suff ient 
e sect of that 
r ng 
new 
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As a 
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Act-. 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Which I -- I voted for a number of 
a 5 i federa I did no vote for the changes as 
thPy carr:e House. d vote them vvhen th came back 
in conference aft 
made in the fe~a 
SENATOR 
s to that last tax bill 
On the '86 tax bill? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: On '86 tax bill; yes, sir. 
SENNI'OR TORkES : 
how it's determined; 
So you know 
at correct?. 
re is a ceiling and 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN th respect to private activity 
bonds; s, si 
SENATOR TORRES: vc prepared a chart for you. I'll 
sure you an i to see it. 
What we've tr ed to o s to what powers 
Treasurer Unruh had, and 
t 
987 
wou do 
Now i terms 
a. t.ota of 
to elicit from you, if you can, 
tuat. s 
Treasurer Unruh in 
634 il on for two agencies that 
we'~e discussed the two authorities that we've discussed. And 
rna of those ams \vere desi altPrnat 
ref's of r s of ar·eas. 
In the housing fi ld 1 which I know s will 
speaking 
where to build 
housing 
t 
terms 
I re 
c 
s a lot of his discret in terms 
ide low-income and moderate 
icu ar concerned . 
terms aci ities to help 
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build more schools, provide for more --
~o1a~ed to cctpital outlay. 
r types of area::, 
In terms of health he provid at least 470 Ilion in 
terms of buj] i t s se areas. 
In terms f ec development, which I know you're 
cone , e ial a number of areas, he about 
' 53 rnilli in thc.t_ e>rea. 
So, in r s, this is what Jesse Unruh did last 
time wi this amount of 
G the fact 've been at t designe>tPd as 
our next Treasurer for a nuntber of s now, have you given any 
State of C ifcrnia and 
ral idea? 
thou as to how might look at 
d ide up this money or give us some 
COtJGRESSJVlAN LUNGREN: No, real , ::: haven't. I think to 
make such a j at this time would be ture, not only 
because I don't know if I sat down and went over the numbers for 
'87, I would abso or have somF areas of 
disagreement with v1hat Treasurer Unruh did, but as you knov.r, from 
yeilr to year you can have different requirements, and you can 
hciVE different s, if you 
fferent 
of f!eal 
going to 
tremendous 
Fac litie F nanci 
to deal wi in a 
ct on heal 
11, from the Legislature. 
lems. For instance, the area 
i one of the ings vJe' re 
t fashion is the 
system f not on Callfornia but 
t nation r AI How are we go to care for these people? 
How are we 
we going to 
for n e ion? How are 
their need care of? 
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And that is ably -- well, that very well may require the 
.' building of facilities dedicated to at particular purpose, or 
an ~Ytension of already existing facilit s, in a way that I 
cculdr1 1 t give you off the ead ri now. 
So, real don't believe I coula give you an honest 
answer. 
SENATOR TORRES: All ri liar th 
this Authority? 
CONCFESSM~N LUNGREN: Yes, sure. 
ETNl\TCR TOHRES: In br fing l: S, d. the 
Treasurer's Office oi s statement? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I'm not sure. They gave me so 
much, re might have been a liJ<:P t I can't recall 
that specific 
SENATOR TORRES: 
pretty 
tremendous di 
t document, 
e+ and 
It's not in :uct jrrocuous. It's a 
ause it des you th 
i on to a of 
money, llions of dollars some cases, but you haven't had a 
chance to at material? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNC.~REN ; I d 't s that. 
SENATOR TORRES: So you have Eeen the material? 
CONGIZESSl•lAN LUNGREN: I th 
SENATOR TORRES: What lS 
I indicated t to you. 
24 . ma t...:e:c i.::1, ? vc·u said you saw it, th 
ssion given that 
need more 
25 ? 
26 CONGRESSMAN LUNCRE~: I'm not one who comes to i ions 
27 1 or off top of head. I'm one who believes that you 
28 ar1a s , and come up with recorrrrr:enc'Jat s 
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I wen to the House of sent.at s wi respect 
to the auestion of I had of an answer T f ~ 
to a problem. If you WC'Uld a me at that time what are 
the overall parameter of 1 I not have 
told you. didn' s me from ing leadership in 
w bill, first one i t.wo rations, t I 
tlnnk Lc: c the 
SENATOR TORRES: So Tre~surer Lunaren on Tuesday, today, 
has a question me \lOU dn' know what would do th tho. -t_. 
TreasurPr ren on ing r now doesn't know what 
s going to terms ng or have a ific area of 
conct.~rn. 
Treasurer is ve ctatements 
Tue , does t know what to do heal ; hasn't t that 
much On econ ic devel t same answer. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN No, I d s You 
aracteri t to That's your 
rc:tct:Pri t-' a ,.lOn 1 as well knovr. 
SEt\A'lOR TORRES: You have it much thought. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN I ve a 1 about 
it ye 
SF.l'1A.TOR TORRES That' what \ve ~;:u.IJt to hear. What have 
you. 
r! 
\n1at have you been ing if 
1
1 great deal of ? This is i 
to. 
I I s 
RPpublicans wa environmenta 
been inking it? Tell us, se. 
've given it a 
ich 
Si seven 
t t have 
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CONGRESSMAN LGNGHEN: f you want general 
2 thoughts, s are all of those arc areas oi 
3 
1ec.tsonabJe ivi the bonding isms established statute 
4 
irt the State of iforn c e out. I 
5 
understand the well, and I unders those rposes ve 
6 are t.hi that Cc.tl iorn ans bel are necessary. 
7 If re 1ng to \vhat percen s re, 
8 first of a l I'm not to tell you. And s , if I 
9 wa:-;;, I ink it would be iate at this time to make some 
10 of tho be J nts wi hav i to really 
ll aiscuss taff. 
12 As you well , my ation is dif t than most 
13 noroinations of Governor. Most s of Governor t.:1 
14 office, serve to a ar, at wh time or duri ich 
15 time appear ore lS 1 and are able to give 
16 in/or11ation hased on their actual hands--on e~~per ience. 
17 i a dif si 1 know, in which 
18 net t of 0 s elapsed or other 
19 ities occur wi re t to the State slature. 
20 erefore I have been iefed. ~ have s it, but 
2! know, brief m terial s i t versus s-on 
22 rience s di feren one 
23 two, very wor cou 
24 d0 in terms of mora or 
25 cornbinat of agencies, s j had 
26 opportuni t. 
27 
28 
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A.u Hwr l ties. I re t 
tl:oink it lS my best interest 
of the State of Ca i 
down th se f to c 
dS to 0 i 
decisions. 
It may tter 
of my head 
invo 
Treasurer' 
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every one of those 
Of ce, and I happen to 
and the best liJt:.erest of the people 
f once I I in ff f to sit 
nsel th , to make judgmer;ts 
t cu ar on and then come up 
it 1 t.o g ve off the top 
s --
SENATOR TORRES No. 
COl'7GRESSMAN LUNGREN -- but I don't 
t is It s not good busine 
VTE'V J do it. 
to think 
It s not the 
SENA you re just saying: Trust me. Let 
me ta 
Unruh sa 
office, trust me, and I 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN~ 
care of 
e much 
in 
dnnbt i£ he eve~ 
brPak dovm, nor 
him that. 
ssed precis thOEf• 
I think off e or 
SENATOR TORRES of us duri 
e ially on educ 
se prob 
ike Treasurer 
t s1t1on. 
s would 
here Pver asked 
c ign, 
him a 
environment 1 is~ues, whi I know have and they did. 
And 
CONGRES I terms o percen brc s? 
s you re go 
o spend out ere nd o irecti i to 
105 
give, , and las , what it comes r down to is this. 
2 
Given your voting record, g your s, given where you've 
3 
been, it us to bel 're not going to be 
4 
support of are n 65-76 percent 
5 
o~ Californians. is r st r environmental laws, 
6 r it amendments ter, ich we can go on for 
7 
hours, r it s amendments on air pol it's 
8 
' amendments or b ll on zardous waste di sal, r it's in 
9 terms of alternative en sources. 
10 You're a u to bel t there's a different Dan 
II Lnngren here Don' at my voting record totally, 
12 I can earlier That I 
13 sues I s a lot of 
14 to issues. 
15 CONGRESSMAN 'I'hat s r I d 't phrase 
16 in the d t. 
17 
18 the t that you do g it, sometimes 
19 you do mind ant to 
20 But al is se specific.; 
21 ri es, re is some concern of some of us 
22 en vi as s can. We're not 
23 we can it 1 t t But given fact 
24 you'rP gong is extrerr:e 
one a t is I i to raise, 
26 ia 
27 ere min t s l rna ori i 
28 State of California 
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You and I grew a state when ly didn't 
come into ay the most "La.lked 
lauciab 
stuoents; 
s norit s lp 
istrict 
your 
Asian 
0 
issues. 
I d l 0 
h Vf~ Oil ta f 
C0NGRESSMAN LUNGREN: 
have twelve ful -t one 
Indian; I have two Hi 
s 
terms of those 
, how many i 
BPa ? 
nics do you 
t~~f a.re thirteen. I 
I have one female American 
ics: I have one Japanese .tunerican 
fema ; I one rna naturalized citizen. 
SENATOR TORRES: And t two female Hi ics, what role , 
do they in ff e? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: The one is one o case ers 
in my district 
c1iptrict office. 
s 
worker. 
fice 
CONGRESSM~N LUNGREN 
correct. 
SENATOR TORRES: 
norit es, 
r ties l 
at 
terms f 
Le me tel you 
an 
Call fOUl 
state 
nonsuccess in b. 
ot :r: is rsonal secretary in my 
re a case 
Personal secretary; that's 
say 
taken 
ion 
I'm a 
to 
t lped 
s to help 
s anc'l others? 
this question, it's 
en of Hispanic youth in 
s a 
ss some success, 
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But it's also a federal lem. t's a national 
l:Jroblem because re are young across the country who are 
ne;t g from high as vlell. 
What do I tell my constituents 1 East Los Ange s if I 
dec to vote for 
Treasurer do 
Hispanic runerica and H 
and to confirm 
tell them as 
ic C li 
r nominat as 
t re i to do for 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I ~cu can tell them that 
I 'Vt' d respect to way I run 
my office and way I handle 
not o j 
e and the way I deal with 
people. 
their nat 
on merit. 
I t 
li 
had 
how important our 
was tc some 
it; ] 
aree:~ and iness 
had an opportuni 
gone en to 
time. 
c l 
of 
to 
a chance, 
on 
, and so forth. 
amp a n operat 
ions are I 
0 that 
some 0 0 
T hirec them even 
of 
I 
s. 
hired 
cou 
i 
be re e I had fai 
could prove 
successful polit1ca operat 
I've had 0t.un:Iizcd America citizens 
ir skin, or 
to juclge them 
We a l know 
wome:r when I 
't handle 
ians in my 
they'd never 
s. They've 
s si ce that 
ed for 
me. One fellow started all way from wa ing precincts th 
me and corning into 
staffer n i 
t run my -
office to 
ff ce to 
, D.C. 
teer as a 
on 1 
run fice. 
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SBNATOR TORRES: Where is he froro? What count was he 
CONGRESS:fvi'.AN LUNGREN; 
Dutch Indcn~sian. 
I have had on staff 
s 
Americans. 
didn't ire them 
th 
actually from Holland. He's 
ese 1\mericans ever since I 
sely because were ,; apanese 
were 
could 
~ hired t 
a job. 've bPen 
le; I knew them. 
me. They've done a fine 
jol'"}. 
I've had Hispan s on 
I wish I could tell 
•ve posed respect to His 
this state. I dcn't i<vhat 
answer. I'd talk 
answer, because di ct 
0thP::" <1istr We have Hispani 
ccun , some 
speaking li 
staff fer 
the answer to the 
ic educational 
answer is. I 
you at any t 
same reason. 
stion 
evement in 
sh I the 
t 
as much as c. 
, some this 
have d ffi 
We have S as~ A ians in my distr We have the 
situation where child \Jill show one week and not there 
the \veek fter. 
One cf s te s eache:3 Unif 
School Distr c . I she has an o in her cJassroom, I m not 
aware of it. 
children; 
1 panic ildren; she s Asian American 
has J ac¥ ldren The one ing sale! to me 
is, Some f the peep me n 
re de to 
them, and you've 
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If I f e absolute 
telling are, and I' 
s to do that, Senator, 
he supporting those 
from one 
SENATOR TORRES: But 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGNEN: -- but T don't know what they are. 
SENATOR TORRES: But then , Mr. 
' d you vote 
agcLl.nst gi s s fiPanc a in 1 85 and 86? And why 
di~ you vote aga st re- izing student aid for five rs 
ChAIRMAN ROBERTI: I iate your feelings on the 
roatter, Senator, but we are moving a little far afieJd from the 
agenda for the ttec. 
srNATOR TORRES: Mr. Chairman, if I may, ~his man may 
VE?ry \v'ell S Governor of this State. He said he would 
run if Deukmejian doesn't. 
And it's 
CONGRESSr.'JAN 
SENA'l'OH TORRES: 
nt to me 
No, 
I'm 
CONCPFSSMAN LUNGREN: If 
happy to 
CHA F.MAN ROBERTI That's 
do i tend to t 
ts, not 
CftJest ions on t 
environment? 
SENA'fOR TORRES 
of givi s fina i espec 
t 
say 
sheard 
t's a nomlnation, I'd be 
have: g you a little 
the a t of c 1 
areas f and 
i in terms 
al to small sses who 
110 
may not have e econ tal ternative 
Sources Au to 
2 
i r reas. 
at ity firms -- and if 
l'm s 
4 
i too f r let me aust: s is 
5 
cHrPct related to the ob Ji.uthori itself what 
6 
e£::-=orLs Wl make to srna s ness' lity to have 
7 
r:cl ut Oll control f tun ti ? 
CO~:GPFSSfv'l.AN LUNGREN vvel t eerns to me one of 
9 i s that have a re s i for in terms of many of 
10 se ing it is at overall t of 
ll those bondi ri deci s. And I mean ib. We 
12 ld a s in mi when we -free bonds of a 
activi nature, i a nee t you're doing is, 
l4 t ng eg pe k, one group of 
15 over the r. l a in ac in 
16 terms of their r 
!7 And t 
18 I think ature You don't 
19 allow tax-free and You'vP made 
20 some decis s reas t ou would allow. 
21 I 'itWUld 
22 To th an increa 
23 ic tion i j , if that's 
24 l:Jond is I 1 i to de t 
25 I nor I i and ±:ast 
26 f i 
27 s 
28 I vro<Jld wa t to cont to the t.ure 
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SENATOR TORRES: So under statute -- and maybe you 
cou!~ take a look at it ater; you don't to t a lock at 
it now - establish the common reserve s for small 
businesses, wh ch was est 
to take 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN 
SENATOF 
t islature if al 
Pardon me? I'm sorry, which one? 
take care of sma 1 cormnon 
reserve l businesses. It's Section 44548 of 
the Government 
Fi:Jancin<J. 
ing with the Pol ion Control 
l1nd stion is: have tremendous iscretion as 
Treasurer, my stion was aga 11 exercise it, 
say you won t have as, but 
to encouraqe mi l irms to 
'11 do 
part in ene 
ing 
and 
llut c tro programs? 
CONGRESSM.AN LUNGFEN: J'll be open. I mean, I'll be 
n. I'm i e a use ey eri' t 
done business or t come up vd th a ete 
ckage in cne past. 
ems to me one of the obl ions we i:::: if t.he 
t have not b if nave 
:Lf 've n c t a program in the for some 
ical reason, for us to CJ them some ical assistance 
make sure th th a rise some s. Not to say 
someone "No, we re closing you out becau e you weren't ab 
ha le thi n .. 
But perhaps i£ we have the abili , we have the 
2 
capability, if we have the manpower, to step forward and say, 
"Here's the areas i ich you were deficient. If you go fcrw~rd 
3 
0 it." 
4 
may be ab 
5 
It seems to me that's the kind of openness as opposed to 
6 
~ay1ng, "Look, you didn't do it. Until you get 
7 
it right, we're not going to look at you," et cetera. 
CHAIID~A~ POBFRTI: We'll have fivH more minuleb on this 
8 
9 
area. 
10 
SENATOR TORRES: It's hePr 51 nutes now, and I'll be 
II 
dent: with just one last blion 
12 
CHAIF~A~ FOBERT!: In the debat:F: J oecause we have other 
13 
areas --
14 
SENATOR TORRES: OnE last question 
15 
ve you done in the Congress 1n thE:: almost 10 
16 
ye2rs that 've bePn re to lement t philosophy? 
17 
CONGRES LL'NGREN Well, one of ingE" I'vc done 
18 is, I have r'led se efforts to bring the Members a~ 
19 Congress and their sta~fs under che same laws that we ace 
20 evPrybod~, e}_sc Ulider 1n terms of, know, we're e~empt from 
21 EEOC; we're exempt from OSHA; we're -- I mean, we're 
22 ing. 
23 I~ seems t me one cf s we t to do is t-o 
24 uay that if it
1 S for the rest of the country in terms 
25 le to ook at how our ent ac"Lices wi respect to 
26 minorities rs f s as 0 _) 
27 well. 
28 
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lHgislation in a number of ~ifierent 
areas, but we're going to into those later in the week in the 
an:oa of fair iNJ r ir: area of voting rights, et ceter2, 
-"- can point to some contribution to 
Lhc:e particular areas. 
+' men_ JOT' 
La:::;tly, let me just mention cne th I'd forgotten to 
yuu ment bill ~e&ling with civil 
At least one of those, J believe it was the Frank 
i'lmPnr1ment, :;: wc.s Joined in my oppos i tio11 to that amendment by 
.' Ccnc:rPssman Paz Congressman Coelho, reGsman Panetta and 
Ccr.qressman 1 
SE~ATOH ~ORRES: They're not up fur Treasurer of the 
State of CalliorLiu, [i:-r :r .. ungreni you are. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGFEN· J understand that, but J thought 
1 were look int.c voting record and trying to extract some 
1 .. t:v how vi ts on 
SEN~TCR TORRES: As I would if they were up fer 
confirmation. 
CONGRESSMAN LCNCPFN: I was t ing tc show you t 
nth.-:>r Members evident f:"h2rcc"! my co11Cern about the recundanc:y of 
us ilH::f±:ect:in:re~s of the amendment. 
I don't know if they telt that way or 
:ret. I'll have to ask t SOllclly 
r,~r, Chairman a rs J iate opportunity 
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n, I appreciate the opp0rtunity finally to 
he_,\ t' ntet you and to have some intEraction with you. 
CONGRESSiv1AT:~ LPNGREN: Thank you. 
SENATOR TORRES: I hope y0u' 1 get bs to me on some of 
those points sa 1d you \:auld, 
cm~CRESSM~l'! LUNGREN: Thank 
CHAIRMAN ROBEHTI: you, SE::ni:l tor. 
ed to the housing portion of the 
hPAring. There are a number of people who hdve signed up to 
f::p;:;t::;_ __ y, unc I 11 call you in the order we you signed in. 
I hope ycu have ~ c cf the a 
irman. CONGRESSMAN ~[JijGFEt·:; ~ JV:r, 
CBAlRMAN ROBERTI: Yes. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: tJi I addresF the Chair? 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Please do. 
CONGRESSMAN LUlJGHET.J; ::: \!cUi under the impression, at 
least from iscu ions wi staff, I wculc have clT1 
opportunity tul ~t the end of different sections. 
Is that incorrect? 
CHAIRMAN ROBERT : Yes, ine. Please 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Are we changing now? 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: No, ease, you are right. You can 
: rebut, ana le hold their seats. 
CONGRES~:a•1AN LUI\ CHEN: ~·Jr. CJ-.a i rman, I must take th .is 
time to res Mr. Keene's recitativn cf 0 
1ns·t my nom at s ce was under the 
tu'der r;tanding as of Fr discussiuns v:i h staff that if 
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made beiore mine, my statement would 
c;<•, and en we would L-ttely go 11to aiscussions of 
perticular issues. 
I don't 
it woula have 
ange 
iate to noti 
it seems to me 
us of that, or at least 
to g me an 
One of 
Con:n:ittPe is the brea 
to re 
I 
of 
positions. Senator Keene, t 
jus have to pose to this 
dlsbatisfaction with my 
speaking for the ~ajority, 
took pains to crit ci e me because I s the Govcrnor~s 
'T'ransporta-t program. 
Yet it was brought o 
, p.togrum passed Senate on 
a 
vote o 
tion that that very 
2 1 -8, with co-sponsors 
be1ng Senator Keene and Senator i. 
Now, I'm not sed to havlng peoplP come up here and 
opposl'::' me, I fi it st for 
-Laking same pos t t t c 
t very 
In terms of where ! stand on 
conservatisn, · ·· 
to criticize me for 
te 1 about 
issues and my overall 
CHAIRMAN ROBE,RT ·'- • st would have to interject. 
If hen 
recorded in the ann ls 
the transportation crisi 
ion 
Tran portation Bond 
s 
on Floor, whi vJasn t 
neve theless my was that 
1 s c iti 1 as any crisis can he. 
the Governor Cl.S g n us is the 
e tax, or a rm of 
t. had ion, 
J 16 i 
the DemocratF, a number of them, voted for the Governor's 
2 
Transpurt;od::.ion Bends. 
Ar:d it s in spirit of ing cooperative with the 
4 
Admjnis~ration and becau e we 1 the b~ll. An~ " think 
5 
you could check any o" he press clippings of that , and that 
6 
ll ate th +-~ 
7 
CON~RESSMAN LU~GREN: 1, Mr. Chairman, I seP you find 
8 , yourself in san,<:: posit I've been here. 
9 CHAIHM.A1'; R.CFEI:T:r:: AJ] the t 
10 CC~GPESSMAN LUNGREN: You f nd peop e ta 0bont: your 
ll rE'ccrd and bel th t o- thor c a bill, that you 
l2 supported the bill. 
I understand had len1E: wi it. I've had 
14 lerns v;ith var sitions I've had tc t~ke. And I ss 
15 that's one c£ the ng WP rnderstand as fellow islutcrs. 
16 Oftentimes just ta ing and ing it up there on the 
17 l t dra i t an he ra er 
18 disconce1ting, if not isleading 
19 There was an occasion which he suggested that somehow 
20 the Congression2J rter has me one of the to~r most 
21 cor' ~;ervat i Yc rs oi House. 
22 _; am a conserva I p1 qu2.l tc being a 
23 Unfortunate one of e four most 
24 rs of the th here. I'm 
25 !'nt even in la~L two years or, I 1 , in 
26 e tor 
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I 
importaut to sa at I am Numero Uno there in the highest 
:r<:entile. It u t s ems a hit ~ a st as to some of the 
c:rltlclsrn as we l 
Mr. irrnan, wi respect t the question of my stand 
in the area of the environment. I tri to explain to is 
Corrmit·tpe th<lt as pursue st E:nvironment, you 
ulso pursue st s 0 Almost every single 
~t jon that's been up here s been a question of 
I h to believe a onP cf iew 
supply-oi I pl guil to bei s as well. 
been tryi to lk Jack for rs into 
the fact that c n be a <:.<.bout 
deficits, nd we're rr•ov i h i direct but 
ly it the New m not sure if he came 
th s 
CHAIR!V'.AN ROBEHTI: v::e' l EeP. 
CONGRESSiifl\N LL!NC:REN: point I'm t to 
jf you believe in a aet th2t be lanced or close to 
b 'c~nced, to vote in 
And I time and t in against 
pro<J aE;s whicr se we have 
oo much, extended our e ~a ' upon i we 
cc:'.n t create more rams Leca c pj 1 can't af it. 
m f 
·when my child l me al want, 
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ing to say no to them i , in fact, they ~re it's a very easy 
asking for har~fuJ s 
ask you 
tougher question as a fatLer is to 
r a whole series of presents that are 
good, may even be educationa 
But T have never felt that I was an -children, anti-my 
ildren, i- ly because I ha to be ieve that we could 
only afford a certai amount and not beyond 
And I happen to think unt1l we the Congress take that 
very same attit: 
budget after bus budget. 
sted budget after busted 
One of the 1ngs I 1 Ve been criticized for is my vote on 
the C]ean Water Act. And people want to know why last year I 
votefl to sustain 
the b1ll in its f naJ 
Pres t's veto wl1en in fact I voted for 
as it came out of the House. It came 
out of the House at $ 2 bi lion -- or excuse me, it carne out of 
the House at $18 b llion. The Pres agreed to a $1Z billion 
biJJ, whi 
years. 
si ificant increase over ior 
It was my that by sending the bill down to the 
President li were to veto it would signify in his veto 
,, message a commitment to s ing a bill, even with other 
range of substant s we had in the law, 
$! bi'lion. The Pres 
suppo~ted h on 
I suppo 
Some ment on 
the orig 
of thP nn -::ed 
mode en 
fund when 
de ite some concern 
was 
ication; therefore, I 
votes on the Super 
into ss 
some 
119 
1 
ora fted sect s. I supported two sect E of what -- two bills 
2 
w~ich essentially were and parcel of one another: t:he Lasic 
3 
Superfv.nd and a b1ll for cleanup of oil and chemical spiJ J s on 
4 
na·vigable Hater in re~ where we'le very I 
concerned a We drill oil in district; we also have 
5 
6 
ci lut o:t r traff in my district. :rt. was extremely 
7 
important, in my J we create on ~he federal level a 1 
8 
program to clean .... 1L up. 
9 
It went to the Senate. The Senate said, "We're not 
10 goillg to deal the 1 spill que::.;tion on waters. 
It They'd 
II 
refused to do it in the previous ss; re to do it 
12 in that Congress, and they said, "Take it or leave just a 
13 s one 
0 the r II 
!4 I was one of se \vho believ that if we voted no, we 
15 
would have 1e Senate to the second of the 
16 
package e the issue was too big for them to In :tact., 
17 s 
a te So I voted 
18 occasion, not se I was against the 
19 Super ause I was against the entascul Superfund 
20 program that 
21 l'!,y point is, I ser s environment. I 
22 also happen to take ser budget. Gn several 
23 different issues over ars, I've been -- I've received 
24 ccmpl. s from the Sierra the Nat onal Soci 
25 l''ot i onal Wildli Federa.tion und 1:·s for my s 
against c ha jects -- scrre as s arns, scme 26 
cases new wate s round t count -·- because were not 27 
28 
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con~ie:;tent th policy, nation pcli had been 
li And what is t poli ? Cost effectiveness, which 
incl eE the con ide t of environmental t. 
In t, i 1984 t of major 
' amendments to the omnibus Water Resources bill: the Iv:2cKay bill, 
Hopkin bilJ , Petri bi l n th s letter I received 
from the ional Soc e say this: "You braved 
Black Spot." 
Now, you wonder wha Black is. What happened 
was, the Co:mmi ttee 0ut c; li t of Members of Congress who had 
ma~or projects in their district who wou darE: to these 
arrrndments. Bl were your nc;me if you dared to 
!"Upport those amendments \'lith ~ciea t you would lose those 
particular J cts. 
I to be an area re I sent two major 
ports. I to County, where the 
major je 0 p i the last 
rs Santa Ana ver roject, i take 
care of the st flood tial in America, the worst 
flood tial st of the Mississ L rtual all of my 
constituents, or 70 percent of 
W(;1J under water f we 
· pret-t_ close just a le ye rs 
t. 
owl; I:Jrograms 
t was 
ronmen l 
ing f- .-r 
constituents in County 
200 ar Flood. We came 
le aren't aware of 
if we dared t se 
ject our 
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Mr. Chairman, I just didn't beli<~vp that that was the 
r thing to do, and I went ahead nd I fought them. We 
fea+Ad some of those, and I'm proud of particular vote. 
I he:n1e voted t and again 
were not environmentally sound. I've 1 
on projects that 
at them project by 
project by ject. The Gurrison Divers up North and South 
Dakota, wh1 
tremendous 
could re uJt n the loss of wetlands to 
on rna of the wildlife in our countLy, has 
lH-·<-m something that's come tlp c:g2.in a11d again and again. 
14.:-!d las , I would just point out this. I -vu:s trying 
tc ain to Senator Torres position on t Clean Air 
amen~rrent. That was an extreme important aecision we had 
to make: I-io\-7 we balance off need us to clean our air 
in S rn Californ a with e t ou economic dev2.stat.1on 
th?.t wou place jf the current Clean Air levels were 
cd deadline? We'd to do th ngs t wou devastate 
the ecGncrr:'J s ali ia. :s to go 
about ing it. If you d it, would 
probably react so adverse we'd lose nee of c ec:ning up 
the air, or ng major str es toward clean air. 
We were r a of ssure to extend 21 months, 
v.:ould have a 
s long as we had 
tn :n.:::al give them some l t lead 
c~~nce to come up with some sort oi formula, 
some progress 
:_1utants. 
Pnt some f 
wu1 :h vJas 
s s gni£ ant d nut 
iate se H": 
of our air 
t 
it d 
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t.hc hcnd f the federal government en loc l and State government, 
2 I'll t Samet s that's necessary. But it kept it on 
3 in such a way 
4 solution a Lo sturi which would leave us ~jth no 
5 solution at the end of at t 
6 Mr. Chairman, I'm of my record on the environment. 
7 I'll bow to no one concern on the environmer1t. ..i. was born 
8 in Long B I ve lived i Beach all my li i my kic1s 'I!JE..·re 
9 all born in best- t:hing I love doing is body 
10 sur 1- ing dc\·~Tn at the be here i (' . •' going to tell me that 
II and they enjoy Cali ia than I do. 
12 ~obody's going to tell me that are more concerned about the 
13 environment I leave i ren tha11 ~ am. 
14 Thank , JVfr. Chairmvr:. 
15 you, ssman. 
16 The next f tne ses Wlll regard ing the 
17 Treasurer's autic first tness we is 
18 Cushing Dol re, Founder and Chai rson of t: . .he of 
19 D.i n:>c:tors of the National I ow- Income Housing Coalition in 
20 
21 Ns. Do re 
22 MS DOLBEARE: ve 
23 I some I d to use if they could be 
24 distributed. 
25 I r t.he itation to testi t 
26 on the s I wa t tc 
27 address rem a r t recent t-rends l al 
28 
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ass1stance low-income housing, the r significance for State 
and local governments, and to Ccn 
ir. hcusi 
ssman Lun 's voting record 
I've 
policy for -- in one fcrm or 
mPnrion that n,y a±: iliation 
ltant on s ng and public 
r for over 35 years. I should 
Nati a_ Low-Income Hcusing 
Coalition is ccurate stated, t's for if ation only. 
The Coalition c: no-L take it N nees for Stc;te or 
local offi es 
Con ssman Lun 
, we have no forma position as a Coalition on 
's nominat 
The charts 
housirc- r d 
th 're misleac1:ing 
'=rated some i 
at I have n:'crr:;ation on national 
al 
because a 
we re e 
ana sis I id i 
at respect 
1 9 8 4 , v:h i ch 
as th Ren a Housing Crisis 
ic ted that the si Cal ia, 
ing or: 
crisis in Stc-=i t:c: 
r b "'' State of Cali 
:te r 
ia. 
t 1980, the New 
wa 
]985 State of Cali 
housing 
11 n 
ia had, 
by cur estimates, the most severe housing prohlems of any State 
ir: 1~he conn try. 
TbE:·re were ree- a-half lmr-inc0me families 
State cf CaJi ever rental unit in invento1y re 
in CalifornL-1 tbat •;,;as a 
eve 
discr 
ng el e 
1( dtion, 
..!.l Le mo 
was avail 
if 
been per 
f t 
f 
e the i 
to them even if 
, even if there were no 
units \vere r s ~e c:l!ld 
need inc: every unit 
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As you can see from t.he arts, and I'll go through them 
quickly in the in~erests of time, en the first page there's 
chArt showing what I refer to as Rental Housing Gap. And 
rt: Households with th~se are naLlonal figures. top 
Irccm0s under $7,000. At 30 percent of your income at $7,000, 
yoF can afford $175 a montJ• fer reut and utilities. And as you 
'see, starting ll1 1980 c:.nd jected to 1990, ere is a slightly 
declining cf hcus0hoJds, renter housf>holds, i.n that income 
catPgory, but there is an inad te, more rapidly declining 
of units. 
Move income scale a little bit. You see 
substantially the same cture. Whereas back in 1980 ere were 
a few more units seho th ncomes under $10,000, 
there's a of over 2 Ilion, ~r~ 1990, there will be a 
rf million units. 
The next en the of t page shelter 
costs as a t of incoffie ~or renter households in 1983, when 
an!'uaJ housi survey was l',nd the heavy black 
by income househo s paying more than 35 percent of 
ir income for 
income the more 1 
rent-income ratio. 
: mi ment 
he t ffice. And 
i ome was max 
te . And as you can see, r your 
are to be paying an unaffordable 
I was an ltern&te member of the 
res 
Commission concluded 
in ted ortly after 1 
30 percent of 
to pay 
ho11s ir:q. So t is should not be a controversial find 
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that 35 percent of income or more for shelter is more than 
2 
low-income families can afford. 
3 
The next chart shows por ion GJ... J!OOr households; 
4 that 
, ("' 
..._~, hon s wi incomes low thE. poverty level 
5 n:~cei ving various kinds of housing assistance, and it's shm.:n as 
6 a portion of eliq le hous lds so you don't see as man~i 
7 
housPhoJds tht: bou.sing bar ause these are only renter 
8 households. We no programs to provide assistance for low-
9 iPcome homeowners. 
10 But 1S at fewer people receive 
II liousing assistance, tewer people with incomes below the poverty 
12 level receive housing assistance t rece1ve toad stamps or 
13 Medicaid or 1 lunches. 
14 And below thAt, tion by race of 
15 households witb incomes helow poverty level who are receiving 
16 housing assistance. And again, it's only a tiny portion ot the 
17 total number. 
18 Given the inadequacy of our hous supply on next 
19 page, even so -- the subsidized housing supply -- you'll see that 
20 subbidlzed housing is almost two-thirds of the units renting for 
21 less than $100 a mon in 1983, and is a declin1ng vortion of 
22 units as rPnts rise UJ! to $:.HJO, which is still, of course, in 
23 t.oday's market, a relat1ve 1ow rent. And then below that, you 
24 income, again, the r of renter s liv in 
25 assisted housi 
26 nk e ld clear all of 
27 efiort.b that l rnment has made over the last 40 
28 
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years to prov housing assistance, th8t assistance has been and 
2 still is inadequate. 
I w2nt to spend just a little more time on the t1nal 
4 
page of charts which ows at has n to federal 
5 
huus1ng programs s 1976. 1976, you may remember, was the 
6 last year ttAt Pres t Gerald Ford was in office. 
7 
the year when we had the hi st n r of assisted housing 
8 reservations for HUD ana F'arruer' s Home Programs that we have ever 
9 had ~oinre idized housing ams an Hi 1937. 
10 Since then you see sort of a ragged Jine up to 1981, 
II which v:.:1s last fiscal year, sort of a fiscal year 
12 because mcst of it was Carter Administration, but there were some 
recisions under the Reagan istration. under the 
14 Reagan Administrat }'Uu SEC level is subst ally 
15 lowEr. Fn~ indeed, in 1983, we a net less o 5,000 housing 
16 units sub[~ izF>d HUD , although rural housing 
17 programs 0 F t:ome istrat remained re 
18 spec.kir.g at 
+C ' s ls. ~a1 
19 The bottom chart on that page s the type of assisted ' 
20 housing. sol d b ack lines additions to supply of 
21 low-income sir;g; t e eros lines existing hous1ng 
22 ana vouchers. This has been 8 J area of discussion a~ong 
hctl.::ill<j advocates. 
24 To me, the question f ther you add to housin<J 
25 supply or better use th s or rent cert1:Licates 
26 of t.hP e;;z ing i a li c.sk a whether 
27 it's rr.ore to a r leg or a ft if 're 
28 going to walk s 
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If the stock exists, of course it s sense to utilize 
it. If the sr.ock does not exist, you have to find some \vav of 
adding to it. 
As you can sr-::<> 
the stock, either th 
ast iew ars the additions to 
ccnstruction or rehabilitatio~ -- and 
the:~se are EUD E again -- have 
the bulk c·f assistance has 
vouchers to famil s to a 
i 
to find 
n very, very t1ny, and 
certificates or 
sing. And the attempt 
often fed ls in 
expanding t 
existing rental hous stock without 
of affordable housing low-income people. 
The final page shows two charts th~t put in dollar terms 1 
our ffderal sing programs from 1980 through fiscal 1988. And 
I should mention that fiscal 1988 figure is Reagan 
Administration's ~t, not what was finally enacted in 
tile continuing resolution. 
The high f 
rouno e 1 
s across the 
bars do ot show 
, the bars 
in the 
the very 
except as 
c. matter cf informat represe:rt the official estimates 
by OMV and the Treasury Department of the cost to federal 
Treasury of the various deduct s and incent are 
ovided hous under the lDternal RPVPnue Code; 90 percent 
of that cost is in form of r tions mortgage 
interest, prope taxPs, or ial s of capital ga s 
exemptions, or deferrals t t go to ers. 
The next li e s 
ity 
critical figure 
tional s isted 
expanding 
si 
amount of 
is termed budget 
is the 
term houf"ing 
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assistance. The t 1 is total commitment jr c::ny 
g n ar of subsidies whi get id r e housing 
1s occupied ::or the of the s contract. It can be 15 
years; it to 0 vears or even 40 years. 
Under .AC!rninistration' , it's 5 
finally, the ine in front and can see that 
et l d ly n the last ever 
years. And final 1 i t our outlays cr ts 
at made sidizec housing whi is currently 
uccupied. And can see t s r i and has risen very 
sl ly use, the Carter ni trations, we 
had large nun1bers o twits a ized Under 
sf g the Pres t s t 
['t !", authorized smaller number f uddi 1onal units so that 
we e nc·w sl morP i 
we've ever e 
increased. 
bottom shows an ana 
think it would not be ly 
ized ing units than 
flow of sid s has 
is as of 1980 T .J.. 
fferent , of 
hous s inconte and s i s. The distr ion of 
housing subs ies if e s that are made 
available the ax tern* 
One f the very few ch th Dav 
Stockman was the i his 
analysis o tax itures he v;e've just to realize 
tern i t as 
a sid if Con i asury sends out a 
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subsidies. 
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10,00 
t of all 
rece 
s 
3 
lds in 1980 
ent of 
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hous 
At sea e, 27 
t, those th incomes $3 ,OOO'rece tv:o-th rds of 
g subsid s. 
I recognize 
easier to Jet a trad 
t to f nd money, it's much 
of money go i costs a 
on, as the isions of Internal Revenue Code have 
been al 
critical 
to cont , than it is to f 
s needs. 
I sh now to turn to sen tat 
record in 
ccr:1:rents. 
and I d l to 
I mentioned I've 
even 1 
in low-
isan 
, Se11ator 
l.ican 
year 
cons 
ng 1 8 
i 
vJhen I first 
rt Taft, who was 
was conservaL 
v!as 
lea r i 
i name. 
h naroe. He 
The 
of all 
tion 
con 
c 
n s coun 
of rent 
to meet more 
couple of 
voting 
liminary 
arne 
l 
for over 30 
ss vzhi we have 
re t of 
i in 
as Mr. 
can was not 
Pres , was 
egislation. The 
ifi pieces of 
10 percent 
in 
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Somcv.Lat later· -than t, Sena or rd R Ol 
2 
Massachusetts, an lican, r ided onsistent lc~dersh1p 
cr l1 cu~' i ng issues. And 2rnc th~ ~irst chairperson of 
4 
l\at1onal Lew I Cc;d i tion still serves ar-; our 
5 
honorary cha1r~ersun. 
6 
In House f P0presentat s, the ranking rcr 
7 
!1eJq!Jpr of the Housing tee ll am Widnall, l 
And rnor recE:ont :', sent at s 
9 
McKinney, Green, , and s l1e in various ways have 
10 collaborat n i-partisan ei orts to i 
II legislation. Senators Carn D'Amato in Senate O''er 
12 u lact sevfr 1 ars have exercised klXHl 01 lea rsh in 
was necess 
14 's sts ich a period of 983 
15 through 1987 -- ttese are fisc~l years -- tota mirn.::.s $10 
l6 billion. 
i c: 
- ... ~ , ountulat amount was a rec sion cf $10 
17 bil ion funds iat in 
18 eel by President 
!9 that totaled $Ll/ :billion dollars. 
20 That: could nc done just by House Deu•ccrnts. 
21 at could not dcne t t bi isan support-. 
22 .hnd ::i ma th2t commer as a back se tllis 
23 l:iN1 of 1 ade ip in ina san is critical. 
24 · lu;c' tht're have n ? yea.rs 35 years 
25 that I've heen invc cc:n who P ayed 
26 critical rol 0 and rt. 
27 
28 
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It would not be reasonable, in o~irion, to anticipate 
2 
tLai_ F'<·prPsrntative Lungren, sinct' he c~o<:- nc·t serve en the 
Bank1ng CcnmlL~ee or ~hP Appropriations Commj+tees that deal with 
4 
housing, could reason2hly be expected to offpr tha~ kind of 
5 
leodership. 
However, his voting record in housing, which I have 
7 
analyzed, is, I would think, somewhat s from the point c~ 
8 
s seriously need ~t the =ederal and the 
9 
St2ic and local levels to do much more an we have been doing to 
10 meet our low-income housing needs. 
II one area 
s fall vl".. in the jurisdiction of 
12 the Judici2ry Ccmru ttee is Fair Housing. And re think it's 
13 appropriate 1 (l :'al' the record, at s , is mixed. Y.Jhen <:: ir 
14 Housing was on Elov~ of HcnsP 980, Representatjve 
15 
:;_,u gren 'Toted for final passage f thP b but be also voted 
16 ro ~ serie of amendments whi had been o~posed on the 
17 s s ate o renq ed Fair Housing 
18 lPgislation. It's posE people to di~a ree on 
19 I ink it's signif t ~o~etheless, that the 
20 rnc:-ior vote v;hich sen tat ren c.:a lD favor of Fair 
21 reusing was on final ion of the b 11, and on amendrcer:ts 
that on which re were Ccl J J es on e Floor, he Wi'lS 
a t-hr,ut ion on one that was 
24 iavored by Coali~ion of Civ 1 s r: zaticns, which was 
25 ssing for :c;;-!:r pj a the Fair Hous 
26 ser:tat has a so n vJCU 
27 descr 1. the strat irF:t 
28 
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1 r•v!- income i tion and 1 ion programs. And 
2 
i r- t.be face of this ons u , Co l8SS has repeatedly attempted 
to enact islat10L ch WGuld con inue the rocrarr~ cr.d 
e 
4 
am 
-
An it:h OllE: n1o J or 
ion, sentr. has se 
6 ion ·arr<~::: 
+· i:: ''Par when after a The maj 
7 
:Lon 
8 
('?liT: p this year? 
9 ~.ns. DGLBEARE: is year, 1987, V..Ec c.Jc h.:~ve a housing law 
10 \:1;; ch the Presiden j st :=ii<c:rn sentative re11 
ll supported 1n it However, bilJ Y.7as on the 
12 Floor in June Lc bill. He voted fuvor ot a 
13 ~3uh ' :i +ute would sub2tBn ally e 
14 <.;pusals ot Re c:id, as I ment 
15 l, as d 395 s f HousP of 
16 Representati 'JP • On one r,~ember of House sed 
J7 i of tha bi i r. 
18 so-called McK nncy till whjch would 
19 - which d for 
20 
2l last y e:r 198 hou &D or zations were on the 
Fleer, PPprescnta~ ren voted in lll <.:vor of 
substitute wh e ncorpora Adm i tr.J.Uon's 
24 p ' .l ion wh ch ca led programs He 
25 tc s ailed 
vo ed agai e<d 
27 
28 
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B~ck in 1983 we did sort c, plECC of sing 
2 
}c -i;:-Jation. It was att to aneth~~ Lill which was attached 
orr i'l ion bill. sentative ren 
voted i of e t biL,~_. 
5 
ch ,rl ye-os on an amendment ibited rental 
6 
hcu lDS deve opme t grant be used r P wi rent control. 
7 
He vot ye~ or ar: c:r:cndme1 to str the si dt:VL:l 
grants fine] s~· ~=-i L horr,e owr.ersh izations, and instead 
9 put the into Sec ion 8 1 exist certificates. He 
!0 vcted ves on an amen n CE li on FHA inten:::st 
II rates. he VG1:.E age of bil . He vot.ed nc en 
12 attaching thd b l t~o tl>e piece of is ati 
13 :: SPcl r but he d vote for tl>at piecc 0 1egislation once it 
14 c .C:Ic<~:C U}::· for f nal on, supp ta C1 iat ' a re-
aut.horiz ti f t t Bank I r:r:at 1 .rv:onE.'tary .. L 15 
!6 Fun <'1 
17 On t s cu to an 
18 pn+: rely clear cture becc>t' Pe hcus ny ;., iat s come in two 
19 come for nistration; 
20 which carries rural p rams s 0 
2 I app iatipn~' bil come or the tment nd 
22 un neve t, whi is maJor work horse of iz 
in HUD nd iations bi l. But 
24 I t .le lude agen E 2 NASA 
25 diHJ 
26 s 
27 re n have t rr0 11 a little 
28 L1t shcrt. 
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I·~S • DOLBEARE: ay, I'll jus wrap in less than 
2 
at a so ncluCle a iations for 
4 
NPSA and FPP, so sing. s clear-cut votes 
5 
However, s nee 19 2, sen tat Lungren has on 
appropriation ion nd a HUD 
6 
b l 
7 
8 
In 1984 1 he voted no lemen~ul bill which would a s 
have Lelcused ~1~ hil ion i budget authnri ly $2~ 
10 
bi l1on, two different fcrros f t authori for 
II 
subsidized nq. That bill was House a vote 
12 
of 340-S"i, licans vot 3 voting 
13 
against. 
14 
He has voted aga nb conference t and inal 
!5 passage ior n~ t o iati s acts. 
16 
One i s at come in 
!7 housing in the Ja t is 
18 crisis ri it's c t: SLates lJ have a 
19 much more s ificant role to play in honsi 's a bi-
20 now draft 11ew s g islation, 
2 and it seems clear ::h t hous eg lation 11 
22 re ant S a n State governments 
23 11 +he past even und ng 1s like to be 
24 cuntinued and incre s 
r.,nc1 t-Ic cri al '~· .. ' to me, State 25 
26 l be ed e a 
27 lew-income i h comm ~~:--:.ere se 
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deal with low-income housing issues if we are 
2 
gcing to avo a continuing increase in hornelessness and the kind 
3 
of ]q}ov:n n ly li that you get, not ju~t from 
4 
home essnes overcrowding and from being forced to live 
5 substand ing. 
ve much. 
7 CHAI ROBERTI: Thank you, Ms. Dolbeare. 
8 s ? Senator Petris. 
9 SENATOR PETRIS: In your citation of the reccJrd of 
lO -part an going all way back to Senator Taft, 
ld ed on his voting record? Is 
12 t isan ef ? Is with the majori of 
3 h s pa on se s s, or is he not? 
14 He s been with the -- I should make 
15 1 on how often the majority of the 
!6 , voted with the Republican leaders 
t in the last few years, the majority of the 
19 supportive of low-income hous 
20 rc sentative Lungren has been very 
2 1nslrcam of Party for the most part. 
22 ve low-income housing issues with the 
mentioned of voting for the housing bill 
24 th s year been, in terms of progress on housing, I would 
25 the rest the Party. 
26 I: In California -- Dnd maybe when 
27 cor.c l u<..le, ressman Lungren, you can address this -- you will 
28 
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be Sl cing on the Mortgage and Tax Allocation Committee, which I 
2 understand ass s housing t2x credits or regulates that: J av? and 
~ssigns credits to developers, and also once again, on the State 
4 t~ .Al ation Board, which will set priorities, housing 
s ~eing 0ne of them. 
6 So, we are that the Boards that you will be 
7 sittin on some discretion may put you in a :t->Ol icy posj tion 
follow or, tht:o housing priori ties of the 
9 &tnre, especially low-income ,using. 
10 1 d like to ss that when vou conclude, 
ssman. 
12 CONGRESSJ:vlAN LUNGREN: Okay. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Senator Petris. 
4 SEN.l\ PETTIIS: Couple other questions. 
15 You c as if CHlifornia as having the most severe 
16 
17 h'hc:;t' ing, is being done in Congress i11 the last 
problem that we have everywhere in the 
!9 , but especially in California, on the expiration of the 
20 ld rarr:s re now 20 and 30 and more years old, where 
21 subs ized i is go1ng to go back on the market and dispJace 
22 a lot f people? 
23 MS. DOT,BEA_RE: There is a title in the Housing Act ,.,}-> ich 
24 by the Presldeut last \-Jc8k which addresses that, 
25 uhirh h2fically requires that where owners have the potential of 
26 ing thei:r n,or agPs, which is the term that j E UE.H1 vvbe11 
27 use rc: trict: s have expired, that they must present a plan 
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L~ able to prepay their mortgage, wl1ich in effect 
hulds harmless those tenants. 
Now, that's a short-term solution. Tha~'s going to be 
two years. Nobody knows how well it's going to 
I h to be a member of a commission which was 
conven th National Housing Partnership, which is chaired by 
HUD Se<: 
, to deal wi 
Carla Hills and former Congressman Henry 
this issue. v~c "vere asked by both Comrni ttees 
cd Cor:qress to make some long-term recommendations. 
It- s 
increas 
quit 
c this is a critical problem, and 
is done, the of subsidized hous units 
d 
y, as it has been, and start 
beginning in 1991. 
SENATOR PETR S: The conversion you referred to in the 
s mean? 
MS. DOIFFARE: That's primarily conversion of rent 
lc1r Pnt unit to Section 8 or units that had been subsidized 
its 
convPr 
1 doe 
Section 236 program. In effect, it's been transferring 
one subsi program to another, so I've listed it as 
ause it doesn't create any additional units, but 
additional funds in some instances. 
SENATOR PETRIS: And Congress is empowered to do that 
without going ck to the President? 
MS. DOLBEARE: No, l u[ these appropriations which 
havE: ~n this has all been a result of 
appropriat s action except for some of the provisions 1n the 
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':::13 Act now the '87 Act, thc~c have been appropriations 
bill~: either free-standing appropriation bills or parts of 
1 cent i r:td nq re::;o ions which have been enacted by the Congress 
President. and s 
SI::NA'fOR PETRIS: I read in the papPr when the new 
PouF.ing Act wa sed providing some $30 billion over a period 
of t 
unhappy 
years, I guess 
MS. DOLBEARE: Uh-huh. 
SENATOH PETRIS: -- that lot of the advocates were 
th the amount in view of the need. 
What was the amount that wa requebted? 
. DOLBEARE: Well, it's a little more compl than 
onator, a use 
s of mass 
in which vm subsidize housing 
amounts, and a great many of us 
there are less cxpens1ve ways of providing housing 
es: through capital grants; perhaps through housing bJock 
grunts hrough other mechanisms. And Senator Cranston and 
D!Amato of New York, the ranking Minority Member of the 
Senate Housin Subcommittee, have appointed a commission and have 
cor;~r:d sf' iunt>d a se s of papers to address the most effective way 
ing l housing asFi::::tance. 
thi k significant tact to keep in mind is that we 
nov harF· npproximately 4 million subsidized housing units. In 
1980, President 1\E:agan 's Housing Commissior ident.ified a need on 
behalf of ~ roillion ve 
sub idi ed housing, wh 
low income renter households fur 
they could not get because the hous1ng 
27 cUd lic;t e:z.,ist. So that even under those Reagan Commission 
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est hrr. t f:S, v::(;; vv'CJUl d need to triple the number of subsio i 7Ad 
housing unit , 1r we would hc.tVE> needed to back in 1981, to iu1ly 
meet the nePc':. 
I hope it's clPar from my charts that unfortunate the 
t=:(··(] h ng since then. 
S~~A1 PETRIS: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Senator Ellis. 
SENATOP E~~IS: Ma'am, do you know what the cause 1s for 
decline in avai ility of l')w-income housing? 
MS. DOLBEARE: The chief cause has been inflation, ana 
p<.::rticuJ Clr] y over last several years, inflation and utility 
co~ts. And even though costs of oil have been dropping, a great 
many lcw-in~om~ peop 
cont nuAd to r c. 
heat th gas, and so those rates have 
,c.,t. you have is a combination of things. Most of the 
1 cv:- ir;corne bow::> ing is the private sector. And if it•s going 
t st ied, the owners are going to have to get a 
18 rEason Je return on their money. Some of them find that they 
9 
21 
22 
23 
a return on their money by convertiiHJ i:he housing 
r income cy, or to condominiums, or selling the 
some ot simply find that they have to raise the rents 
aff0rdab levels in order to continuing providing +he 
hous1ng occupied. So that what you have is 
24 a serie::o 
25 
26 
27 
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SENATOP FL · S All right. 
MS. DOI,BEARE -- of things which increase costs. 
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ENATOR ELLIS: Ii they ra:i se it too high, then ncbodv 
wi 11 rent ~:he m:i t; wi 11 t_hey? 
MS. DOLBRARE: Well, it'b ~ven worse than that. 
have is a system in housiPg where housing 
down so that it gets old, the rent's lower, but at a 
point it ~ilters out because you simply cat1't lower the 
rents any more, yet those rents may be a couple of hundred 
dollars, and you e f~milies that can only pay $100 a month. 
's GO t of their income. 
SENATOR ELLIS: But what I was saying was that if ~rem 
let's $200 i.:.l and ay that is a figure we'll 
If the Ja ord s it rented at $700 and ri.:.lis~s it to 
is the landlord liable to reduce that 
MS. DOLBEARE: It doesn't happen 
ENATOR ELLIS It's better than nothing. 
MS. DOLBEARE: You're quite right, as a matter of 
t doesn't happen in the rent ranges t hcif· 
ncome can afford to pay. It begins to happen at 
of $ 0 , $800, ox $1,000, or whatever, where you can gc 
he market will bear. 
But pa icularly in California, from what I understand 
while I'm not a Californian, my son has been for about JO 
-- jf you can 
Ju and 
SENATOR ELLIS: 
an apartment for $300 in San Francisco, 
it. 
I don't think you can. 
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Have you had a chance to }ook at the comparisons of 
low-income hc;us~ng and the homeless in those area~ where they 
h~ve rent control? 
MS. DGLBEARE: No, I haven't. I'm aware of areas 
ther~ ~re severe problems of hornelessnesB where there is also 
141 
rent control. I'm also aware of other areas where there is 11ot 
rent control E:;re are equally severe problems. 
I tend to feel that the major impact of rent control js 
not at the bottom of the market, more in the middle-income 
area. DoPsn' seem to have much impact as as I can see on 
the supply of or need 
SENATOR ELLIS 
low-income ing. 
~'d like to provide you with an article 
had last week, and I distributed it to 
islature. 
at the 
area;;:~ 
ace 
at to 
s of 
tom line was that there are more homeless in 
re's rent control than there are homeless in 
re there are not rent controls. But I'd like to give 
MS. DOLBEARE: I'd be delighted to see it. 
GENNrOR ELLIS: Have you been able to determine maybe 
e~t on is not statewide, I mean nationwide, but it's 
ta -- where certain cities and counties are 
control restrjctions, and they're doing it by 
the rurnber of homes and rental units that ca11 Le 
[1oes Uwt any correlation between lack of housing, 
iJ;;hlt-> housing? 
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MS. DOI.REARE: 
that I'm talkirHJ <Jbout. 
It doesn't really at the inconte levels 
Remember, I'm talking about people with incomes below 
the level. I'm talking about the 25 percent of renter 
142 
households that have incomes, or in 1983 had incomes below $5,000 
The place growth controls h2t, and they are a 
major em and I think someth should be done about them, is 
the area where if you had less restrictive controls, the 
pr sector cou lower the cost of housing and it cou 
bPcorne more ai So that you' finding that luxury 
is being built instead of ing which could be 
fess 1 le with a reasonably good income. 
But it s a jcr ing problem, but it's not in any 
I know of, a low-income housing problem. There are 
g problems where there are specific restrict2ons 
in areas say, "You cannot build a subsidized housing project 
here." And there's litigation on that which indicates that 
i i unconstitutional. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you, Ms. Dolbeare. We have 12 
er witnesses , so we hate to cut you short. 
t 
with 
MS. DOLBEARE: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Next witness is Mr. Marc Brown, Staff 
with the California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation. 
MR. FPOWN: Mr. President and Members, I'm Marc Brown 
Cali ral Assistance Foundation. 
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Oll behalf of the Caliton1iu Coalit-Jnn for Rural Housing 
CaJ fornia Rural Legal Assistance Foundation, we wish to 
, express our s~rcng opposition to the nomination of Dan Lungren as 
State Treasurer. 
vJe oppose nomination because Mr. Lungren's voting 
i record en hou8ing and homeless issues over the last five years 
aces him not the mainstream of Members of Congress, but 
0 a corner some of the mo:t:e extreme Members oi Cong1.css. 
1 
The St-ate Treasurer plays a critically important role in 
State of California on housi issues. This role derives in 
J~rae part from membership on a number of important housing 
committees, agencies and commissions. 
rst ui all, there 1 s the Chairmanship, as was mentioned 
of California Debt Limit Allocation Committee, which 
1987 d ided $] .9 billion in bond authority among competiPS 
J0rams, i luding housing. 
's also the Chairmanship of the Mortgage Bond and 
l,l ation Corrunittee, which last year allocated $908 
in mortgage bond authority, and up to $65 million in 
federal and St6te low-income housing tax credits. 
There's also membership OP the California Housing 
Finance Agency, which iE issuing $606 million in mortgage revenue 
rln';d f inunc1ng for low and moderate income housing this year. 
also Chairmanship of the Housing Bond Credit 
tee wh approve thP amount and timing of CHFA bond 
issuanc s, nrl f1nRll_, Chairmanship of the Debt Advisory 
Commission monitors and aralyzes all debt issuances by 
puLl1c agencies in the State. 
144 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Which is that last committee? 
2 
MR. BROWN: It's the Debt Advisory Commission, which has 
3 
' a ro] e in report :i or. the local agencies report to that 
commission c)n s of financing they're doing, and then 
5 
t ccJmmission analyzes in a nonpartisan, independent way, 
6 
sedly, what types of projects were done, whether it's 
7 
low-income, what income limits were, the duration time period 
t 're ---~ 
9 CHJI IF!v'lAN ROBERTI: After th'"' Governor, is there any 
10 off rtant as the Treasurer in housing statewide? 
II MR. BROWN: I would say that he would play, obviously 
12 the key ro on that as well. 
13 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: o as far as housing is concerned, 
14 you v.·c;uld Treasurer is the key --
l s JVP. PPOWN: olutely. 
16 CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: -- statewid8 official? 
17 l\bsolutely. 
lH ttees do these types of things: th~y 
19 
20 authori7e the issuance by local governments of mortgage 
21 revenue ~onds; control the amount and timing of when bond 
22 issues are sold; they authorize the expenditure of bond proceeds 
[rom specific housing projects so they get into the allocation of i 
24 
;~ credits or bonding authorit.y with CHFA for specific types 
25 for spPcific ects, rather; and they monitor, as J said, 
26 lie at issuancP nd provide, supposedly, independent policy 
27 and ana sis tc tJlP Lngislature and public. 
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people today after me will focus on some of these 
different committees. What I wanted to focus on is the 
California Lhdt Allocation Committee. This is a three 
membPr corruaittee comprised of: the Governor, serving as Chairman 
'i -- I mf'an the Treasurer serving as Chairman; the Governor; and 
the State Controller. This CDLAC, as it's called, allocates 
private activity ority under the State limit for 
conan ted usee, i J'lC ing housing. 
This 
i under 
, as I said, it allocated $1.9 billion in 
State l it that is established 
federal law. This limit has been dec ning in recent years in 
1985, it was 3.8 billion; in 1987, as I mentioned, 1.9 billion 
se Tax Reform Act o~ 1986 at the federal level has put 
restrictions t x exempt bond authority. In 1988, the 
tdte l twill decline again to 1.3 billion. So needless 
to say, this s going to make the allocation decisions all the 
more difficult and all the more important. 
Housing in this context will be competing with: mass 
tr~nsit; with water facilities; hazardous wastes; redevelopment; 
nd typeE" of ses. This year, we got approximately 46 
total of funds available into the are? of housing; 
OB million out of the total available of 1.9 billion. 
~o, thF Treasurer on this committee is like a gatekeeper 
that prc·vidcs almost life or death authority over the issuance of 
housing bonds and 
CHA~RMAN ROBERTI: These are not general obligation 
bonds? 
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rvm. BROWN: They're tax e):er:tpt mortgage revenue bonds. 
CH.AIPJilAN ROBERTI: Passed by the State government, by 
the State Legi~lature or local government? 
MR. BROWN: Authorized ir legislation by, say, 
le, the Caljfornia Housing Finance Agency, or at the local 
various laws that have been passed empowering local 
s to issue mortgage revenue bonds. 
This con:u;: t.ee will t.hen allocate to these various 
rurpc,s s and authorities a certain m '.ount of that $1.9 bill ion 
allucation. 
: deve 
This gives a 
rs t t come 
amount of power, because you've got 
and want to develop housing, and tax 
.i •J f inane ing is critical to making tl!esc.:: rams 
And as the amount of money t:hat 's .::-;vailable becomes less 
available, we're looking at giving a huge amount of 
rl rea surer and to this committee over whether we can 
sing for low and moderate income people. 
We believe that given these powers, that the Tre~surer 
be concerned with and share as a goal the primury 
of housing on the commissions on which he sits. Tr· is 
oal, as we ce it. is to meet the housing needs of wo~king 
i JI'l J s 
Lungren's 
commitment. 
poor in this state, and unfortunately Mr. 
indicates that he does not share this 
Cushing Dolbeare went over and amplified Congressman 
s vot on housing and homeless issues. We 
27 })(· jE've that shows a consistent oppo~nt.ion to governmental 
28 ams designed to promote affordable h0using. 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Do you know of any homeless bill that 
ren has ever voted for? 
MR. BFO~N: Not yet. 
CHAIRMAN HOBER'fi How mt:my have there been before thE~ 
~R. BROWN: We looked at approximately 40-50 votes on 
housing a11u ss lls in the last five years and saw only a 
sn,all handful i11 which r.:1e got a sympathetic vote out of tht: 
And it's a little comp i ated, as Ms. Dolbeare said; 
got three or four five or six amendments leadir;g up to a 
vot_e, and 'Vv'hE::n it 
the ssman 
process o 
supportj tho 
s clear that the bill is going to 
, you know, gone along with that. 
osP damaginy amendments, he's been in 
Just to point out a couple of the votes --and again, 
most alarm1ng aspect to us is not just opposition. We came 
this ng votes of 220-190, things likE~ that. \\hat we 
found s vot ~ of more like 300-50. 
Congressman voted against HR 1, the Housing and 
Con~unlty Development Act of 1986, which is, as Cushing Dolbe~re 
lair:ed, the major authorization hill for low-income housing, 
tederal and LUlal housing programs, housing for the elderly and 
handicapped 1 first t home buyers, working families, <:md the 
pnor. The bill passed the Fouse on a vote of 314-19, with 
voting 
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. Lungren also voted against HR 517, an urgent 
supplcm~nt appropriation for low-income housing programs which 
sse~ v vote of 340-55. And I could on with examplPs 0f 
votes like t. 
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Cushi.ng Dolbeare focused on the housing needs <1t the 
federal and State level. Let me just give a few quick numbers on 
lems at the State level that we have. 
You're looking at Califor~ia having the largest homeless 
lat1on ot any state in the country; surpaRsed New York in 
200,000 roughly we find homeles in this state. 
imately 30 t of 
You're ing 
were families with 
it was also stated that Cali ia 
largest rental ing shortage of any state in the 
We have 790,000 more very low income households than 
thf~rc ar~ af ab housing units. 
rebult of this is that we have approximately a 
elder , hand apped and other low-income households that 
ove 35 of their income for housing, which leaves 
t le other resources for other needs. And as was pointed out 
S ator Petris, this shortage threatens to get much worse if 
lose th 123,nno federctlly subsidized housing units that are 
ible to be converted to market rate in the next 20 years. 
It also is a problem, I might add, that affects the 
rn5~dle-class, in that on a third of our young families can now 
fiord e average median-priced home jn California. 
So, Treasurer has responsibility for a w1de variety 
of programs and activit s that are intended to expand the supply 
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of low and moderate income housing. And a Treasurer who has an 
adverse view towards governmental efforts to promote affordable 
housing could exercise that power and influence to impede the 
programs. 
'fhere , it's important for the Committee to dete:rmine 
the Congressman's views are on the appropriate role of 
providing hous for affordable housing. 
On use of tax exempt bond financing for both public 
and private se·s, to determine t'1e priorities that the 
would g to various s of housing -- such as 
housing, moderate-income sing, elderly and 
, repta ownership -- and whether or not bond 
the Ca forni Debt Limit Allocation Committee 
continue to to low-income housing. 
Finally, a point that we're particularly concerned with 
i the Congressman's position on a pending measure in the 
is ture, SB 1692 and 1693, which would increase the supply of 
low and moderate income housing for the homeless first-time home 
·ers and the elderly and handicapped by providing for and 
ing a 
rrPates a Hous 
issue of $850 million. This legislation 
Committee that's composed of: the Treasurer, 
the State Controller., and three other appointees of the Governor. 
The Cowm ttee has authority to determine whether or not it's 
necessu to issue bonds and the amount and timing of when those 
bonds ~ill be so The progrem would also require an allocation 
t'f tax exempt financing from the California Debt Limit Allocation 
Committee. 
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The Treasurer, we are concerned, who has a history 
opposing af le efforts by government, could exercise his 
power 0nd influence to frustrate and impede this program, so we 
think it's important for the Senate to ensure that the Nominee 
In summary, Treasurer plays a powerful role, a ver·y 
critical role, lot of d scretion in allocating State and 
federal hous resources. Congressman Lungren's voting record 
shows a hostili to housing, we believe, and we think we can 
reasonab expect Congressman Lungren would use the 
Treasurer's Office to the Stat s effort to promote 
f le si 
For those reasons o~~ose the nomination. 
CHAIRNAN ROBERTI: Thank you very much, Mr. Brown. 
Any question ? 
MR BROWN: Thank you very much. 
CHAIR.I-1AN ROBERTI: Thank you. 
Next is Ms. Celeste Cantu, Executive Director of 
Imperial Valley Coordinated Housing Authority and former member 
o Board of Directors of the California Housing Finance 
i , the Imperial Valley. 
MS. CANTU: Thank you, Senator. 
I'm going to speak to the Treasurer's role as member of 
II 
lithe California nous Finance Agency, as Chair on the Housing 
II 
\1 Bonr1 Cn~di t Committee, and as Chair on the fvl.ortgage Bond and Tax 
,, 
ji 
~~ ' ~Crcd1t Allocat ttee. 
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California Housing Finance Agency sells bonds to finance 
housing construction for low and moderate income families in 
California. CHFA finances construction, rehabilitation, and the 
purchase of housing low and moderate income people. CHFA is 
nation's largest issuer of housing revenue bonds, because the 
volume of the bond dollars handled by the agency, its overall 
f , exceeds that of the State Department of 
Housing and Communi Development. 
In fiscal year '87-88, CHFA expects to be involved in 
product of irnately 4,000 housing units. So as you 
can see, we 1 to CHFA as one of our major resources for 
in the State of Californ af 
At y meetings 1 decisions are made determining: 
iorities between housing and horne ownership units; where 
will be spent, for example, shall we make an investment 
in San Jose or in Fresno; and what the price range of that 
completed unit will be -- shall we address the very low-income, 
moderately low-income, simply the low-income people, or 
moderate-jncome people. 
Although the Treasurer is only one --
CHliiRMAN ROBERTI: Could the Treasure decide that 
investments should take place in area where there is no rent 
control as opposed to where there is rent control? 
MS. CANTU: For that issue on the Board, the Treasurer 
25 would be one of eleven votes. However, as only one of eleven 
26 votes, in reality position of Treasurer brings to that Board 
27 more than one vote, and that is because he's also Chair of the 
28 
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Housing E Credit Committee. In that position, his vote has 
additional weight of that office. 
The Hous Bond Credit Committee reviews all CHFA's 
issuances. It approve, reduce, or change the timi of 
the sale if it determines the sale would subject the State's 
cr~dit to undue risk So, the situation would arise if the 
Treasurer voted against a particular project because of rent 
contra , r reason it may be, and for some reason the 
mot carried, at stage where i~ went before the Housing 
Bond Cred Committee, cou almost see a veto at that int. 
So le chance to vote on an issue. The dynamics are 
2uch t if the Treasurer expresses concern about a bond issue, 
su as the size or t l , the balance of the CHFA Board 
could defer to that. Treasurer, knowing that he could kill. the 
sale at the Housing Bond Credit Committee. 
You can see that the Treasurer has tremendous influence 
on the CHFA Board and at the HBCC. It is important that he 
a commitment to ide housing assistance to low and 
moderate inco~e people in the State of California. 
If e TreaFurer's priorities fall elsewhere 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Senator Petris. 
~ENATOR PETRIS: Sorry to interrupt you, but as I 
understaml it, the Housing Bond Credit Committee has a veto over 23 
~ reco~mendn ions of CHFA on the allocation of bond money for 
25 housing; right? Is what you're saying? 
26 ~18. CANTU: The Housing Bond Credit Committee must 
27 review and any bond issuance that CHFA will bring to 
28 market it goes to market. 
153 1 
SENATOR PETRIS: What happens wheP that's rejected? 
2 
ii they reject a ticular proposal? 
~s. CANTU: CHFA cannot go to market, cannot sell bonds. 
ithout br::nCl financing, the programs vlill not implemented. 
5 
SENATOR PETRIS: So they'd have to come back with a 
[ e ent emphasis, or a different proposal? 
7 
MS. CANTU: They would have to take into considerations 
what.ever concerns were articulated by the HBCC and accommodate 
9 
10 
SENATOR PETR S: What's the Treasurer's pos iou on that 
II Is that one the chairmanships the Treasurer has? 
MS. CANTU: It is. 
SENATOR PETRIS: Is that why you say it's very 
14 lLfluent 1? 
15 MS. CANTU: Yes. 
16 SENATOR PETRIS: It's not just being a member or being 
17 the rman of by statute? 
18 ME. rP~TU: That's correct. 
l9 SENATOR PETRIS: Thank you. 
20 MS. CANTU: Treasurer's priorities fall 
2l elsewhere, he can delay, reduce or prevent the bond sale and 
22 refore one of California's largest housing proqrams 
23 from being implemented. 
24 The Treasurer also Chairs the MortgagP Bond and Tax 
25 at Committee. The Committee must review every 
26 revenue housing to be issued by any agency in 
27 State of Cal~fornia. As a housing authority, I would go to 
28 
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this tlce and compete for the small amount of allocation 
given to housing. 
In addition to this Committee -- in addition, this 
Committee reviews applications from builders throughout 
California, and from area, for allocation of tax credits. As 
Chair --
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Which board does this now? 
MS. CANTU: This is the ~ortgage Bond and Tax Credit 
Allocation Committee. 
As Chair, the Treasurer can delay allocations, using a 
va~ of his s as Chair in that position. 
The Treasurer's position impacts housing at many 
juDctures. Because housing now competes with industrial 
development and r ventures for the small amount of tax exempt 
financi is ative that the Treasurer have a sensitivity 
for t Ee e who find themselves homeless and for low-income 
needing safe, sanitary and decent housing in California. 
From Mr. Lungren's Congressional voting record, he 
demonstrates to us that he does not have that sensitivity or that 
,I commitment Housing is not a priority for him, and the low-
il 
i! income people California will suffer if he is confirmed. 
II 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you very much, Ms. Cantu. li 
II 
il 
·I Just on one of these boards that you spoke of, the 
II 
II Housing Bond Credit Committee. Is that dealing with general 
~obligation bonds, or is that just --
ji 
,! 
i! I] 
II 
)I tax 
i II 
,, 
J: 
II 
!I 
'I )I 
II 
II 
,I 
MS. CANTU I lieve they address only mortgage-backed 
exempt bonds from the California Housing Finance Agency. 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: And to whom does the money from these 
bonds go to, lopers? What's the process of the mopey? 
MS. CANTU: There's historically a variety of programs. 
The people who come to CHFA with projects are nonprofit sponsors, 
fit sponsors, developers, first-time home owners, housing 
ities, n vari of people who are in the industry of 
providiPg low and moderate income housing. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: And to receive the bond money, the 
board, which I take is composed cf eleven members on --
MS. CANTU: E members on the California Housing 
Finance 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: -- has a t deal of discretion 
? 
MS. CANTU learly. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: To which types of low-income housing 
will rece the money? 
MS. CANTU: Clearly. I remember heated debates on 
exactly what income sector shall we target, and the concern being 
l we ~a very low-income, that that fact may have an 
adverse ef on credit rating of our bonds and of the State 
of Cali ia. And we look to the Treasurer for direction in 
debates. 
irrnan? 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: He's the Chairman? 
MS. CANTU: No. 
CHAIR~AN ROBERTI: He's not the Chairman? Who is the 
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MS. CANTU: The Governor appoints the Chairman of the 
California Housing Finance Agency. 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: But hov• about the other two agencies 
you f".pnke to? 
MS. CANTU: He serves as Chair. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Those are the Mortgage Bond and Tax 
Credit and the Hous Bond Credit Committee? 
MS. CJI.NTU 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: How members are on the Housing 
Bond Credit Committ:ee? 
MS. CANTU: I l there four or five: Governor, 
Controller, Director of Finance 1 Treasurer, the Chairman of 
Anc1 on the Mortgage Cl!Fl\ on thF Pc,usi Bond it Committee. 
nond Tax Al tion, I ieve there's three. 
CHlURr/iAN ROBERTI: And the board which makf!S the 
~ scret judgments on the kinds of housing that will receive 
the money, whi board is that? 
MS. CANTU: Housing Bond Credit Committee. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you very wuch. 
stions? 
MS. CANTU: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: The next witness, after e 
testimony we w1ll a break, is Mr. Howard Gong, Fund Manager 
Fund in San Francisco. of Cali ia 
MR. GONG: you, Mr. Chairman. My remarks are 
brief. 
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The California Equity Fund is an investment partnership 
sponsored by National Equity Fund, a nonprofit organization. 
The Californ Equity Fund was created to raise investment 
cdpital from California-based Fortune 500 size corporations to 
invest in lm1- sing in exchange for federal and State 
and local housing tax credits. 
Last year, National Equity Fund raised $14~ million 
from 13 ions situated throughout the United States. 
:: Those monies in turn went to the ding of 25 projects which 
raised over $60 ~il ion in deve ital. 
Our goal n 1988 is to ra1se $10-20 million investment 
ta i Call ia a for California projects. 
I'm to t stify as an expert witness on the 
ance State Treasurer in the Mortgage Bond and Tax 
CrPd t Allocation Committee in the production of low-income 
hou Our organization has no position in support or 
opposition to ssman Lungren. 
As the ma.Da of a fund that involves corporate 
investors in the production of local housing, what we see is a 
r t l need for leader ip and the ~ortgage Bond Tax Credit [! 
il 
If lil 
il 
at on ttee be actively involved in promoting what 
!i oster1sib is a difficult, complicated program for the 
II 
II 
I' i! 
)r 
eduction of housing. 
'I 
I! 
)I 
II Bond 
II 
li 
l'.s previous speakers have mentioned, the Mortgage 
Tax Cn~d it location Co:mroittee is the entity which 
II 
f) a tes tax credits to jects. It is comprised of the State 
I' 
!l 
I 
l1 Treasurer 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
,I 
!f 
II 
il 
li 
I 
II 
as Chairman the State Controller, and the Governor. 
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Unlike the previous tax-oriented housing programs where 
v met the minimum qualifications established by 
government or the IRS, has by rights the 
to take certain tax benefits, such as accelerated 
iation. developer of a low-income housi ject 
the tax credit program needs to secure an allocation from 
the:: State's Bond Tax Credit Allocation Committee as part 
o deve process. In r words, in addition to the 
real -- the very complicated procesE of securing land, arranging 
for 
t 
or 
t:O 
tax 
the 
l t nancing idies, we ad a 
t of af e housing, which is 
it allocation. 
c i al ation, no investor will invest their 
ject, deal will never get consummated, the 
i nPver bui 
As controlling body for the distribution of tax 
tax 
ne 
Bond Tax Credit Allocation Committee can 
rtually all a ts ot the ease and effectiveness in 
it 
At 
pr 
ects are developed. 
1, the Committee, for example, can 
ities upon which tax credits are given. Last 
fort.unate or urliortunately, only $8 million in ..;ects 
were sented to the Comm1ttee in which they had over $60 
mill on worth of al 
are correct, vic 
over-demand tax 
ations. If the rumors from the marketplace 
to far exceed that in terms of projects 
ttee this year, and in fact may have an 
it versus the supply of tax credits we 
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can give. So, clearly rhe policies that are established by the 
Chairman of the Committee will determine to a great extent what 
types uf projects are funded. 
At istrat leve] the Committee through its 
airmanship 11 
mundane a ts of 
upon the effect 
le all the somewhat administrativE:: and even 
Committee that have a great deal of impact 
s of the production pipeline. For example: 
does +he Committee meet; what type of underwriting 
standards will be set; whether or nc~ they're asking for lots of 
fpe and which n fit sponsor can't All those things, 
aga , which dras 
of Committee. 
Final , at the 
in g i 
af the e ficiency and effectiveness 
ical level, the Committee is 
ations in regulatory documents 
, again, great affect the effectiveness of my -- groups 
such s my fund in raising investment capital. One brief example 
is sue t was raised by our attorney relative to the issue 
of what 1 li corporate investors would have for the 
long-term affordability of the project. Clearly, we 
to see Jects are permanently affordable, but 
ouHly from an investor standpoint they would like to know 
were to step away from the project, they would carry 
z,u personal liability. 
~·le' H" working th the Committee currently, ancl it 1 s 
+ s of ical issues that require an affirmative, 
em- att if we're to create a program that makes 
use of the ta~ credits. 
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t's in that last respect that I want to conclude my 
It's that we have an opportunity now to attract a 
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significant amount of private investor capital for the production 
of income ing. I agree with the previous speaker~ that 
there's no subs tute for direct government expenditures, but as 
th say, if all we are lemons, we'll make lemonade. And if 
we're to do anythi in terms of affordable housing, it's going 
to require use of programs such as tax credits and an 
ggressive leader in the admin ~ration of tax credits that's 
go to make projects 
Th2nk 
CHAIR~AN ROBERTI: Thank you very much, Mr. Gong. 
stions? Senator Ellis. 
SENATOR ELL Are you for or against confirmation? 
MR. GONG: organization has no position on it. 
SENATOR ELLIS: Okay. 
CHAIRtiJ\N ROBEFTI: Before we break, I'd like to just 
rai P the point, and maybe the Congressman can review it, or 
we'll g1ve you a little time to look it up because I know it's 
ry di ficul to review votes on the spur of the moment. 
But I was given a list of about, oh, I don't know, about 1 
~:0-some odd bill 1 some of which I think were more of an omnibus 
character, but some of which were votes on homeless and housing. 
In most cases, for one vote here, you took an oppose 
pos:lt ron. the proponents in the legislation or the proponents 
f more assi tance to housing. 
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was a 1987 vote, which I think has been raised, HR 
2 558 the Homeless Assistance Act, which is now law and 
3 
passed the House 264-121. 
4 not her HR 1 of 1986, which failed, on which you 
5 no, and t amendment by Representatoive lie to 
ate u numbt>r sing programs and reduce the budget for 
7 
i amendment failed but you voted for it. 
In 1984 the Second Supplement Appropriations Act, which 
9 $70 mil ion emergency ass s~ance for the homeless, you 
10 Ji , a that b1ll current is law 
ll RR 5713, the HUD Independent Agencies Appropriation 
2 b 11, is current , you voted no, and the vote was 
!3 
14 hJ 57, s currently law, which was a House 
ssed re lut on for low-income housing, which currently is the 
16 at vote was 340-55, and you voted no. 
l7 The r -- excuse me, that's more of an omnibus 
18 bill sc I won't raise that one. 
19 fl 61 a comprehensive hill providing tor the 
20 l a r1 llion low-income dwellings over a ten-year 
21 i you voted no on the legislation and that bill failed. 
22 You di 'Tote the Child Abuse Prevention cHJd 
23 Treatment Act, ich was a good b1ll. That was HR 1904 in 1984; 
24 however, in 1983, against the Housing and Community 
25 DEcVE t Act ing low-income housing and homeless 
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You voted against the current law, the Domestic Housing 
and International Recovery Act, HR 3959. You voted against the 
Job hill which is currently law, HR 1718 in 1983, to provide, 
~~ain, $4 Lillian emergency assistance for the homeless. And 
voted n on HR 1983, the Emergency Housing Act of 1983 to 
ide shelter for homeless, which did not pass. 
Fi , you against foreclosure relief in 1983 
for unemployed veterans, and that bill, I believe, became law 
with a vote of 94-23. You were one of only 23 votes of no. 
The long and chart of it is that just from my own 
there'b no issue more important to me than housing. 
th t t Treasurer, having such discretionary 
son th~'-' bc,ards he sits, it would concern me that you 
would 
position or 
scretion powers in a somewhat philosophical 
ilosophy that is evidenced by your votes. 
th all respect, Congressman, some of them 
17 somet s taki a somewhat extreme position; for example, voting 
18 agains foreclosure relief for unemployed veterans when you were 
on one of 23 votes to do that. And others, generally to the 
les , re almost it's consistent that your votes were 
21 opposec1 to federal rel f for the homeless. 
22 And I s with all respect for your philosophical 
23 positions on the voting records, and I'd certainly like to give 
24 you some time to respond. 
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Knepp:ta 
We have r witnesses, and we'll start with Ms. Kay 
when we~ return from a recess of ten minutes. 
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(Thereupon a brief recess was taken.) 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: The Conwittee will come to order. 
The next tness is Kay Knepprath, the Northern Director 
of the Californ Home ss Coalition. 
N.s. Knepprath. 
MS. RNEPPRATH: Yes. 
My remarks re brief, but they are mostly having to do 
e California Housing Finance Agency. 
I am K Knepprath. I'm 3 Director of the C ifornia 
Home ss Coali ion, here t.oday representing the Coalition and 
ask g t you ect. the nomination of Congrcsswan Lungren as 
Treasu r f he State of California. 
Among the duties of the Treasurer is his or her 
posi on Board of California Housing Finance Agency, 
California's major e fort to date in creating affordable housing. 
R 
Mr. ws voting record in the House of 
sentative 
def 
Jiev ng 
which has been outlined for you previously, 
s his position on governntent involvement in 
ing crisis for low-income people. He has 
cons t Jv voted st such programs. 
21 Despite iad stopgap homeless programs now 
22 avail able, lessness continues to increase. The term 
23 goal of the Homeless Coalition is to create housing programs to 
24 
25 
26 
accommodate all of would seek shelter. 
in 
We do not lieve that Mr. Lungren shares that goal, and 
would use is position with the CHFA to thwart the goal. 
27 His as expressed by his voting record does not allow for 
28 the spending of funds for housing. 
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You recall that Governor Reagan was adamantly 
to 
vetoed t 
creation of the California Housing Finance Agency 
hil it first passed the Legislature. 
J 
f resources 
last industrial states to set aside a 
this purpose. 
Cali a Homeless Coalition respectfully asks you 
this Nominee and to use your influence to encourage the 
to a person who recognizes the necessary role 
,;: government ing low-incorre housing. 
i 
CRAIRJVJP.N ROBERTI you ve much, Ms. Knepprath. 
e:tF tes 
ti s 
none, we'll to next witnPss, 
, Mayer of the City of Parlier. 
V vero , are you in the audience? Was he in the 
anyone know? 
ssman you can conclude now. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr ai let me just try and go through as briefly 
a numbe c' points that have been made and try and 
the bi 1 Js, or at least some of the bills you've 
I d n t them all down, but a few of them. 
First of all, let me go back to some of the things said 
of the s witnesses. 
I u t find it interesting that I am criticized for 
1 it didn't matter, when there was a large 
vor of it, but then criticized when I happened vote 
a bill there was a large number in favor of it. 
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would just hope that people would look at my votes 
simple and see where I voted and I'll be able to accept 
respond t the questions about those particular bills. F'or 
an P en stion of the Fair Housing bill, I was one of 
who actual 
tee level all 
on the Fair Housing bill from the 
to the Floor of the House of 
s 
I a number of amendments which I happened to 
were not on appropriate, t would enlist increasing 
s Fa Housing bill. The Fair Hous 11 
ss enate a it pas the House. It was my 
we get a 11 in the law. And I was concerned 
o some of amendments that I supported would in 
n that it would be defeated in the Senate or not 
n Sen te, as it was. 
I to believe in the idea of fair housing and 
stri te federal en ement and penalties involved in fair 
hous law. do t for a couple of reasons. One, it's the 
so 
wan 
ne 
thi to do; and two, I felt an obligation to rnyseli that 
d not 
the t s 
busing, and I do not support busing, I had 
and not only be against busing, but promote 
ings that would assist in tl1e enforcement of fair housing 
in t could live in the neighborhoods which they 
to live n 
One of the biggest arguments for those of us who were 
i ct g was children ought to be able to go to 
s s. That fine, as long as you're able to go to 
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166 i 
schools, but to thP extent that discrimination takes 
sort of half a promise, a convenient half a promise. 
So I ted myself to try and support and pass a Fair 
Hous g law. 
One f the amendments for which I'm criticized, and I 
realize that it was brought here, is the so-called Synar 
, EW 2mendment the gentleman from Oklahoma, Mike 
v:ho arne to ss at the same time I did, serves on the 
iary ttee for the same nuiT~er of years I have. He had 
ttle different of how you go through the enforcement 
you use ALJs or you use actual 
j s use istrative Law s, which 
inistra personnel net true judges in hearing these 
t ties all the way up to quasi or 
s. 
I was ling that, as much as I wanted the 
of the law, it was important to make sure that those 
ccused o v ing the law with the tremendous penalties 
ve t e ri to be heard by a judge as opposed to an 
Now, +:.hat be a controversial position, but I will tell 
that amendment passed House of Representatives 
Now how am I out of the mainstream when I ted the 
204 as opposed to the 205? 
r amendment went to the question of whether 
appraisers could consider certain things in reaching their 
apprai a inrlud mentioning the fact there might be a 
CathoJic church in the neighborhood. Some people thought that 
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f . un a1 because that would promote discrimination because 
to be Catholic, or Polish Cat.holic, would want 
go t and others wouldn't. 
v7e i t amendment very care:"ul language to suggest 
\·:as as a ruse to promote diBcrimination, you 
use ion and the appraiser could be held 
s le for v at the Fair Housing Act. 
But i seemed to me to he nonsen~dcal to say that they 
ment a Catholic chvrch was nearby, or a Jewish 
or that it happened to be a predominately 
, or predominate ri neighborhood, or 
to me that we are more mature than that, and 
can a e things a more sophisticated fashion than that 
n t as a ruse for discrimination, under 
rcumstances someone would be allowed to be called into 
i cl ing appraiser, and be called a heel for 
federal law. 
was one of thP amendments that I supported, spoke 
the Floor for whi people are now saying was to gut the Fair 
bi 
h to debate that amendment at any time. 
CBltiRMAN ROBERTI: What was the specific word ? Can 
remember t specific thrust of the amendment was? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: The specific thrust of the 
t s to llow appraisers to bring that into 
iderat on. 
168 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: But what was the specific wording, if 
2 have 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: As a matter of fact, if I can flnd 
've it I've got even some of the debate language 
Wel let me nue. I'll get hack to that for you, 
7 I an g the specif language. 
fac , t bill was up the next year in the 
9 State Senate 
10 at, I went to the istrat , along th 
ll thre12 rs of Congress on the Republican side of 
2 iciary and said, "We ought to be affirmat 
13 not de s, and we ought to have a Fair Housing 
14 ha+: the 1stration supports that we think can get 
!5 , broad , so that we can pass it, so it should be 
16 i n or i isan as opposed to partisan." 
7 s months and came up with a bill. 
18 , it was never considered by the Judiciary 
19 , I can give you some reasons why I think that's 
at's r1:.ally not the point here. 
21 nt is, I wanted the Administration early on, in 
Fai s bill with increased enhanced 
en o that it was not a symbolic gesture by either side 
tc ay t was for Fair Housing and the other one was not. 
25 To is very , we have not passed a Fair Housing bill, but I 
have efforts to try and make sure that that were the 
27 case 
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re to the amendment on rent control 
lln ta 1 s, re was a consensus in the Congress that areas 
l l 
ren 
or 
availab l 
ls. 
Now 
1, by studies that had been engaged in by the 
Congress, resulted in less 
for low and moderate income housing 
you disagree with that, but that was the 
f 0 t f!:'!deral studies were done. Based on that, 
~ught not to support a 
rent control for 
lv'Jernbers o 
1 
of undo 
to 
ss ided that 
is 
federal 
in t 
was supposed to do. 
proper it of j t on 
e eral evel 
th re to question of the availability of 
chief spokesmen or spokeswomen for 
wi 
ha 
of 
was asked by Congress -- by State Senator 
rna or reason for the lack of low-cost 
dried up?" 
was, was I heard it, "Inflation." 
here and say to you, Mr. Chairman, that 
of Representatives can they have a better 
House f Representatives on voting to 
t down Inflation is brought down by an overall fiscal 
pol cy, i • t which I have supported on the federal 
level to brl 
that_ t ke 
speci ic 
down unnecessary government spending, to try and 
Tax Code that are legitimate incentives 
loopho s, but rather go to the question of 
decis , that create jobs. 
170 
And we've seen the inflation rate go down since many of 
2 
sals ! supported went into effect, from 12.8 percent 
3 
percent, jn fact, in May of 1980, the inflation rate was 18 
int something t Many people were suggesting it was on 
5 
Now, it's a little higher I'd like s way to 20 
is it, 4~ percent this year? i t now. i 
6 
7 
But i 1n , as stated by the advocates of Jow-cost 
, is maj reRson for the unavailability of low-cost 
9 
, I'll place my record agai Et anybody for my votes to 
10 lat from 20 percent or 1 Fmt down to 2-2~ 
several , and now i 's 4 rcent. 
er ing is, if is not an impact en 
+: ing and on j rticular at the unskilled and 
14 ll e of illegal immigration, I don't know 
5 
i . I beljeve t the long-term interest of the nation, 
nt for us to control our borders, not because I'm 
I support continued immigration. But as 
18 f the University of Notre Dame, former head of 
19 ssion, and the head of the Presidential 
ished by President Carter, said on the question 
must close the back door of illegal 
if we're going to hold the front door of legal 
23 ion open." 
24 And the point is, and we had testimony on this from the 
25 NliJICP t nd lime again, that a major negative impact on the 
abili of nnP ci to get jobs, and inner city males to 
27 get jobs, was ct of rampant illegal immigration. 
28 
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fel~ we had to do something to stop that in the 
2 
~uture, ile at the same time treating humanely the peop who 
were And I supported those efforts. 
4 
Another t on low-cost housing in our state is the 
5 
of new ts, newly arrived immigrants, particularly 
refugee And I 11 s to you that nobody in the Congress did 
7 
mon-" to maint in e programs at the levels that were capable of 
8 
be ma ined. I never went every last dollar that some 
9 
in r> 1 . ..__a~ J_ se I we couldn 1 t get it. I went 
10 for ar vle could get I ew we could to 
ll sustain rams. And I 1/?0U say, . Chairman, that has been 
12 
of low-income familie across the State of 
13 
Ca iforn 
14 There i a ference, I would say to you, Mr. Chairman 
l5 
e Committee, between the federal level and 
!6 State 1 l. And I've always kept that in mind. And there 
17 
j obligations on the State level that I'm not sure we 
18 
9 And sometimes, when we've begun a start, when we've 
s on of funds in certain programs, we expect, I 
21 it from the federal level, to have the State and 
1 a take a bigger share because frankly, we 
cannot ao it a l. 
I ll tell about some of the people that I've been 
25 concerned terms of low-cost housing. When I curne to 
26 s, of the young men and women enlisted in 
27 California, and particularly in my district 
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to Long Beach Naval Station, qualified for food stamps 
fare payments and inadequate housing. 
I've diligently within the federal government to 
GP t nda s to attempt to treat young men and women who 
th 
a 
i 
not 
paid a few years ago, wl1o enter our 
so that they do not compete 
for low- ncome housing in Southern California, so 
1 for food stamps and welfare payments, and 
thf~refore are put off, one against t~e another, within the same 
programs I , very to get specif housing 
jects in my di trict for military, despite the 
tact some circumstances I did not get original by 
the f Los les, stance, who didn't want us to have 
certa areas. 
Mr. irman, I would just like to tell you that in my 
own lar district, I think I have worked as hard as anybody 
e] e federal projects, particularly for senior citizens. 
Wh T first - first couple of years in the Congress, 
there was a 
ect. 
ject in Long Beach known as the Lutheran Towers 
was, under the Carter Administration, 
had drawn up new guidelines for that particular project in 
COlJcert th thei national guidelines. Those guidelines 
lnC a of things, including balconies on all of the 
rtment buildings: including underground parking; including a 
communal room that was much larger than ever would be 
s 
173 i 
When the Reagan Administration came in and tried to have 
2 
more unit s cost, they put new standards. And the 
3 
Lutheran Towers came to me and said, "Here we've 
re we've put balconies on at the request of the 
5 no longer can qualify now. We've got 
is the most expensive parking you 
7 sa can't use now. And we've got a 
8 communal rcom ar's far too big What do we do?" 
A.nd I them together. got the City Manager of Long 
1 
10 Beach to meeting. We archi teet. ~ve 
HUD administrator, and the Number Two man at 
to speci 1 work at t part r time 
out the ifferences. 
4 We d a f t n We brought the cost per unit 
We to put two or three additional units in, taking 
6 se was going to be used by the communal 
17 we continued with the communal room. And we 
!8 of some of the underground parking. We got more bang for 
we more senior citizens available for the program. 
20 I've o£ the St. Mary's Hospital Housing 
i 0 sen citizen project. One of the things I 
~tv'a to find out whether I would be in violation oi the 
23 confJict of interest, being a Member of Congress dealing 
24 w th t se and, at same time, being asked to serve on the 
25 Board. And found out it was okay. We worked very hard to get 
t. 
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worked very hard to get the Long Beach Western Orange 
Jew sh Community Federation to qualify for senior citizen 
And probably th~ least wealthy, if you want to call it, 1 
rea £my district, Lomita, I worked very hard to get the first 
senior c izen housing projects that we've had in terms of 
iederal funds in those areas. I worked directly with the mayors 
f those particular communities as well as the city council. 
So I have to try and get specific housing 
projects in my area to fulfill a need that I found there. 
I so on l level tried to make difficult 
JPcisions with re to budget concerns. Just as I mentioned 
fore, I sit on the permanent Se t Intelligence 
Committee, we make diff t decisions with respect to what 
we can afford and wha we cannot afford in the long-term national 
secur sts of the United States. I try and do the very 
sa.mP. thi q in terms f housing projects. 
I'd 1 to turn to a couple of programs that you 
tioned, unless you want to go to the witnesses at this point. 
CHAIRf>1AN ROBERTI: Well, why don't we go to the 
es and you that. 
CONGFESSMAN LUNGREN: All right, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you. 
The next group of witnesses will deal in a somewhat 
latcd area of business development. The first witness isM~. 
Irving Lai, National President of the Chinese American Citizens' 
Allianc~c:. 
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. LAI: Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate hearing 
committee, I bring you greetings from the Chinese community. 
Today is actual New Year's Eve. I want to wish you Happy 
inese New Year, inese phrase]. 
The Year of Dragon is 4686, the year of 4686. I 
wish you all 
Mr. 
ty and good health. 
irman, I'm the National Chairman of the Chinese 
Amer Citizens' liance. Our organization was establ~shed 
1895 in San Francisco. In the last )3 years, our organization 
has ized seven 1 lodges Cali ia and many 
th 
nat 
are 
the Uni States. I ieve we are one of the oldest 
can c izens' civil rights organizations in 
are bi rtisan organization. We l1ave many second or 
cans, plus many new immigrants and others 
ered associate members. 
We 1 our organization to practice the principle 
arity, justice, brotherly and sisterly love, and fidelity 
s its community. Our goal and philosophy 
act s and experience to fully eujoy the right 
in our igation as good citizens. 
'm also a past President of the Chinese Chamber of 
Co~mcrce of Los Angeles, and also the President of Board Members. 
We are involved in business in Los Angeles, Southern California 
area We have that -- bankers, large businpsses, 
s, rs, professional people, real estate 
d~velopers, and many others. 
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My occupation, I'm in the construction business. I'm a 
general contractor and also air conditioning and refrigeration, 
plus rPRl estate development. 
Based is background, that's the reason why we are 
concerned or1 this icular appointment. We are ever 
ilant of it s or offices in society and government that 
muy ffec~ the general welfare and happiness and livelihood of 
members of community. 
I wish to render our opin n and decision to this 
of the office of Treasurer in California. We feel 
a very ful extreme important office, and s 
actions and 
li 
is ions s a tremendous effect on our everyday's 
011r organ z has deep concern about Congressman 
ility to serve effective in California by verse fsic) 
as State Treasurer. His voting record clearly 
the va and priorities has been to the best 
nterests of the Asian American which I represent. 
In Cal fornia now, the Post said -- the survey said 
re s over ten t of the population of California are 
Amer cans, and 37 percent of united Asian American 
sses are in California. So in that thought, we 
have a very b stake in the State of California. 
The Treasurer s a broad power of the purse to protect 
women, nor it s, from discr nation from banking credit and 
ing houses, and has control over billions of dollars in 
housing construction s to benefit low-income, minority, and 
e 
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's voting record shows that he is virtually 
1. PVe ece of islation that's suggested that goal, 
t le, set asi for minority, women-owned businesses 
i 
of c 1 rights and sanctions against South 
a se Americans, the ERA, Fair 
his philosophy and attitude is directly 
sse Unruh was elected by the people 
se Un has always concerned 
1 t a person with a voting 
ren ld be in the position which 
control distribute b1llions of dollars, 
lar dnd in the contrast to the state that have 
rse populations in the nation. That's where 
of, because we have such a large population 
someone to have some compassionate [sic) 
rea. 
liforn want to appoint a person with such 
i and serve as numerous broad 
l heard that he will represent ir or 
n 44 or more con~ission. That is lot of power for 
to 
He' 
s 
.,-: 
.L 
se. 
ab to create and enforce public policy on the 
i his own discretion. So, a person with 
we have to put close scrutiny into it . 
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, a State Treasurer, Congressman Lungren 
1scretionary power that will require his 
itary 
, on spending authority. For example, as 
sibili in issuing private 
for schools, public housing 
He would have a gre~t impact on 
trial parks, et cetera. With a few 
sc jects, the Treasurer must 
State needs in crder to identify California's 
s. 
at ssman 
He voted to 
n's 
legal serv 
ies 
for 
si , health, welfare programs, 
programs. And yet, yet, he voted to 
by 12,100 a year! How can you figure a 
said that, on the other hand he said the 
voting myself some money. That's out of my 
st. But you are a public servant. You 
A r Max Missile, aid to the Contras, 
Defense appropriation bill. He even 
would cut Defense spending by 10 
money -- you said balance the budget? 
at area. 
t if Congressman Lungren's priority lies 
iture rather than the programs which 
179 
1 of Californians, it is this type of man we 
a t.o re o determine spending priority of our 
S te? I 
4 
ressman David [sic] Lungren's record in 
consc support is 
I +- . • ~ernat:lve. Hers a fine man, a fine 
has been out of step out of 
9 s achievenents during the past two 
10 to such programs 
, and n se st loans 
ethnic popu ation. 
ountry is the greatest asset we have 
And to depr this opportunity to 
5 tial would be a wabte. 
women s issues on pay equity, which represented 
of federal workforce ~hat determines if 
ion based on sex and race. 
also voted against the passage of the Equal 
s over here. And he fought many 
talk about all afternoon that affect 
, and livelihood. 
demonstrates a mock lack of regard and 
th concerned people group in his decision, 
25 be 11 continue to follow this type oi 
28 
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i l organizatior at the Grand Lodge Board 
987, passed a resolution to oppose this 
sman Daniel Lungren for the office of State 
candidate 
skillful 
office must not onJy 
but must demonstrate 
characteristic of sensitivity, 
s to all people in this great State of 
g, we urge recommend this honorable 
s set 
We as 
ling and testimony, and to 
cit zen of Cali ia do 
to vote on this issue. We onl can pray 
t lf 0 us. 
I Thank you very much, Mr. Lai. 
re any questions? 
nd the next two witnesses not being h~re 
don't we go to the health and family issues, 
srnan can make a general rebuttal. 
LUNGREN: If I could just make one short 
I: Yes. 
LUNGREN: It is true I voted for an increase 
f Congress. I also have supported the tax 
diems for State Legislators, and maybe I 
I don't know if that was the import 
3 
4 
5 
8 
2 
27 
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IRMAN ROBERTI: No, Congressman. 
SMAN LUNGREN: Okay, I wondered what it was. 
CHAIRMAN I: We've voted on salary increases and 
1 it. 
CONGRES LUNGREN: If we were waiting, I could g 
r: 
t 
I Yes, please do. 
LUNGREN: The language was that the 
l re t factors 
factors are not 
appraisers to discrim-
t any person for the 
0 rights guaranteed 
Title." 
language. 
We have been joined for the next 
e Watson, who's the Chair of the Health 
ttee. 
reverse the order and start with Judy 
Past President of the National Women's 
a plane to catch. So, we'll be happy 
. HERSHBERG: Thank you. 
name 
i at 
Bershberg. I am immediate rast Chair 
Pol cal Caucus, which is a 
that is interested in supporting the 
7 
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appointment of women to political 
some issues that we are very concerned 
access to the voting record of the 
1 speak for the AAUW, the American 
Women, as well as the National Women's 
s ationally, gave the Congressman a zero rating 
ou:r is ue 
h 
Ecrua P 
ntrnent, and 
ns·t the 
last mon voted against 
State organization has come 
intment of ssrnan to 
are concerned about is the power of his office 
tment State funds. This would be a Treasurer 
1 rience who has opposed many progra~s 
ity to issue, delay or cancel bond 
environmental issues, and low-cost housing, 
on 
ning, his 
irs or casts a crucial vote for the 
bond revenue dollars to hospitals, 
esses. His opposition to a ion and 
on education issues may determine 
direct his money, and we are concerned about 
s st 1984 Civil Rights Act and the 
s l1.mendment may have him take actions that will close 
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the Cali ia financial market to women in this state, 
i market ss, listed eighth in the world, and we 
ii 
:: 
II 
!I 
t 
0 
ranc 
il ve 
,: 
rl 
rl 
!i 
\il 
ask you 
II 
11 2 ar 
ii 
ii 
II 1 
il . 
,; Wl th a 
li 
II 
II 
II 
II 
rl 
1\ 
!I 
li 
IJ 
a 
we are aware that his appointment to 
him in the spotlight as a idate 
Even though it would open another 
woman to run for that office, we of the 
al Caucus have come out against, and we 
vote for conf r~ation for him as th~ 
st s Senator ~vatson. 
F 
no stions, then we thank you for your 
tness s the Reverend Edward Peet, President 
e Council for Older Californians from San 
Th you very much. 
California Legislative Council entertain a 
ion and thankfulness for the relationship we have 
at one was Chaplain of the Senate. That's 
a don't find any of the people around that were 
:1me. we could give them immortality 
hat was done, but it didn't work. 
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, it's very good to be here. The California 
i 
s 
Older Americans are the people who take 
here to the Capital Park every May from 2500 
g 
been sa 
f 
s 
slat 
to say that I find a good many here 
to us and have sha the 
from the Legislature by which we are 
s to come up here in the latter part 
about tje new duties that would fall 
were to 
would 
s to 
Treasurer. I m sure 
and the scope of them 
retirees. I 
be affected by decis 
tand 
that he 
Council, which are a unit of the 
Council of Senior Citizens in Washington, 
to 
scoreca 
the appointment of the Nominee. We 
is sent out every year by the National 
i izens since 1961, when the National Council 
of 
being for the purpose of developing 
of Medicare. Indeed, the then President, 
that re would be no Medicare i hadn't 
t l Council of Senior Citizens. It has about 
i are numerous clubs in California. It 
n1 1 ion act sts around the country who, acting in 
O'~Hn ornmun the statements that come from the 
1'< iona 
who a 
il, are 
latter 
ing to improve the lot of the people 
s of life, trying to make a go of it. 
185 
to say that I've been on the Board of the 
2 Nationa the last 17 years, and the annual scorecard, 
3 wh on the voting records of Members of Congress, 
are reli upon by the AARP, whi has 
5 scorecard of National Council is a 
Women's League, for the National Council on 
7 that have to do with the welfare of 
8 
9 I'm sure while the candidate's a 
ssed today by his 
ll ess, we have to say from our 
, d str annually by National 
13 in ten rs his ing in Congress, the 
on three times out of 80 for the position of 
5 Council 77 times he has been on the other side. 
16 National Council is probably like Avis; it's 
7 , but we're not as large as the AARP, 
18 'revery outfit in the business. 
re was HR 5712, which provided $305 millions 
1 tion, an increase of $30 millions 
2 ization which has to do with the --
1 serv s the poor and for the elderly. 
23 t f the 5 ssmen from the State of California, 
24 vot 1 Services Corporation, but Mr. Dan 
25 was not n 28; he voted no. 
26 occasion, HR 2807, which authorized 
27 reased funds sen meals under the Older Americans Act, 
28 
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wh d prevail, and 385 Congress people voted yes for the 
meals under th tAct, but 31 people voted no, and Mr. Lungren was 
one of 31 nst 386. 
CHA FMAN ROBERTI: Which meals program was this? 
REV PEET: was -- I think it was either 
met1.ls or delivered meals; I'm not sure. Has to do with 
meal under Americans Act. 
In 981 there was HR 181 which eliminated the 
ant that ~ple had under Social 
i 1 imum benefits that were available 
t were Mr. did not vote t.o 
to remove the minimum benefit that was 
ava l e to 
In J 7 was a Catastrophic Health Insurance bill. 
A great majority of Congress people have voted for that. I 
s a House version now around and there's a 
Senate sion not Mr. Lungren. 
ladies and gentlemen, the cumulative score of the 
nee on issues tant to seniors is 3 percent through the 
ar . Some ssmen have 10 percent of conformity to the 
l[ 
II Nat 
II 
i,'l 
/I II 
Coun i 's s some have 100 percent. But we find 
II 
1/ 
!j 
!, 
i 
slat 
i! confirma 
II 
s a very low score, and the position of the California 
Council Older Americans is to oppose the 
inn f Mr. Lungren. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you very much, Reverend. We 
te tes 
Is re to ask questions? 
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ear none, thank you very much. 
tness is Mr. Bill Melamed, Member of the 
of Governors of Municipal Elections Committee of Los 
s Not sent. 
Next is l4s. Kate Sproul, Legislative Advocate of the 
California Nat: 1 ization for Women. 
and I 
ove 
:i 
ii 
!I 
II 
il women 
11 
li 
!I 
'I 
I) a crit 
I, 
li 
)I oppose 
II 
MS. SPROUL: Good afternoon. My name is Kate Sproul, 
sent the ifornia National Organization for Women. 
The 25, 0 members of the C~lifornia National 
Women of Congress Member 
to of State Treasurer. We oppose his 
because his ssional voting record dep a man 
ti to women's issues. He has voted inst the Equal 
s voted against Pay Equity. He has 
aga st abortion, and he has consistently 
against planning. 
We lieve his sonal beliefs will inevitably spill 
is ions would render as State Treasurer. 
Treasurer's position is not simply ministerial. It 
s discretionary power and influence. For 
the Treasurer has discretionary authority to decide 
the State invest monies in a minority or 
ines:::;. 
It's na to think that his personal beliefs won't play 
1 role in the decisions he makes. For these reasons, we 
h s intment to the position of State Treasurer. 
k you 
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CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you, Ms. Sproul. 
Any stions? Senator Ellis. 
SENATOR ELLIS: You have 25,000 members statewide? 
MS. SPROUL: Yes sir. 
SENATOR ELLIS: And all 25,000 oppose him? 
MS. SPROUL: No. The vote was taken by the Board of 
Directors. 
SENATOR ELLIS: All right, but you said that 25,000 
h 
I know rna members of your organization who 
h 
188 
MS. SPROUL: Well, then I stand corrected. 
1 was the Board of Directors. 
ically 
CHAlRMAN ROBERT : Any other questions? 
you, Ms. Sproul. 
MS. SPROUL: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Senator Watson. 
SENATOR WATSON: I believe I can open up with my 
st<'ltemcnt 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: You want to make a statement and then 
ask sowe questions? 
SENATOR WATSON: Yes. 
Hello, 
You that 
ssman Lungren. 
two of us have not talked. We've not 
met before. And I have researched your record, because when I 
appo I was quite concerned. And so, I 
looked at record to be able to get some idea about the kind 
of person at was being nominated. 
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Ne 
ttern that 
not talked, so the only thing I have to go on is 
s been established through what I discern as 
your voti record. 
I Chair and Human Services, and I am very 
concerned about billions of dollars that are controlled by 
State Treasurer and where that State Treasurer seems to fit, 
the bills 
on, the 
nominated: what he has done in the 
he's authored the bills that he has voted 
he has subm:tted. 
at your only, I am very troub a 
pattern that 
4 
see es i You sit on over -- you would sit 
irperson f a 
it s, councils. The State Treasurer is 
them. Some of them art: three-member 
some of have as many as nine. And on many of 
State Treasurer is the swing vote. 
I want to probe some of these areas with you, and I'd 
like to give you an opportunity to respond rather than waiting to 
As chair of 39 State boards and commissions and a vast 
of ssions, you would be the swing vote. You 
\:ould have a vast in uence on a variety of issues of critical 
concern to Californians. 
Cali ia will probably, in the 1990s and beyond, be a 
ird World State; meaning that the majority of people here will 
be minorit s, not ish-speaking, but poor, uneducated, and 
wi care. Many of them will be immigrants. And I am 
concerned that the pol ies that can be affected by the State 
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Treasurer into cons eration these particular areas of 
concern. 
I look at voting record in the area of health and 
serv ces I see that you're rated zero by the American 
ion of s Women; that was for the 1985-86 
t you ero rating by the National Women's 
Poli 1 Caucus for 9 5-86. That the Child Welfare League of 
America you ero, and Children's Defense Fund in '86 
al voted vou ze 
Can to thos votes or lack of votes? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: No. If you me spec if 
s re , I'd be happy to re , Senator. 
l right. 
I imagine a number of them dealt 
tters, and I have been a consistent voter against 
iation bills in the House of Representatives 
becau I 1 that it is important for us to 
fin a deficits. And that we cannot seriously 
"dis II as long as we think we can play the game of 
I' 
n 
seems 
ra 1 
ress 
If 
I' il aqa nst the 
I) C(Jntinual 
II ,, 
ll 
f cit. 
s n1eans I'm there with just a few votes, 
me you've got to send a message. In other cases, 
ing, where amendments have been denied which would 
or President's budget, I have voted 
use frankly it seems to me if you 
just vote down every single amendment that tries to 
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in some sort of limit, and then merrily go on 
the programs anyway, you're never serious 
that. I would imagine that happens to 
of those circumstances. 
've also against programs which I thought were 
f 
can e 
ve 
er ly look at programs are of the mind 
to start a new program, perhaps we should 
some already existing program isn't working, and 
ate t. Or, if re's a program that 
se on that, rat.her ~Jtart another 
done across board in all sorts of bills 
WATSON: I've listened to your responses for the 
I find you to be very articulate, very 
with words. 
't see is where your commitment is in 
your vote. Now, you talk about the fiscal 
mos 
But 
t 
certainly we as responsible Legislators have 
t. 
about your humanity. You started out 
, your mother, and you as a family 
ld commend you for your family spirit. I would 
families could be like yours. 
t comes down to the only measurement I have of 
v1oman, have to look at your votes. 
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why you voted against the Child Nutrition '· 
authorize major child nutrition programs, 
lunches, and the summer school food program 
lmingly. It was just a 
cast g a tough vote. 
s over and over again, "We must take 
someone has to do it." 
LUNG:RF;N: Right 
ENATOR WATSON: Well, is true. And I'm wondering 
re to as you si on se 
itions? Are we ing to see to 
r s, and too many of 
out a use 're 
nst a Children's Services bill, RR 3424. 
do. These are the programs, including 
ssistance, and Child Protect 
vote. Who loses? The children. 
Services. 
mentioned. Head Start, you did not vote on 
of a bill that would re-authorize Head 
ever. These are the programs 
ildren something to go on when they get 
voted against it. 
voted a st key issues for women, tax equity, 
educ Somewhere along the line, I would think your 
a to explain it to us, would come in. 
ce it 
I d 
2 
House o 
16 
27 
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LUNGREN: Well, Senator, I would just say 
t you 
sen tat 
say that some of my colleagues in 
s are against Defense spending when 
against the De 
it. That's a 
se bill because 
that's 
is unfair. They may feel that 
particular programs that are 
them to in error, but I don't think 
for omeone to Jay, "Who suffers? The 
voted to cut Defense 
s is 
't th that I've seen any vote 
entirely cut the Defense of the nati0n 
on my topic. 
LUNGREN: Well, if I can just say to you, 
st the Defense budget 
No, I'd like to get on the topic --
LUNG HEN You're talking to me about voting 
assuming --
No, I would like to 
SMAN LUNGREN: -- that I'm against 
rom 
-- get you to stick on the topic areas, 
ing very short. 
re to what your no votes mean, and I'm 
You said 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well I'm just telling you what my 
no votes mean. 
I 
fact the 
a i 
never 
now 
ng 
those 
ha 
i 
I've examined every program to see whether 
s are consistent with the budget 
whether program increases are ing 
, or whether new programs are being 
very good sounding names, but frankly 
we cannot afford. 
to and support programs along 
ust voted aga st it. 
t know, I what the 
lth a fisca 
things now, if programs 
icare and everything else, I 
ta ten years ago. 
WATSON: Let me just --
SMAN LUNGREN: Because I see llenges that we 
d have, and I don't know, frankly, how 
swer 11 those. I'm open to suggestions; I'm 
WATSON: Let me just throw another one out and 
to 
times to me that you vote against 
cate other programs. But you voted 
comes under the Child Nutrition and School 
an amendment in 1985 to eliminate cost-
tmen s to child food programs. 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: If I recall that specific one, 
t dealt 
on all 
a one-year freeze that we were attempting to 
It was part of an overall -- was that 
19 5 
pattern 
is a 
SENATOR It was 1985. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN 1985, that was, I believe, the 
HR 7. And the effort there was to try 
r freeze on al programs. 
I have for a peri cf time said that it is unfair, 
So 
retirees and say they're 
else what I have said 
tuents , if 1 is a real effort 
spending at least as i as 
it. If that's not the case, I won't 
is was an effort in 1985, as I recall, to freeze 
lar a single year. The previous year I 
a substitute that eliminated new add-ons to that 
existing programs with an inflation 
tried to fit what I felt was a fiscal 
to the st possible benefit of those to be served 
were Bartlett amendments; Steve Bartlett, a 
rom Texas, both in '84 and '85. 
SF.N~TCF WATSON: I guess that further supports the 
I ' ab to identify, that your first concern 
seal concern; is that correct? 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: No, it is a major concern, but 
it's not only concern. 
SENATOR WATSON: Let me restate that. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Let me restate my answer, if I 
SENA~OR WATSON: Let me restate the question, and then 
you can restate answer. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: All right. 
SENATOR WATSON: Your fir t concern is a fiscal concern. 
a response to the st s that I've raised 
you. 
Am I correct? 
CONGRES 
do not have 
LUNGREN: Let me put it in this context. 
are not on the committee of jurisdiction, and 
ability to reform the program, or to work 
the 
s 
or to extend the program in ways you see fit, 
are limited to only voting on the fiscal 
ications of program as they're before you. That is true, 
in cases, that's basically what I would be given an 
i to 
SENATOR WATSON: How many bills have you authored and 
your, , ten years in the Congress? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I don't know. It's probably --
or co-sponsored? 
SENATOR WATSON: Authored and had signed into law. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Oh, if you're actually talking 
t ones that I authored and were signed into law, since I'm a 
5 
9 
24 
a 
t, 
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House of Representatives, a very limited 
one two. 
If re talking about bills that I was responsible for 
're ta a lot more than that. 
How many bills ? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: We have a very different standard 
CONGBES 
r 
, I 't know how to express it any 
LUNGREN: Let me this In the 
s, if you want to a bill passed and 
get an idea. You have the side 
, and bill passes. 
ls you get with your name on them, 
ly to commemoratives, or you're limited to 
ature. I've probably had two, or three, or 
pas 
ta ing about bills that I have a major 
say chief of those is the 
Control Act of 1984 and a whole host of other 
WATSON: Well, what I'm trying to do, have 
someone who's very fiscally conservative. 
rai questions about your voting 
how you look at a bill, you analyze it, 
s. 
7 
6 
2 
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And 'm wondering how much have you done on your own? 
look 
on your own? 
for something from you that would give me 
at, indeed you could over 
ially, humanely, as well as ing 
se various votes that have 
s ion that you have voted against because 
was put togethtr properly, what have you done 
to the problem? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well, f want to give me -- if 
re 
1 
come 
s 
at st one current example on 
I keep criticiz for 
, I worked as part of the Republican 
what we thought would be an 
se to the President's call for a Catastrophic 
came wi that. I was one of the authors, if 
was a consensus or a group product. 
l on the Floor of the House as to exactly 
were allowed to offer one thing and not 
t. 
to of a specific amendment wh I felt 
nterests of senior citizens, and particularly 
istrict, and particularly senior citizens 
employees and State employees. And 
a coverage on the Catastrophic Health 
a 1 number of people -- federal retirees being 
8 
19 
at 
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s under certain major union programs -- already 
We fe t 
f ts to be provided by the 
passed by the House of Representatives. 
even though they would get no reased 
wa more important to attempt to allow 
s on ir own as to whether 
se to 
didn't want to be in it. And 
e effort of my amendment, my 
inia Mr. Slaughter s em an 
Retired 
t 
t. 
s Orga ization a 
Catastrophic Rea bil and 
a pecific example in which I attempted to 
a b was going through and for which I gained 
rna or ization of federal retirees. 
WATSON: So what you're sayi with that 
have worked with others to try to bring 
sl on that would deal with retirees the 
dealt with. 
LUNGREN: To and meet the tremendous 
get even greater in this country, which 
l long-term health care needs of the 
WATSON: Right. 
LUNGREN: when the senior citizen 
a greater percentage, and as the senior 
8 
9 
8 
are 
turn 
sue. 
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to older period of time, and as the problems 
ally accelerate in those later years, we 
reach some very serious matters in a way 
problems, but in a way that does not 
around the turn of the century. 
that I have tried to convey to my 
to start thinking about that now, not at 
, and not in the year 2020. 
You're ccrrect, and I'm goi to defer 
s to sue the senior citizen 
to some of issues here. 
Al right. 
As Treasurer, you would be a member of 
Displaced Homemaker Emergency Loan 
a rating of zero percent for your 
women's and children's issues by the 
s that I mentioned. 
do in a matter such as that if you were 
ar committee? 
LUNGREN: Well, I suppose I would do what I 
a ttee. I would try and find out 
rna of the State Legislature as passed into law, 
out law to the best oi my ability with 
ow spirit as well as the letter of the 
201 
not attempt to use my own personal position to 
and st the law has set out. 
I might come back to the Legislature on some 
fit of my opinion, but in terms 
structs of the statute that establ 
cormn do the best job I possibly could. 
I have you mention that you would 
8 and st job. I've heard you say that several 
LUNGREN: I mean it. I S I say it. 
SENATOR WATSON: Well, I'm a real hard time with 
s that 1988, your pattern now will 
view of social programs to one that 
the needs of the people of 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I don't believe that I've had a 
soci 1 programs. 
a fiscal mess in Washington, D.C. I have 
of the federal government attempting to 
areas of domestic policy where, fact, I 
th the States local governments are in a far better 
posit act.. 
do not t that certain functions of the 
t rly to be on the State level ought not 
I've felt that we've overextended on the 
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federal level. a perfect reason to believe that we have 
to be invo in a much more intensive way on the State level 
we do on federal level with some of these domestic 
I just to ink that rather than just ing 
the I the principle of subsidiarity, that I 
l conce th that, I happen to think that's 
extreme! 
SENATOR WATSON: Congres an Lungren, many of the 
are that wou g some 
se are that would he 
not rece from the 1 
you an example of some of them that I'm 
about. You voted no to the passage of a 
iate billions of dollars for the 
, and Education and Welfare, and 
re t agenc voted no --
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: That's a general appropriation 
1 
SENATOR WATSON: That's a general appropriation bill. 
CONGHESSMAN LUNGREN: Absolutely. 
23 SENATOR WATSON: Yes, that's what I'm saying. You see 
24 ? These are bills that would give money to the State 
State itse f cannot afford the programs as State-only 
, and voted no. 
28 
bill 
3 
n 
9 
II 
h 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN= That's the total appropriation 
re rtment, and I happen to think --
SENATOR WATSON: I know, absolutely. I'm more aware of 
LUNGREN: No, I'm not saying that. 
is that that's the entire program in 
WATSON: Absolut.ely. 
LUNGREN: And I happen to think we're 
areas as rna areas --
SENATOR WATSON: That's 
LUNGREN: with respect to the that 
s point. That's exactly the point 
on. 
defi i 
LUNGREN: Fine. I don't support a $200 
you do. 
s WATSON: Well, I'm looking at you and trying to 
're going to be able to carry out the mandate 
no 
ia's State Treasurer. And I would like 
ses to just that, if you would. 
a $45 million federal heal 
so it appropriated money for physical 
and mental health programs. 
You voted no a program that would revise the Health 
Resource Development Act of 1974, and it would have 
monies for anning activities and resource 
2 
3 
4 
5 
13 
2 
23 
women h 
i 
a 
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You no against an appropriation for Health 
So 
I 
Resource Development grants. 
to prevent any funds appropriated by the 
to for abortions or the administration 
under Federal Employees Health 
ition on abortion, but the law says that 
And I'm just wondering, with your 
could you support what the law has 
CONGRES LUNGREN: Well, I've already answered that 
s saying I would not -- I cannot, 
ow ling on abortion, as much as I 
, af decision with respect to the job that I 
can't; so I won't. 
're ing me am I going to give up my strongly held 
m not, any more than the Chairman is going to 
WATSON: I did not ask that question. I would 
a wide bit of discretion on these 
just want to know where you're going to be when 
you as one of three votes. 
SMAN LUNGREN: I believe that my discretion is 
with respect to that. I believe any 
say that it was outside the 
ili and d scretion of my office to deny bonding, a 
16 
21 
22 
24 
26 
27 
bond is 
perform 
do 
t 
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to a lth facility based on the fact that they 
on . 
I be ieve that happens to be the case. 
I can only --
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Are you informing me that 's 
se? 
I can only go on your deeds, not on 
ses. 
SMAN LUNGREN: I dcn't know what that means. 
Al I can say --
SENATOR WATSON What it means is 
i 
I I 
LUNGREN: is my strongly viewpoints 
, i that's the point you want to make, 
i I have been pro-life. I'll continue to 
WATSON: That is not the point. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I support the law of the United 
, on federal level by the way, that federal 
not used for the performance of abortions. 
thin law that's within the mainstream. I 
It not law with respect to bonding in 
ia; refore, 's outside of what I would be able to 
SENATOR WATSON: J think you've indicated what your 
would 
206 ' 
I 
You no on a bill to extend and expand corr@unity 
mental programs, State mental health programs, 
3 
a prevention programs. 
no on a bill that would revise the 
center system i would es a 
5 
6 of new designed to extend State mental 
serv the also the bill would have authorized 
8 r fiscal 
9 I m troubled by your votes on mental hea th because 
the mos remendous we're facing here in 
f Cal is 11 in our homeless 
2 President Reagan was Governor of the State 
a c down many of the State institutions with 
to deve con@unity-based programs. They have not 
5 we have had a homeless population out there, 30 
16 ill. 
A.nd record, your deed in this area, was one to vote 
s s f programs. That's the only thing I can go 
on done. 
to respond? 
21 CG~GRESSMAN LUNGREN: Once again, I can only say that it 
me i certa circumstances that the State government is 
in a to handle a number of these issues than is 
24 the 1 government. 
And t that the local and State officials 
26 s come to ington and say to us, "Would you please 
?" I had one of the mayors in my district come 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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9 
lO 
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deficit. You 
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ific program, and I said, "Look, we've got a 
s don't have a deficit at all. Why are you 
me to do it?" 
themse 
are 
courage, 
Californ 
He s "Because folks back home don't want t.o tax 
s to 
And I sa 
same 
is s 
re neces 
But 
t we 
program. 11 
h , very honestly, "The folks back home 
elected me, and we've got to have the 
it I to tell them that these 
and they've jOt to be paid for. II 
can t corn to the federal 
this enormous def cit. 
SENATOR WATSON: Well, re ng to be sitting in a 
to amount of authority over the funds in 
Cal You're going to be sitting on the 
ities F ancing Authority if confirmed by the 
a slature. 
i an ity that has developed a reputation of 
c in front of the group. Often they helped 
facil t p as 1 as small facilities. That was because 
commi f Je se Unruh. 
I to know what your position would be, and if 
, if any, conditions would you to 
trend t has been set into place? And I guess the 
trend was, if there was financing needed, we would then give the 
necess dollars 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Within whatever constraints I have 
in terms of outs numbers, that is, if we have an allocation 
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stion, but 
fo lc'v' 
in any constraints that are established, I will 
on that. 
I mean, I to believe that. we have continuing 
e:xt needs area of health in California as ~Jell 
s nat Some of those needs are goi to be far different 
than what we've had the past, in the area of AIDS, for 
instance. 
But 
SSl.Ve 
g to as 
AIDS challenge 
we're going to 
State to f 
only superimposed over the 
ve as a country and we're 
to effectively treat 
sen citizens f our community. I mean, I don't think we as a 
ion re ng at that. 
at fact year 2040, I 
ieve it js most f us won't be around but still, that shows 
a t ing like one in 10 people who are 65 and over 
will have at least one living parent 85 or more, the dimensions 
of ch llenge are far greater than anything we've seen. 
you see that the Baby Boom generation, of which I'm 
is to be the aging generation after -- sometime 
e turn of century, and that we in a sense have not 
of i to make up for the numbers that we have, 
to see an enormous challenge to this society. How 
do we , not only for the medical needs, hut for the retirement 
needs of our sen citizens with a far smaller population base 
i ? of le are 
I on't all the answers there. I do know that 
that's challenge that we've got to start looking at, and 
209 
look at sooner rather than later. That's going to take some 
i st.ructure the area of health care; there's no doubt about 
3 
it. I'd rather ant ipate those needs than try and catch up with 
s. 
t' a very -- that's only a part of an extreme 
men and women in the State Legislature 
n Execut it. s are going to have to identify 
8 
to al wi 
9 
One of votes I've been criticized for was, I 
0 tc s an increase in retjrement 65 to 
was a Democratic Member's sal. What failed 
on t would in the year 2000. It 
t up, one of the reasons for it 
t ically at both the cost of Medicare 
a the cost of Soc al Security, we cannot project out how we're 
16 to se programs if people continue to retire at 
7 we vJere to give the signal to people my 
, nyou're going to have to retire later rather the time 
s are retir precisely so we can take care of the 
II 
at' not a simple thing to say or an easy thing to 
t 1 to hear it, but that's the k of thing 
23 we're ing to to do. 
SENATOH WATSON: Okay, again, I'm going to defer on t.he 
25 citi ens issues because 1 real have some very important 
26 :issues I'm i:o. 
27 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: All right. 
28 
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SENATOR WATSON: You mentioned AIDS. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Yes. 
SENATOR WATSON: And several hours back you said that we 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: That's right. 
SENATOR WATSON: Your record shows that in 1986, you 
t Educat , Labor, Health and Human Services 
a ons ill for increa funding for AIDS research, and 
in 1987, you against the creution of a national commission 
on AIDS. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: R 
SENA'fOR WATSON: Now, I know that probably is not going 
to do mu good dialogue, but the two areas 
where you ve addres AIDS, you voted against. And I don't see 
your 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I'll address those if you'd like 
SENATOR WATSON: -- you know, what you've done. I don't 
see you 
CONGRESSI~N LUNGREN: Specifically, the first vote that 
![ 
\! 
ed 
ll figure out on 
I! of fm:d1.ng was 
" II 
I' • li about J.n terms of 
ll 
1! was ve t 
in terms of increase in research monies. 
ion was, at that time we were attempting to 
Congressionfll level what the appropriate level 
Not on was it something we'd been concerned 
Congress, but it was also something that 
press. I mean, it was a big issue that 
II was con 
'I 
ting us. 
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And there was an effort to increase the research into 
AIDS beyond we were told by NIH and the other affiliated 
organizations they cou use that year. And so, I made a 
s, 
effect 
ir st judgment that they had the funding 
in terms of re 
been told that NIH could have used 
used them in a way that they felt was 
, I would have supported it. 
The s 
vote came a 
deals th the commission. That 
fter the Pres t est lished hib 
was any 
mind was: 
with that commission. 
create a competi 
ssion when the President's already 
created a commiss 
and get 
:i 
t was more important as far as I was concerned to try 
to 
politics out of the AIDS question. It was more 
tles behind us and to develop a consensus 
should be for the assault on the AIDS 
standpoint of trying to stop its further 
to the we could, and also treating those people who 
already contracted AIDS. 
So I voted aga st a commission that came on heels 
of a Pres ial commission, within a week I believe that vote 
was, was any trouble on the next commission. 
It would have been easier, frankly, to vote for the 
commission so could say I voted for doing something 
about AIDS, and I wouldn't have a question asked me, "Why would 
you vote against a commission for AIDS?" 
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I just it was -- it was in a sense political, but 
it didn't good public policy. It wasn't going to get us any! 
closer to solving our problems, was my major concern. 
SENATOR WATSON: All right. 
There is a need for subacute care AIDS 
ct here State of California. And the Health 
s Finane ity is the ideal place to find a 
for the for these facilities. 
are your ideas? In what ways would you meet this 
nevl i it s 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: viJell, ting 
I wou say that Health Facilit B Financing 
ro to p ~ that you're not going to 
be e to it entire with specifically county or State 
We're ing to have to try and also include the 
sect_or, that means private activity bonds made 
ava rt ar Authority are going to be 
icular 
If me what criteria I would establish; if 
d a size I'd look at and what level, I don't know 
I just am very open to the fact that that 
rticular Author ty can play a key role in trying to create some 
il of 
II -
the infrastructure health infrastructure, necessary to deal 
ii 
li I' li 
r 
,j 
I! 
that Jar problem. No doubt about it. 
SENATOR WATSON: Let me ask you, since we're talking 
[i 
ll &bout 
il 
II 
:I !• 
CONGRFSSMAN LUNGREN: In some circumstances, yes. 
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SENATOR WATSON: What are those circumstances? 
CONGRESSJ.V'.tAN LUNGREN: I happen to believe that it makes 
sense with re to people who are in hospitals and with 
ins ance, to those who get marriage licenses. I 
s those wou be 
SENATOR WA'l'SON: 
ilit es? 
two general areas. 
Do you support testing those going into 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Lockup facilities? 
SENATOR WATSON: Prisons, jails. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: As a matter of fact, I would. I 
that vmuld 
l 
SENATOR WATSON 
sense 
treatment 
terms f protecting other 
I terms of protecting other prisoners? 
CONGRESS~AN LUNGREN: Yes, ma'am. 
SENATOR WATSON: What do you mean by that? 
CONGRESS~AN LUNGREN: Well, I think because of the 
stance f certa 
condemn someone 
sexual attacks in prisons, I wouldn't want to 
been charged with a particular offense to 
to the AIDS virus as well. also ing 
So it seems to me from two standpoints: exposing new 
le to AIDS rus as well as treating those that we know 
t i e i ility. 
SENATOR WATSON: What would you do with those who have 
tested posit ? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I'm not sure what I would do with 
i t . 
SENATOR WATSON: You said you want to test them. 
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CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I think so, and then come up with 
a pt,ogram. 
In terms f those who test positive, I think one of the 
lh s you would do is attempt to have some sort of a medical 
program. 
SENATOR WATSON: All right, you'd have a medical 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I don't know what else I'd do at 
I real haven't thou~ht about it. 
SENATOR WATSON: Would i them, quarantine them? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I t i I'd use the word 
SENATOR ~vATSON: Isolate? S rat.e? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I don't know. You know, I haven't 
real dealt with I don't know whether we should have some 
correction ilit that deal with those who are AIDS carriers 
II d 
/I 
li il 
or n 
at 
il . 
n pr1.son 
It 
I I: 
'I 
1: 
II 
I' 
II 
'I 
li 
II f ·r· II .acJ. J. 
I, 
ji 
tl 
lr 
II 
I' 
•I 
i' 
II 
I' 
,I 
I just real haven't thought that out. 
SENATOR WATSON: Well, that probably will be an issue 
Treasurer will have to deal with because right now, the 
als that are front of us to do testing also will 
lead to i ing or separating them from the regular 
populat That means new facilities. 
You ment health care. That means new programs --
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Costs money. 
SENNfOR WATSON: -- or improved programs and new 
ie . And , they do cost money. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Yes, sure. 
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SENATOR WATSON: In 1987, you voted to require mandatory 
l\IDS testing o ll homeless individuals rec~iving medical care. 
Do you want to comment on that? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well, I happen to feel that those 
are e ica fess a right to t 
from exposure to AIDS. Not that they should 
e treatment, they should be aware of people they treat 
ions. 
there is problem number of our homeless 
si tue:ttions of v ence one less individual 
at certain facil ies. If one 
ink it would be better that they know 
later. 
for a number of reasons it made some sense. 
SENATOR WATSON: Why are you targeting the homeless 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well, I said to you that I thought 
at 
SENATOR WATSON Do you know who the homeless are? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: -- work in hospitals --
SENA"'OR Wl\TSON: Do you know who the homeless are? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Yes, I do. I'm trying to answer 
quest 
1 people who do go to hospitals and 
!i 
II rece care from professionals could be tested so that 
II 
II j, 
li 
li 
II 
il 
se hea profess ls, again, know who may expose them to 
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the AIDS virus. Not, again, to refuse treatment to them, but so 
might know so they might take proper precautions against the 
spread of AIDS. 
to h 
made. 
SENATOR WATSON: 1, I would understand your referring 
ri s e and not all homeless 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well, J wasn't speaking about high 
pat , either, but I try to give you my best answer. 
SENATOR WATSON: Well, I'm looking at the vote that you 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: 
SENATOR WATSON: The var that you will sit on 
use 
simp not 
f ing for major public projects Those 
you would disagree with, you could 
market conditions are bad. And you 
the issue; you could simply not put the 
issue on e 
I want. to 
just across the 
can tell me 
the 
looking at your voting record, 
in all the areas that I care about, what 
11 convince me that your pattern of 
t 11 be any different when we ask you to go 
some bonds to build new mental health 
itutions, new itals for AIDS patients, maybe new 
correct 1 lth care centers, maybe new family planning 
centers where the advise on abortion, and down the line? 
can you tell me that will convince me that you will 
M ao out and wil see that the bonds are really supported and 
27 sold with the lowest interest possible? That you will put these 
28 
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ssues on the ? That you will hold the meetings where 
these issues come up? 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well, with all due respect, 
Senator, 
I'm goi 
to your comment about my convincing you 
my pattern of behavior. That suggests 
n some 
1 
I'm ss 
law or 
n up-front, or do something less than 
spirit of the law. 
If you can find that in record, I'd like to know 
about it. No one ever suggestej that to me. 
If what can I do to convince you I'll 
low t o the law, et cetera, I say look at 
tion I ever not done that. 
There's ever re sed to follow the law or 
s as best they can. re 
the 
f 
a s 
to di 
I've dealt 
ss, at t 
th some difficult issues while I've been in 
s having to swallow very hard in terms of 
ion and ing a final product through. 
st 
pas 
I'd say you'd have to take a look at my record. 
SENATOR WATSON: I'm looking at it right now. 
You 
to 
nst the Equal Right Amendment. You voted 
was HR 3008. You voted against the 
of the Pay Equity study to determine -- it was just 
whether differences in pay and 
classificat arisen because of discrimination based on 
sex race or national origin. 
CONGRESS~mN LUNGREN: I'll be happy to answer that. 
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SENATOR WATSON: You voted against the reorganization of 
2 
3 
fiscal year '88. You voted against the Welfare Reform Act of 
4 
1979. You , as I mentioned before, against Child Nutrition. , 
5 
voted to cut and 1 ted authorization for Chi 
6 
Nutri ion 
7 
8 i soc al programs for Labor, for Health and Human 
9 
Se s, for Education. You voted in 1986 to prevent new aid 
t ams the mentally ill. You 
in 987 a re-e ishi Select Committee on 
You 987 against the final passage 0 HR 558, 
the Home ss Act. You in 1982 agn.inst 
14 reasi Medicare I to restore funding cuts. And it 
15 just goes 011 on on. 
!6 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Yes, Senator. If you'd like me to 
8 In first place, the Pay Equity study was more than 
i on State court had decided that because a pay 
20 equi study had by the State of Washington, the State 
21 fore be sued in the tune of hundreds of 
22 mil ions f llars pursuant to the study because they said the 
23 study, therefore, justified a showing or a finding that 
, . . . 
c • .1 scr:tnnna ace by the State. 24 
25 The est was, if we created that on the federal 
26 level, we have therefore been submitted the federal 
27 to a massive number of lawsuits based on some study, 
28 we may have some question about. 
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You talk about the Equal F.ights Amendment. The Equal 
Amendment was brought up under the Suspension Calendar. 
iate p 
i 
rmtes of 
e 
that the Suspension Calendar is not an 
amending the Constitution of the Unit 
no opportunity for amendment; 
a s 
allows 
ieve it was, or 14 original co-sponsors of 
s Amendment voted against it, including half 
I 
half licans, ause of the manner in which it 
rv:ard 
i f there were two. One was, many 
wanted of -neutral amendment wh would 
1 
t me, 
ffered. 
1 t would not either promote or deny 
second one was the question oi whether or not 
s Amendment as therefore stated would have 
for single-sex schools, including 
ies and certain Jewish synagogues to continue. 
third, talked about 
SENATOR WATSON: Excuse me. Would you run that one back 
se? 
CONGF.ESSMAN LUNGREN: Yes, I'll be happy to. 
Those were the two major amendments that were to be 
SENATOR WATSON: No, just repeat --
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: One was the abortion-neutral 
amendment. The second one was to make sure that that bill would 
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not af thE' st of single-sex institutions, such as 
Cathol naries, and such as certain Jewish synagogues, 
Conservative sh synagogues. 
were amendments to be discussed. You may be 
ical t se amendments were not even allowed to 
s probably don't know about what we 
we scuss. We were denied the opportunity. 
Rights Amendment most probably would have 
s with along with them. 
You le 10. I voted against 
SENATOR WATSON: But these were never discussed 
? 
CONGRESSl1AN Yes, they were discussed in 
a matter o , since you asked. I was engaged 
on Committee of the Judiciary --
SENATOR WATSON: Well then I didn't understand. 
The reason I'm asking is because I didn't understand 
11 ~what you were sa 
i! 
in the last two minutes. You might want to 
i! ar t. 
1\ j: 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: We happened to deal with it in the 
11 
made a of 
il 
11 answe 
II 
I) 
the as 
lis sex institut 
!1 
II 
\I 
11 II 
11 record, 
li I, 
!j 
ji 
I' ,I 
:I 
/I, 
II 
I' 
'·' 
ir in 
e 
to 
ici 
We were engaged in debate. In fact, 
debate when questions could not be 
on questions such as abortion or 
s of education. 
was supposed to be made a part of the 
would be part of the report that would be 
That was made in order by a ruling of the 
Committee. 
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nstead, the bill was brought to the Floor under the 
Suspension Ca ar, with no report issuing from the Committee, 
with no ity debate, with no notice to the Republican 
s 
i ff 
The 1 R 
t up as a pure 
s Amendment was defeated because it was 
itical effort, not as an effort to pass 
Novl, 're talking about --
SENATOR vlATSON: I'm ashamed of you for saying that, but 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: I don t understand your point. Is 
a int you're ing? 
SE1'1ATOR WATSON I've made it. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: When I voted against ~he Title 10 
extension, taken out abortion language that had been 
part of House bill when it passed. It had been traditionally 
of e bill. It was removed. 
You ta me voting against the Select Committee on 
r. I d 't know you were so concerned about how we 
ize ourselves in the House of Representatives. 
answer 
SENATOR WATSON: Don't play games, Congressman. 
I am concerned about your vote. 
CONGRESSMAN I,UNGREN: That's right. 
SENATOR l\TATSON: And would you please 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to 
Senator if I'm allowed to be given my chance. 
222 I 
I 
SENATOR WATSON: Yes, but you're casting aspersions that 
Are not there. 
2 
3 
I'm asking -- I said you voted this way. And you said 
4 
to me, "I didn't know you were so concerned." I'm concerned 
5 
&bout your vote. 
6 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGR~N: Mr. Chairman, I'll be happy to 
7 
answer quest o Members of the Committee, even those that are 
8 
9 
SEN.A.TOR 't-'lATSON: Well, let me go on vvi th another 
10 question. 
II You voted no to appropriate money for --
12 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Voted what? 
13 SENATOR WATSON: You voted no to vote for money for 
14 co:mmun ty lth centers. 
15 CONGRESSJI1AN LUNGREN: Right. 
16 SENATOR WATSON: Twenty million. 
Would you like to explain that one? 
8 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Given the other call on the 
19 federa expenditures at that time, I did not think that that was 
20 an iate iture of federal funds. 
21 SENATOR WATSON: Okay. 
22 CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN~ The amount of money was not 
23 s ificant in terms of the need that could be addressed on the 
24 local level. And as long as we started various different 
25 programs with small amounts of money that would only grow and 
26 therefore not allow us to take care of some of the programs only 
27 we could care of, I will vote against those particular 
28 programs. 
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SENATOR WATSON: All right. 
And you voted no for an appropriation in 1985-87 for 
preventative health services block grants, family planning und 
the adolescent family life programs. 
You voted no in 1985-87 for grants for alcohol, drug 
abuse, and mental lth programs, and for 1985-88 for 
developmental disabil ies aids. 
You voted no for an amendment to strike language from 
223 
the bill that wou 
Insurance to pay 
prohibit the se of Federal Employee Health 
abortion except when the life of the mother 
is endangered, and it goes on and on and on. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: That's the majority position in 
House of Representatives, as you well know. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: We are going to try to concl"G.de at 
five past six and give the Congressman five minutes for a 
n:~huttal. 
SENA'l'OR WATSON: All right. 
I would just like to finish up by saying, I have 
researched your voting record very, very closely, and in the area 
of health and human services, issues of family, issues of 
children's health, your record has been nil. 
I'm quite concerned about that because the Treasurer in 
the State of California is very powerful. The former Treasurer 
hus formed a nationwide Association of State Treasurers because 
thut Treasurer sits on over 40 committees, many of them with just 
three peop That position is very influential. 
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And I can't, in my re!:>earch 1 see why I should vote to 
someone in at office who has voted against all the programs 
that :::.: care , and all the programs that show a real concern 
human condit s over fiscal conditions. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you, Senator. 
We one tness who earlier had indicated he wanted 
ii 
:! li II testi was not the room at the time, Mr. Bill Melamed, 
II 
" 
li 
II 
II I, 
of. of Governors of the Municipal Elections 
Committee of Los les. 
Mr. Me can either take the podium or take one 
!' 
I! 
I' 
l! 
II 
I' li 
ot the chairs. 
MR. MELAMED: I'll do it from the podium. 
II 
!r j, 
'd 1 to thank the Committee for the chance to speak. 
l\ il If : reiterate a couple of things that you may have 
ard, it's on y because I traveled from Los Angeles because I 
ink it's important that these things be said. 
MECLA is oldest nonpartisan political action 
cooonittee in the United States, acting on behalf of gay men, 
lesbia s, nd nonlesbian women. 
MECLA's on record already with the Governor, with 
!I 
il 
:1 eve Senator, with every Assembly Member, and all of the media 
il 
![ 
li 
If 
It 
II 
i state that the confirmation of Congressman Lungren would 
the progress for which we and many of you have struggled 
i'l 
1
1 
ior so long. 
I' 
II 
I' II 
I! 
I' ,, 
II 
II 
Jl 
I! 
l'i 
II 
,, 
I' 
II 
Given Treasurer's influence and position on over 40 
s and commissions, it's especially important that he or she 
sentiitive particularly to policies that adversely affect 
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groups on the lower rungs of the civil rights ladder, such as the 
gay and le an community. 
Judging the Congressman's ultra-right conservative 
vot record it would appear that he would not sensitive. 
In the area of civil liberties, the Congressman has 
against the 1984 Civil Rights Act, standing almost alone in 
of a 370 vote bi-partisan majority. 
The Congressman has voted against the 1987 Hate Crimes 
Statist s Act, an Act that called ~nly for the collection of 
data concerni cr s based on religious, racial, ethnic, sexual 
orientation bias. As you all know, cr s of hate are not 
to ted by Cali ia law, but Lungren voted against even 
studying the issue. 
Ris votes agai st the women of this land are equally 
srual. He voted against th~ study to determine whether or not 
II 
li differences in pay and classification exist. He would not vote 
jl ~ for re-authorization of family planning services. We agree with 
J 
Jl 
1! the American Association of University Women which gave him a 
I! 
il ~ zero rating in his responsiveness to the concerns of women and 
L 
II 
i ren. 
'I II 
\I 
Pe no other record is as chilling as Dan Lungren's 
ii votes on AIDS In what could be read as a referendum on every 
II 
\I I ' d ' t t ' 1 ' th I! ssrnan s compass1on an comm1 men to sav1ng 1ves, e 
1/ ~Congressman has voted against AIDS research money. I heard him 
! s today repeatedly that he does not want to wait until a health 
II 
\I 
II Cl 
em becomes catastrophic to find the solution, and yet when 
about AIDS, he says he hasn't given it that much thought, 
II and that in time he could make some decisions. 
[! 
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il 
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As Treasurer, he must approve bond funds for the 
University of California capital outlay. Some of those monies 
would be used for AIDS research. If we cut those bonds, we could 
cut that res money. It's a savings we cannot afford. 
Further in his record of political opinions, he's 
countered the Surgeon General's recommendation and voted to 
re mandatory AIDS testing of homeless people. 
He has consistently voted against the use of public 
s for abortion services. As Txeasurer he would serve on the 
Beard of Public loyment Retirement System, which would improve 
isic) all the State employee health plans, all the of which 
ide abortjon benefits. 
As Chair of Health Facilities Financing Authority, 
would have jurisd ion over tax exempt revenue bonds which 
those hospitals that included those services. 
'I il exempt hospi 
\i 
II 
construction could come to a halt. 
I, 
li d<:.c 
II 
Evf>n if you were to somehow agree to uphold the law, 
ite his distaste for some of its portions, the law is silent 
~as to what kind of facilities are eligible for funding. There is 
I, 
II 1 a discrimination allowed there, or determination to be made. 
II 
~ Rased on his past performance, we believe he would 
il 
II discriminate against women in need of medical care. Further 
II 
!more, affirmative action and prevailing wage provisions in bond 
'I 
II, 
,I 
ll 
'I I, 
:I 
II 
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1/ 
li 
I' II 
!I 
!I 
/I d 
Jl li 
li 
ii 
/! !I 
finance projects would be jeopardized by virtue of the fact that 
he's twice been named one of the top 10 most conservative Members 
of Congress. 
From AIDS research to meals for seniors, from legal 
ces to catastrophic health insurance, from child nutrit1on 
to community health centers, from a national AIDS commission to 
MedicarP, ssman Lungren has voted agai11st it all. 
MECLA and the thousands of citizens we represent will 
not stand silently by whi this aLministration creates a mockery 
the offic~ of Treasurer, and the people of the State and I 
that you will take this to heart and vote no. 
CHAIR1,1A.N ROBERTI: Thank you, Mr. Melamed. 
questions? Hearing none, thank you. 
SENATOR WATSON: Senator Roberti, I just wanted to --
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Senator Watson. 
SENATOR WATSON: I have several hundred signatures here, 
itions, that oppose the Lungren nomination based on the 
concerns I raised. I'd like to just submit these for the record. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Make sure the Members of the 
Committee receive copies. 
Is re anyone in the audience who would wish to 
testify? I may be getting myself in trouble by asking. 
No, so Congressman, you may conclude. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
It's hard to tell where to begin. Let me just say that 
it's bePn an interesting experience for me here today, and one I 
h0pe that has shed some light in terms of my responses on my 
:rPcord. 
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Let me refer to a couple of points made. Fir5t uf all 
was the point made by the National Women's Political Caucus that 
I have no fiscal policy experience. 
I'm afra people misunderstand the responsibilities of 
Member of Congress in terms of our authority for budget matters 
terms of agcnc s under our jurisdiction. 
I JUst might repeat that I've been on the Judiciary 
Committee for now ten years. We have the full responsibility for 
I! 
11 the budget of the Just ice Department, the FBI, the DEA, the 
s of the 1 government, as well as the prison system of 
the federal government, in the neighborhood of $5.3 billion. 
I mentioned before the work that I do on the permanent 
li Se t Intelligence Committee where we have responsibility for 
II 
I' ~all intelligence matters of the United States, and of course 
!I ~I've aJso mentioned the work I've done on the Joint Economic 
II !, 
II • 
11 Comm1 ttee. 
II ~ With respect to the Legislative Council for Older 
\! 
ll Californians, 
II 
part of the National Council of Senior Citizens, I 
I' 
I' I re 
'I 
to come out against me. t their r I mean, they come 
' ~out aga st almost every Republican. They endorse about 99 out 
li 
ll 
~of 100 Democrats, and that's their right. 
,, 
II ii 
II 
il issue 
A number of their are very different than the issues 
that I think atfect senior citizens. One of those that 
~ was mentioned was the -- that I voted against the minimum 
li i benefits under the Social Security Act. 
'I 
li 
\I 
!l 
I' 
i/ li 
II 
li 
II 
fi 
,I 
II 
If I could just explain for a moment so people have a 
1 understanding of that, the minimum -- this was in the 
229 
context of us attempting tc deal with the overall financi~l 
2 
crisis then f~cing the Social Security Administration. As you 
3 
may r8call, in 1982 the President of the United States, Ronald 
4 
ions as to how we could best deal with 
crisis of funding for Social Security. 
6 You may so recall that as a result o± him coming 
7 
some recommendations for consideration, we on the 
8 s t 26 seats in the '82 election. And following 
9 in the lame duck session in C:::tober, we reconvened and we 
10 a bi rtisan effort to take care of the problem, 
II of the proposals the President had suggested, but 
1 s were beaten at the polls that November. 
But we came back for lame duck in December. I 
14 mean to say 
15 One of the approaches was to restructure the minimum 
16 stion. As you may know, if you barely qualify --
7 is, if you get the minimum number of quarters to qualify fcl-
8 Social Security -·- you receive minimum benefit.s. 
is not in concert or not consistent with the 
20 contr ions that you made vis-a-vis the other people receiving 
1a Gecurity benefits. 
Since we discovered that a large number of people were 
23 )/ getting just q minimum number of quarters to qualify for Social 
24 
25 
26 
28 
II 
1\ 
II 
il t 
If 
I! [i 
Ill 
II 
II 
I! 
li 
il 
,[ 
li 
II 
l\ 
II 
I! 
ity so that they could qualify for Medicare, there was a 
ling t did not get the Social Security benefits for 
purpose of the Social Security payments, but rather for 
icare. 
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Additionally, we discovered that those who qualified for 
SSI had deducted from their SSI payment t.he minimum benefit that 
consisted of that amount which was above the contribution level 
to wh were entitled. So the people that presumably were 
o rc:ce benefit that really needed it, i.e., those 
o~ SSI, didn't get the benefit because it was deducted from SSI. 
To extent got a minimum benefit over their contribution 
a decrease in the SSI. 
So vle eliminated the hninirnum bene±: it. and brought it 
down to level people in fact had qualified for by their 
contr record, we didn't hurt the people at the lowest end 
f rum because their SSI went back up to the full 
amount. And it was a matter by which we thought it made sense on 
of ings to and deal with the Social Security 
crisis that then affected us. 
I to think it was in the long-term interests of 
it helped us move towards a system o1 citizens [i 
;II 
il' c . 1 c . 
1
, ,)ocJ.a_,_ oecurJ. of funding that made some sense, but that 
li 
II 
11 orqanizat it as a vote against senior citizens when I 
II 
:I 
II It it was at all. 
:I I, 
1 I've already 
I\ NOW 0rgan iza ion 
!i • • il pOSl.tHJn. 
i! 
li 
Iii 
,I 
I[ contention. l mean, 
IJlife voting record. 
I mean, Mr. 
II 
talked about the catastrophic health. The 
some others have talked about my abortion 
Chairman, ~hat ought not to be an issue in 
the fact of the matter is I do have a pro-
I have had a pro-life voting record. I will 
il • ~ cont1nue to have a pro-life voting record. 
li 
i[ 
(! 
I! 
li I, 
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But I will tell you --
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: It may make you understand that I 
haven't orchestrated your opposition. 
CONGRESSMAN LUNGREN: Well, absolutely, not entirely. 1 , 
Now wi 
il 
ly. 
re t to the 1984 Civil Rights Act that was 
84 C il Rights Act has nothing to do with the 
Act. The 1984 Civil Rights Act has to do with 
l that was introduced to overturn the Grove City case as 
U.S. Supreme Court 
deal part ar bill, there was a major 
~lOS ssed about the impact on the question of 
And in fact, one of the major participants in the 
~ational ip Conference on Civil Rights, the U.S. CathoJic 
Con , withdrew its support for the bill unless or until an 
~bortion-neutral amendment was adopted. 
I stood with them on that. Very lonely at that 
time because only a few of us, 32 or whatever it was, 
is it because a lot of other people said, well, it'll 
care o in the Senate. 
It was never taken care of in the Senate. The bilJ died 
As 
ha ed in t 
of you recall if you've been watching what's 
U.S Senate, just two-and-a-half weeks ago the 
it up and finally passed the equivalent of the U.S Senate 
1984 Civil Rights Act with one major change: an abortion-
neutral t offered by Senator Danforth of Missouri, 
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any number of Democrats as well as Republicans. And 
in fact, amendment has the support of the American Hospital 
Associat~on. 
The bill now been sent over to the House. 
Initial , some sa , they were going to try and get that kicked 
out Now the iling wisdom appears to be they are going to 
ret the 1 amendment on that particular bill so 
bill ll not have the effect of requiring a Catholic 
to rform an abortion ag2inst their policy and against 
ir ing. 
That bill mo t likely will pass now, and I'll support it 
on it. The decision has not been made by 
House schedule that whether they will bring it to 
t.he loor, because they know that the abortion-neutral amendment 
ll remet 
So, I don't mind having my record looked at, but when 
someone comes to the 1984 Civil Rights Act and conjures up the 
fact that it's a mere extension of the '64 Civil Rights Act, crd 
'm ainst , I think we ought to look at it. 
last thing to deal with is the Hate Crime bill. The 
n 
ii Hate Crime bill came up before our committee. I objected to a 
'I 
I: • h . ~ 111 t at purports to collect data on hate crlmes because I don't 
II 
I, 
li 
II 
ink statistically we can do it. Why? Because in many 
~ ~urisdictions they don't define the crimes as hate crimes. And 
'I I II 
li 
f! a 
,I 
II 
II 
l\ 
I' 
tl 
I' 
II 
,I 
il 
II 
many jurisdlct s, even though someone could be charged with 
cr are charged with a simple assault, or they are 
th aggravated assault. 
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The fact that the motivation was their hatred toward the 
i ivi 1 ause of his or her background, or race, or color, 
of proving the case in court. So it's not is not a 
contained in prosecutor's jacket. 
And when federal government is therefore in the 
Justice Department required to gain all those statistics, they 
to ilo a lot of ss work. And my problem with that is, 
1 tatistics. 
If they could ~hewn me thet in fact we'd have valid 
sti s wou supported 
An amendment was introduced a Republican Member of 
House o sentatives on that committee to remove the 
sect of t nate Crimes that dealt with crimes against gays 
ians. And fought against that amendment and I spoke 
t amendment. And I got credit from Barney Frank, who 
s tc 
ting a vote 
My po 
gentleman who was carrying the bill, for 
inst removing gay-bashing crimes from the bill. 
was, I didn 1 t think the hill could be done, but 
f we were to have a bill, we ought to count crimes against 
and sbians ause those are hate crimes. 
I was against the bill because I didn't think it would 
I was removing the amendment dealing with gays and 
lesbians ause I thought that was a legitimate concern under a 
11 if the bill were going to pass. 
'11 s 011 that record any time. 
Thank Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN ROBERTI: Thank you, Congressman. 
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This concludes our hearing for this afternoon. We will 
reconvene at 9:30 in the morning. 
(Thereupon this hearing before the 
Senate Rules Committee was adjourned 
at imately 6:12P.M.) 
--ooOoo--
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